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1991-92 Green Index: A State-by-State Guide to the Nation's Environmental Health.  Covelo, CA: Island 
Press, 1991.  168 pages.  $ 29.95 cloth, $ 18.95 paper.  A report card on all fifty states, using 200 
indicators to rank each state. (v2,#3) 
 
1992 Plant Conservation Directory.  Center for Plant Conservation, Missouri Botanical Garden, P. O. Box 
299, St. Louis, MO 63166.  100 pages.  Over 500 professionals and offices involved in conserving U. S. 
native plants.  Rare plant laws by state.  Sources for obtaining state lists of rare and endangered plants. 
(v3,#2) 
 
Aagesen, D., "Crisis and conservation at the end of the world: sheep ranching in Argentine Patagonia," 
Environmental Conservation 27(no.2, JUN 01 2000):208- .  (EE v.12,#1) 
 
Aaltola, Elisa, Review of: Ingram, David, Green Screen: Environmentalism and Hollywood Cinema.  
Exeter: University Exeter Press, 2004.  Environmental Values 14(2005):539-543. 
 
Aaltola, Elisa, "Other Animal Ethics and the Demand for Difference," Environmental Values 
11(2002):193-209. Traditionally animal ethics has criticized the anthropocentric worldview according to 
which humans differ categorically from the rest of the nature in some morally relevant way. It has 
claimed that even though there are differences, there are also crucial similarities between humans and 
animals that make it impossible to draw a categorical distinction between humans who are morally 
valuable and animals which are not. This argument, according to which animals and humans share 
common characteristics that lead to moral value, is at the heart of animal ethics. Lately the emphasis on 
similarity has been under attack. It has been claimed that the search for similarity is itself part of 
anthropocentric morality, since only those like us are valuable. It also has been claimed that true respect 
for animals comes from recognizing their difference and "otherness", not from seeing similarities. This 
paper analyses the new "other animal ethics" by critically examining its basis and consequences. The 
conclusion is that despite the fact that other animal ethics is right in demanding respect also for 
difference, it remains both vague and contradictory in its theoretical basis, and leads to undesirable 
consequences from the perspective of animal welfare. (EV) 
 
Aaltola, Elisa. Review of Steve Baker,  The Postmodern Animal, London: Reaktion Books, 2000, 
Environmental Values 10(2001):417.  (EV) 
Aaltola, Elisa. "Personhood and Animals." Environmental Ethics 30(2008):175-193. A common Western 
assumption is that animals cannot be persons. Even in animal ethics, the concept of personhood is often 
avoided. At the same time, many in cognitive ethology argue that animals do have minds, and that animal 
ethics presents convincing arguments supporting the individual value of animals. Although “animal 
personhood” may seem to be an absurd notion, more attention needs to placed on the reasons why animals 
can or cannot be included in the category of persons. Of three different approaches to personhood—the 
perfectionist approach, the humanistic approach, and the interactive approach—the third approach is the 



strongest. Personhood defined via interaction opens new doors for animal ethics. (EE) 
 
Aaltola, Eliza, "Animal Ethics and Interest Conflicts," Ethics and the Environment 10(no. 1, 2005):19-48.  
Animal ethics has presented convincing arguments for the individual value of animals.  Animals are not 
only valuable instrumentally or indirectly, but in themselves.  Less has been written about interest 
conflicts between humans and other animals, and the use of animals in practice.  The motive of this paper 
is to analyze different approaches to interest conflicts.  It concertrates on six models, which are the rights 
model, the interest model, the mental complexity model, the special relations model, the multi-criteria 
model, and the contextual model.  Of these, the contextual model is the strongest, and carries clear 
consequences for the practical use of animals.  Aaltola is a researcher in philosophy, Turku University, 
Finland.  (Eth&Env) 
 
Aatola, Elisa, Review of Stephen Spotte, Zoos in Postmodernism,  Environmental Values 16(2007):536-
539. 
 
Abaidoo, Samuel, Human-Nature Interaction and the Modern Agricultural Regime: Agricultural Practices 
and Environmental Ethics, 1997, University of Saskatchewan (Canada), Ph.D. thesis in sociology.  305 
pages.  The relationship between farming practices and two predominant ontological assumptions: (1) the 
"externality" assumption: humans interact with nature but are only externally related to nature; and (2) the 
"internality" assumption: humans are internally related to nature.  The theoretical orientation is Habermas' 
neo-modernity thesis, which argues that changes in social normative structures and actions can, and do 
develop, without changes in ontological assumptions about human-nature relationship. The Habermasian 
approach rejects the reenchantment thesis espoused by constructive postmodernists.  One aspect of the 
study involved archival research of Canadian agricultural policy; another was a survey of farm families 
living in the south western Saskatchewan section of the Palliser Triangle.  There is a moderate to strong 
relationship between the "internality" assumption and alternative farming practices.  The "externality" 
assumption was more predominant among conventional farmers.  Nevertheless there is only partial 
support for the Habermasian thesis.  A significant minority of alternative farmers espouse 
environmentalist ethics and also an "externality" ontological assumption.  The advisor was H. Dickinson.  
(v.10,#1) 
 
Abakerli, Stefania, "A Critique of Development and Conservation Policies in Environmentally Sensitive 
Regions in Brazil," Geoforum (Pergamon): 32(2001):551-565.  The current model of protected areas 
originated in the capitalist U.S., with development on most of the landscape but some protected areas.  
This has been unsuitably exported to Brazil as a "politically viable rationale."  Such protected areas have 
been implemented by a top-down authority, with no serious attention to the ways in which local peoples' 
livelihoods were connected with the designated reserves.  In English, but the English needs considerable 
copy-editing.  Abakerli lives in Rotterdam, Netherlands.  (v.13,#2) 
 
Abbasi, S.A., Krishnakumari, P., Khan, F.I. Hot Topics: Everyday Environmental Concerns.  New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1999. 224 pp.   $14.  Questions concerning the ozone hole at the Antarctic, 
radioactive waste treatment and transportation, and the basic components of a hazard control system.  
(v.10,#3) 
 
Abbey, Edward. "Earth First! and The Monkey Wrench Gang."  Environmental Ethics 5(1983):94-95. 
(EE) 
 
Abbey, Ruth, “Rawlsian Resources for Animal Ethics,” Ethics and the Environment 12(no. 1, 2007):1-22.  
This article considers what contribution the work of John Rawls can make to questions about animal 
ethics. It argues that there are more normative resources in A Theory of Justice for a concern with animal 
welfare than some of Rawls's critics acknowledge. However, the move from A Theory of Justice to 



Political Liberalism sees a depletion of normative resources in Rawlsian thought for addressing animal 
ethics. The article concludes by endorsing the implication of A Theory of Justice that we look for ways 
other than rights discourse to respect and protect the well-being of animals.  Abbey is at the University of 
Notre Dame. 
 
Abbot, Ian, "Improving The Conservation Of Threatened And Rare Mammal Species Through 
Translocation to Islands: Case Study Western Australia," Biological Conservation 93 (No. 2, 2000): 195-  
.  (v.11,#2) 
 
AbdelMagid (Abdel-Magid), Isam Mohammed, Mohammed, Abdel-Wahid Hago, Rowe, Donald R. 
Modeling Methods for Environmental Engineers. Boca Raton, FL: St. Lucie Press, 1997. 544 pp. $79.95.  
(v8,#3) 
 
Abdo, Geneive, "Cairo Conference Shifts Focus of Population Effort," The Christian Science Monitor 86 
(15 September 1994): 1, 4.  (v5,#3) 
 
Abel, Donald C. Discourses.  Customized environmental ethics anthology, under construction.  McGraw-
Hill has developed an electronic database publication system, called Primis, that enables instructors to 
create customized anthologies for their courses.  Instructors can construct their text and order a free 
sample copy over the Internet, using the Primis web page: http://mhhe.com/primis.  The philosophy 
section is called Discourses, currently with 127 readings.  A further set is under construction on 
environmental ethics.  See web page: http://mhhe.com/primis/philo.  For further information also contact: 
Donald C. Abel, Philosophy Department, St. Norbert College, 100 Grant St., De Pere, WI 54115.  E-mail: 
abeldc@mail.snc.edu.  Phone: 920/403-3086.  Fax: 920/403-4086.  (v10,#4) 
 
Abel, TD, "Review of: Myers, Norman, and Jennifer Kent, Perverse Subsidies: How Tax Dollars Can 
Undercut the Environment and the Economy", Society and Natural Resources 15(no.4, 2003):363-364. 
Abelson, Raziel and Marie-Louise Friquegnon, Ethics for Modern Life, 4th edition.  New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1991.  Chapter 7 is "Environmental Ethics."  Readings are Ruth Macklin, "Can Future 
Generations Correctly be Said To Have Rights?"; Joel Feinberg, "The Rights of Animals and Unborn 
Generations." (v2,#4) 
 
Abelson, Raziel, and Friquenon, Marie-Louise, eds., Ethics for Modern Life, 6th edition.  Boston: 
Bedford/St. Martin's, 2003.  Contains, on environmental ethics: 
-Gore, Al, "The Need for Environmental Protection," 
-Kaufman, Wallace, "The Excesses of Environmentalism," 
and, on animal rights: 
-Regan, Tom, "Animals Have Rights," 
-Cigman, Ruth, "Animals Do Not Have Rights," 
-Hof, Christina, "Immoral and Moral Uses of Animals." 
 
Abelson, Raziel and Marie-Louise Friquegnon, eds. Ethics for Modern Life, 5th edition.  New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1995.  496 pages.  Chapter 8 is Environmental Ethics, with two articles: Jan Narveson, 
"Moral Problems of Population," and Derek Parfit, "On Doing the Best for our Children."  Rather strange 
choices, if there are to be only two articles representing environmental ethics.  The editors do not seem to 
be able to distinguish between environmental ethics and intergenerational ethics.  The two 5th edition 
articles replace Ruth Macklin, "Can Future Generations Correctly be Said to Have Rights?" and Joel 
Feinberg, "The Rights of Animals and Unborn Generations" in the 4th edition (newsletter v2, #4).  
Chapter 11 is on animal rights: Peter Singer, "Animal Liberation," and Ruth Cigman, "No Need for 
Liberation."   The suggested reading list is quite inadequate for environmental ethics, mentioning not a 
single one of the systematic works in the field, and but two of some sixteen anthologies.  Abelson is at 



New York University; Friquegnon at William Patterson College.  (v5,#4) 
 
Aber, J; Neilson, RP; McNulty, S; Lenihan, JM, Bachelet, D; Drapek, RJ,  "Forest Processes and Global 
Environmental Change: Predicting the Effects of Individual and Multiple Stressors," Bioscience 51(no, 9, 
2001):735-752.   (v.13,#1) 
 
Abernethy, Virginia Deane. "Allowing Fertility Decline: 200 Years After Malthus's Essay on Population," 
Environmental Law 27(no.4, 1997):1097-  .  (v9,#2) 
 
Abouchar, Juli A.  "A Foot in the Door," Alternatives 23 (no.2, 1997): 28.  Transnational corporations 
have always had access to international levers of power.  Environmental groups are just now gaining 
some legal recognition and access.  (v8,#2) 
 
Aboud, Abdillahi, Sofranko, Andrew J., Ndiaye, Serigne. "The Effect of Gender on Adoption of 
Conservation Practices by Heads of Farm Households in Kenya", Society & Natural Resources 9(no.5, 
1996):447.  (v7,#4) 
 
Abram, David, "The Ecology of Magic," Orion Nature Quarterly, summer 1991.  "The traditional shaman 
... is in many ways the `ecologist' of a tribal society.  He or she acts as intermediary between the human 
community and the larger ecological field, regulating the flow of nourishment, not just from the landscape 
to the human inhabitants, but from the human community back to the local earth.  By his or her constant 
rituals, trances, ecstacies, and `journeys' the shaman ensures that the relation between human society and 
the larger society of beings is balanced and reciprocal, and that the village never takes more from the 
living land than it returns."  "Sadly, our society's relation to the living biosphere can in no way be 
considered a reciprocal or balanced one. ... From an animistic perspective, the clearest source of all this 
distress, both physical and psychological, lies in the ... violence perpetrated by our civilization; only by 
alleviating the latter will we be able to heal the former.  ...  We are human only in contact and conviviality 
with what is not human.  Only in reciprocity with what is Other will we begin to heal ourselves." (v2,#4) 
 
Abram, David, The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in a More than Human World. 
Reviewed by James Hatley. Environmental Ethics 19(1997):109-112. (EE) 
 
Abram, David, "Merleau-Ponty and the Voice of the Earth," Environmental Ethics 10(1988):101-120.  An 
important analysis of Merleau-Ponty, showing his relevance to environmental ethics and deep ecology.  
"[T]he hidden thrust of the phenomenological movement is the reflective rediscovery of our inherence in 
the body of the Earth" (p. 106).  Thus his "work suggests a rigorous way to approach and to speak of the 
myriad ecosystems without positing our immediate selves outside of them" (p. 119).  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Abram, David.  "Nature at Arm's Length."  Research in Philosophy and Technology 15 (1995): 177. (v7, 
#3) 
 
Abram, David.  "Merleau-Ponty and the Voice of the Earth." Environmental Ethics 10(1988):101-20.  
Ecologists and environmental theorists have paid little attention to our direct, sensory experience of the 
enveloping world.  In this paper I discuss the importance of such experience for ecological philosophy.  
Merleau-Ponty's careful phenomenology of perceptual experience shows perception to be an inherently 
creative, participatory activity--a sort of conversation, carried on underneath our spoken discourse, 
between the living body and its world.  His later work discloses the character of language itself as a 
medium born of the body's participation with a world experienced as alive.  That living world is none 
other than the Earth. Abram is in the department of philosophy, State University of New York at Stony 
Brook, Stony Brook, NY. (EE) 
 



Abram, David. The Spell of the Sensuous: Perception and Language in a More-than-Human World. New 
York: Pantheon Books, 1996. 333 pages. $25.00 cloth.  "Nobody writes about the ecological depths of the 
human and more-than-human world with more love and lyrical sensitivity than David Abram" (Theodore 
Roszak).  A sleight-of-hand magician as well as a philosopher, Abram has lived and traded magic with 
indigenous magicians on several continents.  Starting from the intimate relation between these 
practitioners and the animals, plants, and natural elements, his book draws the reader into investigations 
regarding the fluid, participatory nature of perception, and the reciprocity between our senses and the 
sensuous earth.  This unfolds into an exploration of language, and the power words have to enhance or to 
stifle the spontaneous life of the senses.  Our most cherished human attributes--from the gift of language, 
to the awareness of past and future, to the rational intellect itself--all emerge in interaction with the 
animate natural world, and remain wholly dependent upon that living world for their coherence. 
 "I know of no work more valuable for shifting our thinking and feeling about the place of humans 
in the world.  Your children and their children will be grateful to him; the planet itself must be glad"--
James Hillman, psychologist). "Scholars will doubtless recognize its brilliance, but they may overlook the 
most important part of Abram's achievement: he has written the best instruction manual yet for becoming 
fully human.  I walked outside when I was done and the world was a different place" (Bill McKibben).  
"A masterpiece--combining poetic passion with intellectual rigor and daring.  Electric with energy, it 
offers us a new model of scholarly inquiry: as a fully embodied human animal. It opens pathways and 
vistas that will be fruitfully explored for years, indeed for  generations, to come" (Joanna Macy, deep 
ecology activist).  Abram is an ecologist and philosopher, with a PhD from SUNY, Stony Brook.  (v6,#4) 
 
Abram, David. "Between the Body and the Breathing Earth: A Reply to Ted Toadvine." Environmental 
Ethics 27 (2005):171-190. I take issue with several themes in Ted Toadvine's lively paper, "Limits of the 
Flesh," suggesting that he has significantly misread many of the arguments in The Spell of the Sensuous. I 
first engage his contention that I disparage reflection and denigrate the written word. Then I take up the 
assertion that I exclude the symbolic dimension of experience from my account, and indeed that I seek to 
eliminate the symbolic from our interactions with others. Finally, I refute his claim that my 
ecophenomenological stance leaves no room for resistance, contradiction, and alterity—elements that are, 
in fact, central to my understanding of ethics. My reply leads directly into a discussion of one of the 
crucial concerns of my work: the manner in which the very style of our discourse—our way of wielding 
words—tacitly works to either enhance, or to stifle, the solidarity between the human community and the 
more-than-human earth. (EE) 
 
Abram, David. "A Reply to 'Phenomenology versus Pragmatism.'" Environmental Ethics 
23(2001):335-336. (EE) 
 
Abram, David.  "Returning to our Animal Senses," Wild Earth 7 (no.1, 1997): 7.  (v8,#2) 
 
Abram, David; Light, Andrew; and Wenz, Peter.  "Discussion of David Rothenberg's Hand's End."  
Research in Philosophy and Technology 15 (1995): 199. (v7, #3) 
 
Abramovitz, J. N., Unnatural Disasters.  Worldwatch Institute: Worldwatch Paper 158.  2001. 
 
Abrams, Paula. "Population Control and Sustainability: It's the Same Old Song but With a Different 
Meaning," Environmental Law 27(no.4, 1997):1111-   .  (v9,#2) 
 
AbuAsab, MS; Peterson, PM; Shetler, SG; Orli, SS, "Earlier plant flowering in spring as a response to 
global warming in the Washington, DC, area," Biodiversity and Conservation 10(no.4, 2001):597-612.  
(v.12,#4) 
 
Acampora, Ralph, "Representation Cubed: Reviewing Reflections on Animal Imagery," Society & 



Animals 9(no. 3, 2001):299-307.  Animals as portrayed in film, zoos, cartoons, comic strips, with some 
attention to realism versus social construction.  A review of four books dealing with animal 
representation.   Acampora is in philosophy, Hofstra University, Hempstead, NY. 
 
Acampora, Ralph R. Review of Electric Animal: Toward a Rhetoric of Wildlife. By Akira Mizuta Lippit. 
Environmmental Ethics 24(2002):219-220. (EE) 
 
Acampora, Ralph R., "Using and Abusing Nietzsche for Environmental Ethics." Environmental Ethics 
16(1994):187-194.  Max Hallman has put forward an interpretation of Nietzsche's philosophy according 
to which Nietzsche is a prototypical deep ecologist. In reply, I dispute Hallman's main interpretive claim 
as well as its ethical and exegetical corollaries. I hold that Nietzsche is not a "biospheric egalitarian," but 
rather an aristocratically individualistic "high humanist." A consistently naturalistic transcendentalist, 
Nietzsche does submit a critique of modernity's Christian-inflected anthropocentrism (pace Hallman), and 
yet—in his later work—he endorses exploitation in the quest for nobility (contra Hallman). I conclude 
that ecophilosophers need to exercise hermeneutical caution in any attempt to appropriate Nietzsche for 
environmentally ethical designs, lest they illegitimately ventriloquize their own moral voices into an 
authoritative but alien mouthpiece.  Acampora is in philosophy, Emory University, Atlanta.  (EE) 
 
Acampora, Ralph R. Corporal Compassion: Animal Ethics and Philosophy of Body. Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2006.  Acampora critiques analytic approaches to animal rights and animal 
liberation and uses deconstruction, existentialism, hermeneutics, and phenomenology to develop an 
interspecies ethos and an animal ethic based on a philosophy of body that emphasizes the phenomenal and 
somatic commonality of living beings.  He discusses practical applications such as animal 
experimentation and zoological exhibition and challenges animal practitioners to go beyond reform 
ethics, exploitation, and total noninterference toward a posthumanist culture of caring in a participatory 
manner. 
 
Acevedo, Mariana T., "The Intersection of Human Rights and Environmental Protection in the European 
Court of Human Rights," New York University Environmental Law Journal 8 (No. 2, 2000): 347-  .  
(v.11,#4) 
 
Acharya, Krishna, "Linking Trees on Farms with Biodiversity Conservation in Subsistence Farming 
Systems in Nepal," Biodiversity and Conservation 15 (no.2, February 2006): 631-646 (16). 
 
Achtenmeier, Elizabeth, Nature, God, and Pulpit.  Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1992.  206 pages.  $ 17.  
A biblically based study of preaching about nature and God.  With sample sermons.  "Few doctrines are 
so neglected as the doctrine of creation and yet none is more important to the gospel in the twentieth 
century."  Achtenmeier is adjunct professor of homiletics at Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, 
VA. (v3,#4) 
 
Achterberg, Wouter, ed.  Natuur: Uitbuiting of respect? Natuurwaarden in discussie (Nature: Exploitation 
or Respect?  Natural Values in Discussion) (in Dutch) Kampen (Netherlands): Kok Agora, 1989.  ISBN 
90-242-7651-9  Section I.  The limits of the "making" of things. ("Make-ability," "construct-ability," 
"fabrication"; cf. Greek techne, the modes in which nature can be remade by humans.  Koo van der Wal, 
"The `making' of things";  Maarten Coolen, "Some philosophical-anthropological notions of `making'"; 
Wim Zweers, "Intrinsic value as a norm for `making'"; Section II.  The Social Context.  Wouter 
Achterberg, "Future generations: intuitive and contra-intuitive"; Wibren van der Burg, "The environment 
in political philosophy: toward an alternative vision of the state'; Hans Achterhuis, "Nature: desire and 
scarcity"; Section III.  The image of nature.  Henk Verhoog, "Reading the book of nature"; Nico van der 
Perk, "Social criticism based on an image of nature"; Victor Westhoff, "The image of nature in non-
literate societies in the higher-developed Eastern worldviews."  Achterberg teaches philosophy at the 



University of Amsterdam.  (v6,#3) 
 
Achterberg, Wouter, Samenleving, Natuur en Duurzaamheid: Een Inleiding in de Milieufilosofie 
(Society, Nature and Sustainability: An Introduction to Environmental Philosophy). Assen, Netherlands: 
Van Gorcum, 1994.  Achterberg provides a philosophical analysis of the environmental problematique 
from a social philosophical and ethical perspective.  The book is primarily intended for use  by students in 
environmental philosophy at universities and colleges, but can be of help to anyone interested in the 
environmental issues.  Leading questions are 1) why our society seems to be inherently unable to utilize 
the environment in a sustainable way and 2) what structural changes can and should be made to change 
the current unsustainable utilization of the environment.  Chapters include: 1) What is environmental 
philosophy?  2) Sustainability. History and analysis of the idea; 3) Whose environment?  Tragedies and 
dilemmas?  4) Market economy, capitalism and the pressure to grow;  5) State and environmental crisis;  
6) Environmental crisis and technology; 7) Attitudes towards nature, 8) Environmental Ethics: Respect 
for nature and intrinsic worth;  9) Environmental Ethics: Future generations.  The book is comprehensive, 
provides an in-depth analysis of central concepts, positions and theoretical perspectives and offers 
valuable suggestions for structural change.  It is recommended for anyone with a good command of the 
Dutch language.  Achterberg teaches philosophy at the University of Amsterdam and is the ISEE contact 
for Europe. 
 
Achterberg, Wouter, Review of Robert E. Goodin, Green Political Theory, Environmental Values 
3(1994):79-80.  (EV) 
 
Achterberg, Wouter, Review of Goodin, Robert, Green Political Theory. Environmental Values 
3(1994):79-80. 
 
Achterberg, Wouter. Samenleving, natuur en duurzaamheid; Een inleiding in de milieu-filosofie  [In 
Dutch: Society, nature and sustainability; An introduction in environmental philosophy], Assen: Van 
Gorcum 1994.  Achterberg is professor in ethics at the University of Amsterdam.  (v.11,#1) 
 
Achterberg, Wouter.  Samenleving natuur en durrzaamheid:  Een Inleiding in de Milieufilosofie (Society, 
Nature, and Sustainability: An Introduction to Environmental Philosophy)  (in Dutch).   Assen, 
Netherlands: Van Gorcum and Comp, 1994.  ISBN 90-232-2865-0.  Chapters: 1. What is environmental 
philosophy?  2.  Sustainability: History and analysis of an idea.  Part I.  Environment and industrial 
society: Will we ever get it right?  3.  Whose environment?  Tragedies and dilemmas.  4.  Market 
economics, capitalism, and the forces of growth.  5.  The state and the environmental crisis.  6.  The 
environmental crisis and technology.  Part II.  What is the value of nature for us?  7.  Attitudes toward 
nature.  8.  Environmental ethics: Respect for nature and intrinsic value.  9.  Environmental ethics: Future 
generations.  Achterberg teaches philosophy at the University of Amsterdam and is the European contact 
person for the International Society of Environmental Ethics.  (v6,#3) 
 
Achterhuis, Hans. ed., American Philosophy of Technology. Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
2001.  Offers thumbnail sketches of the work of six American philosophers of technology: Albert 
Borgmann, Hubert Dreyfus, Andrew Feenberg, Donna Harraway, Don Ihde and Langdon Winner.  
(v.13,#4) 
 
Ackerman, Bruce. Private Property and the Constitution. Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 
1(1979):89-96. 
 
Ackerman, D., "Earth-Healing in South Africa: Challenges to the Church," Ecotheology, No. 2, January, 
1998, p. 48-  .  (v9,#2) 
 



Ackerman, Denise, "Earth-Healing in South Africa: Challenges to the Church," Ecotheology No 
2(1997):48-58. 
 
Ackerman, Diane, The Rarest of the Rare: Vanishing Animals, Timeless Worlds.  New York: Random 
House, 1995.  $ 23.00  Rare species such as the Brazilian golden lion tamarin, monk seals in the Pacific, 
the short-tailed albatross on an island off the coast of Japan, and the migrations of the monarch butterfly.  
(v6,#4) 
 
Ackerman, Diane. A Slender Thread.  New York: Random House, 1997. A meditation on the 
interconnection of the human and natural worlds.  The form is a quasi-journal that blends her observations 
on nature, as seen through Ackerman's garden windows, with her observations on human nature, as seen 
through her volunteer work at a local crisis center.  Ackerman is also the author of The Rarest of the Rare, 
a look at endangered species, and  A Natural History of the Senses, an effort to catch emotion and sensory 
beauty in words.  (v8,#1) 
 
Ackerman, Frank.  Why Do We Recycle? Markets, Values, and Public Policy. Washington, D.C.: Island 
Press, 1997. 180pp. $29.95 cloth, $16.95 paper. A blend of the economic and environmental arguments 
for recycling and waste reduction.  (v8,#1) 
 
Ackerman, Frank.  Why Do We Recycle?: Markets, Values, and Public Policy.  Washington, D.C.: Island 
Press, 1996.  180 pages.  $29.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.  The arguments for and against recycling, focusing 
on the debate surrounding the use of economic mechanisms to determine the value of recycling.  
Ackerman presents an alternative view of the theory of market incentives, challenging the notion that 
setting appropriate prices and allowing unfettered competition will result in the most efficient level of 
recycling. (v7, #3) 
 
Ackland, Len, Making a Real Killing: Rocky Flats and the Nuclear West.  Albuquerque: University of 
New Mexico Press, 1999.  308 pages.  Rocky Flats, just outside Denver, Colorado, was a manufacturing 
site for hockey-puck sized cores, made of plutonium, that detonate nuclear weapons.  The plant was built 
and operated before we knew how to handle nuclear wastes and the managers were under intense pressure 
to produce at break-neck speed to keep up with what it was presumed the Russians were doing, all under a 
veil of secrecy, which put the public at great risks they knew nothing about.  Now these mistakes leave as 
legacy one of the worst pollution problems in the U.S., costing tens of millions of  dollars each year, and 
difficult if not impossible to clean up.  (v.12,#2) 
 
Ackrill, Rob, Review of: Batabyal, Amitrajeet A., and Beladi, Hamid, eds., The Economics of 
International Trade and Environment.  Boca Raton: Lewis, 2001.  Environmental Values 12(2003):537-
539.  (EV) 
 
Acutt, Melinda and Pamela Mason, eds.  Environmental Valuation, Economic Policy and Sustainability: 
Recent Advances in Environmental Economics. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 211pp.  Reviewed by Colin 
Green.  Environmental Values 9(2000):537. 
 
Adam, Barbara. "Food for Thought: Timescapes of Risk." Environmental Values 8(1999):219-238. 
ABSTRACT: This paper explores the temporal dimension of risks associated with the production, trade 
and consumption of food. The paper operates at many levels of substantive and theoretical analysis: it 
focuses on problems for understanding and action that arise from the invisibility of the hazards, explores 
the effects of those hazards on consumers and sets out the differences in risks that are faced by farmers, 
processors, traders and consumers. With its emphasis on that which tends to be disattended in 
conventional social science analysis - the temporal and the invisible - the paper has implications for social 
theory at the level of ontology and epistemology. It concludes with reflections on the role of social theory 



in such contemporary timescapes of risk.  KEYWORDS: Timescape, risk, innovative technology, food, 
invisible hazards. Barbara Adam, School of Social Science Cardiff University 50 Park Place, Cardiff CF1 
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religious and philosophical traditions of Western culture to show that "Stewardship" of nature does not 
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into the area to take advantage of cultivation, and cultivation cannot increase proportionately to 
population increase without both stressing wildlife populations and making the people increasingly 
dependent on relief aid.  Boone is in the Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory at Colorado State 
University. 
 
Boonin, David. Review of Animal, Vegetable, or Woman? A Feminist Critique of Ethical Vegetarianism. 
By Kathryn Paxton George.Environmental Ethics 24(2002):429-432. (EE) 
 
Boonin-Vail, David.  "The Vegetarian Savage: Rousseau's Critique of Meat Eating." Environmental 
Ethics 15(1993):75-84.  Contemporary defenders of philosophical vegetarianism are too often unaware of 
their historical predecessors.  In this paper, I contribute to the rectification of this neglect by focusing on 
the case of Rousseau.  In part one, I identify and articulate an argument against meat eating that is 
implicitly present in Rousseau's writings, although it is never explicitly developed.  In part two, I consider 
and respond to two objections that might be made to the claim that this argument should be attributed to 
Rousseau.  In part three, I consider how Rousseau's argument might fit into a general typology of recent 
discussions of vegetarianism, and argue that the eclectic nature that is revealed in doing so shows that the 
argument is worthy of further consideration.  Boonin-Vaill is in the Department of philosophy, 
Georgetown University, Washington, D. C. (EE) 
 
Booth, Annie L., "Critical Questions in Environmental Philosophy," Philosophy and Geography 1 (1997): 
255-273.  Booth is assistant professor of environmental studies at the University of Northern British 
Columbia.  (P&G) 
Booth, Annie L., and Harvey M. Jacobs, "Ties That Bind: Native American Beliefs as a Foundation for 
Environmental Consciousness," Environmental Ethics 12(1990):27-43.  A discussion of the basic themes 
of several American Indian views of nature, and the fit of these views into deep ecology, ecofeminism, 
and bioregionalism.  Native American belief systems can be used as models for the development of an 
environmental consciousness.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Booth, Annie L. "Does the Spirit Move You? Environmental Spirituality." Environmental Values 
8(1999):89-105. ABSTRACT: This article looks at the idea of spirituality as it is discussed within 
ecophilosophical circles, particularly ecofeminism, bioregionalism, and deep ecology, as a means to 
improve human-nature interactions. The article also examines the use each ecophilosophy makes of a 
popular alternative to mainstream religion, that of Native American spiritualities, and problems inherent 
in adapting that alternative.   KEYWORDS: Spirituality, ecospirituality, deep ecology, ecofeminism, 
bioregionalism, ecophilosophy.  Annie L. Booth, Faculty of Natural Resources and Environmental 
Studies University of Northern British Columbia 3333 University Way Prince George, British Columbia 
V2N 4Z9, Canada.  (EV) 
 
Booth, Annie, Review of Fen Osler Hampson and Judith Reppy, eds., Earthly Goods, Environmental 
Change, and Social Justice.   Environmental Ethics 20(1998):335-36. 
 
Booth, Annie L., and Harvey L. Jacobs.  "Ties that Bind: Native American Beliefs as a Foundation for 
Environmental Consciousness." Environmental Ethics 12(1990):27-43.  In this article we examine the 
specific contributions Native American thought can make to the ongoing search for a Western ecological 
consciousness.  We begin with a review of the influence of Native American beliefs on the different 
branches of the modern environmental movement and some initial comparisons of Western and Native 
American ways of seeing.  We then review Native American thought on the natural world, highlighting 
beliefs in the need for reciprocity and balance, the world as a living being, and relationships with animals.  
We conclude that Native American ideas are important, can prove inspirational in the search for a modem 
environmental consciousness, and affirm the arguments of both deep ecologists and ecofeminists.   Booth 



and Jacobs are at the Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, 
WI. (EE) 
 
Booth, Annie L., and Harvey M. Jacobs.  Environmental Consciousness--Native American Worldviews 
and Sustainable Natural Resource Management: An Annotated Bibliography, no. 214.  Chicago: Council 
of Planning Librarians, 1988.  Booth is in environmental studies at the University of Northern British 
Columbia.  (v8,#1) 
 
Booth, Annie L.  "Learning from Others: Ecophilosophy and Traditional Native American Women's 
Lives." Environmental Ethics 20(1998):81-99.  I examine the roles of traditional Native American women 
with regard to their impact on maintaining appropriate spiritual, cultural, and physical relationships with 
the natural world and discuss lessons that ecophilosphers might find useful in reexamining their own 
spiritual, cultural, and physical relationships.  Booth is in the Environmental Studies Program, University 
of Northern British Columbia, Prince George, B.C. (EE) 
 
Booth, Annie L. Review of Ecofeminism and Globalization. Edited by Heather Eaton and Lois Ann 
Lorentzen. Environmental Ethics 27 (2005):317-318. 
 
Booth, Annie L. Review of Beyond Mothering Earth: Ecological Citizenship and the Politics of Care. By 
Sherilyn MacGregor. Environmental Ethics 30(2008):109-110. (EE) 
 
Booth, Annie. Review of Rosi Braidotti, Ewa Charkiewicz, Sabine Hausler, and Saskia Wieringa. 
Women, the Environment and Sustainable Development: Towards a Theoretical Synthesis: (London: Zed 
Books, 1994). (EE) 
 
Booth, Annie.  Review of The New Biology: Discovering the Wisdom in Nature. By Robert Augros and 
George Stanciu.  Environmental Ethics 11(1989):93-94. 
 
Booth, Douglas E.  "The Economics and Ethics of Old-Growth Forests." Environmental Ethics 
14(1992):43-62.  An intense debate is currently underway in the Pacific Northwest over whether remnant 
old-growth forests should be preserved or harvested.  Old-growth forests can be viewed (1) as objects 
used instrumentally to serve human welfare or (2) as entities that possess value in themselves and are thus 
worthy of moral consideration.  I compare the instrumental view suggested by economic analysis with the 
biocentric and ecocentric alternatives and suggest a reconciliation of these approaches in the context of 
old-growth preservation.   Booth is at the College of Business Administration, Marquette University, 
Milwaukee University, Milwaukee, WI. (EE) 
 
Booth, Douglas E. "Review Essay: The Consequences of the New Environmental Ethics for Economics," 
Review of Social Economy (1990) forthcoming. (v1,#2) 
 
Booth, Douglas, Valuing Nature: The Decline and Preservation of Old Growth Forests.  Lanham, MD: 
Rowman and Littlefield, 1993.  245 pages.  $ 22.95 paper.  $ 57.50 cloth.  The shifting values in natural 
resources policy decision-making set the stage for a more focused debate on the ethical criteria that 
should be employed.  The natural history of old-growth forests, aboriginal views of forests, valuing 
forests in the era of exploitation, the Endangered Species Act and old-growth forests.  How should old-
growth forests be valued?  Booth is professor of economics at Marquette University. (v4,#3) 
 
Booth, Douglas E., "Ethics and the Limits of Environmental  Economics," Ecological Economics 
9(1994):241-252.  There are limits to the cost-benefit framework, given the acceptance of an ethic of 
environmental concern.  Two approaches to environmental ethics are considered: one based on the view 
that humans are the focus of moral concern, the other holding that moral concern ought to be extended to 



the nonhuman world.  In the first case, cost-benefit analysis can legitimately be applied so long as those 
humans who suffer loses from environmental damage are adequately compensated.  But even in human 
cases, the application of cost-benefit analysis is inconsistent with the moral considerability of humans in 
cases where damage is harmful to human health and also in cases where the natural environment is so 
highly valued that the compensation of damaged parties is infeasible.  In the second case, cost-benefit 
analyses cannot legitimately be applied where nonhuman entities are morally considerable.  Booth teaches 
economics at Marquette University.  Any philosopher who thinks that economists do not do their 
philosophical homework should read the preceding three articles.  (v5,#4) 
 
Booth, Douglas E. "Preserving Old-Growth Forest Ecosystems: Valuation and Policy," Environmental 
Values 6(1997):31-48. ABSTRACT: If valuation processes are dualistic in the sense that ethical values 
are given priority over instrumental values, and if old-growth forests are considered to be valuable in their 
own right, then the cost-benefits approach to valuing old growth is inappropriate.  If this is the case, then 
ethical standards must be used to determine whether preservation is the correct policy when human 
material needs and ecosystem preservation are in conflict.  Such a standard is suggested and evaluated in 
the context of the policy debate over the preservation of spotted owl habitat in the Pacific Northwest 
region of the U.S. Economics Department, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233, USA.  (EV) 
 
Booth, Douglas E., Searching for Paradise: Economic Development and Environmental Change in the 
Intermountain West.  Blue Ridge Summit, PA: Rowman and Littlefield, 2002.   The current growth, 
especially residential sprawl, in the Intermountain West in the United States is rapidly and irreversibly 
degrading the environment, and undermining ecosystem health, biodiversity, and quality of life.  Booth is 
at Marquette University. 
 
Booth, Peter, Anarchism and the Environmental Crisis, Master's Thesis, Department of Philosophy, 
Lancaster University, September 1994. 
 
Booth, Peter, Anarchism and the Environmental Crisis, Master's Thesis, Department of Philosophy, 
Lancaster University, September 1994.  (v7,#1) 
 
Booth, William, "Developers Wish Rare Fly Would Buzz Off," Washington Post (4/4/97) A1. 
Endangered fly creates controversy.  The Delhi Sands flower-loving fly is the only fly on the U.S. 
endangered species list.  In order to protect its rare habitat of inland dunes, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service is requiring officials in Southern California to move the footprint of a new hospital (at an alleged 
cost of $4 million) and to rethink a planned massive industrial development (that is supposed to create 
20,000 jobs over 5 years).  Critics are charactering the issue as "jobs versus flies" and casting aspersions 
at the fly and its habitat.  The reporter describes the fly as "a creature that spends most of its life 
underground, living as a fat, clumsy, enigmatic maggot."  Says a State Senator, "I'm for people, not for 
flies."  The habitat, says another official, is "a bunch of dirt and weeds.  I can't take a citizen out there 
without them becoming outraged." Some claim that the Fish and Wildlife Service was considering 
slowing interstate traffic through the dunes to a crawl during the fly's summer mating season, "lest at fly 
become a glop on an unsuspecting motorist's windshield."  The entomologist responsible for getting the 
fly listed as endangered in 1993 says the fly "is spectacular . . . If you see one flying around you don't 
soon forget it."  The fly is an inch long and is able to hover like a hummingbird above flowers using a 
long straw for a mouth to extract nectar.  The geology and biology professor who wrote the recovery plan 
for the fly says "It's a fly you can love.  It's beautiful.  Nothing is too wonderful to be true in the world of 
insects."  Females of the species telescope their bodies three inches into the sand to deposit a clutch of 
eggs.  The Delhi Sands is the largest remaining sand dune system in the Los Angeles basin, a unique 
environment that supports not only the fly but also rare and precious flowers, pocket mice and butterflies.  
This case raises the issue of species egalitarianism and illustrates the argument strategies of both 
Endangered Species Act opponents and proponents.   (v8,#1) 



 
Bophuthatswana National Parks and Wildlife Management Board published a series of occasional papers 
(at least 16 of them) on policy, ethical, and management issues.  Samples: Suping, Victor S (tribal chief 
of the Botswana) and Roger F. H. Collinson, "The Wildlife Conservation Traditions of the Batswana," 
Paper no. 2, January 1992; Collinson, Roger F. H., "National Parks: Extravagant or Essential?" Paper no. 
6, May 1992; Davies, Richard J., David Grossman and Levy Rammutla, "Wildlife Use and Community 
Development in Bophuthatswana," Paper no. 13, November 1992; Stuart-Hill, Greg, and David 
Grossman, "Parks, Profits and Professionalism: An Overview of the Introduction of the Lion to the 
Pilanesberg National Park." 
 
Borchert, Peter and Maria Jones, "The Environment Must Win: South Africa's Elections," Africa - 
Environment and Wildlife 2(no.2, March/April 1994):20-26.  In South Africa, the need for social 
upliftment is crucial but many are concerned that the clamor for short-term reparation and economic 
success could exacerbate the environmental ills that already beset the land.  Politicians must be 
encouraged to acknowledge that the promise of better times is irrevocably linked to a healthy 
environment.  Most of the political parties have fairly well-articulated environmental policies, but this can 
prove little more than lip service, and South Africa is out of step with developed western nations that do 
pay serious attention to environmental problems.  Some think that a preoccupation with environmental 
issues is the mark of a privileged few who put the welfare of animals over that of humans.  In fact South 
Africa's biodiversity is one of its major assets. 
 Tourism is only part of the answer.  At worst, ecotourism is an international hotel group putting 
up a pleasure palace on the edge of a game reserve, staffed with its international staff, and repatriating the 
profits taken from overseas tourists.  At best, ecotourism is "purposeful travel to natural areas, to 
understand the cultural and natural history of the environment, taking care not to alter the integrity of the 
ecosystem, while producing economic opportunities that make conservation of natural resources 
beneficial to local people" (Ecotourism Society).  South Africa ought considerably to enlarge its share of 
the market in better ecotourism.  However, the market is finite, the  demand can be met with relatively 
small areas of more or less pristine ecosystems and is generally feasible in a few prime areas, and it is 
intrinsically unstable, evaporating in time of war, political instability, shifting exchange rates, disease 
epidemics, perceived personal dangers, and so forth.  The larger answer is a spectrum of benefits from 
conserved natural resources that reach large numbers of ordinary people.  Borchert is editor of Africa - 
Environment and Wildlife; Johns is a freelance journalist.  (v6,#3) 
 
Borchert, Peter, "Destination Africa: Turning a Dream into Reality," Africa - Environment and Wildlife 
3(no. 3, May/June 1995):27-35.  Travel and tourism is, by some measures, the world's largest industry, 
globally people spend more on tourism than they do for food.  Africa offers unparalleled opportunities for 
tourism, especially its impoverished nations that seem to have little else to offer the world economy other 
than access to places of great natural beauty.  But ecotourism is a mixed bag; done wrong it destroys the 
assets on which it is based, benefits the rich and not the poor, and escalates further consumption of fuel, 
water, and materials.  Done right it can offer a rational and sustainable use of the continent's great assets 
in a manner that involves and is of benefit both to Africans and African wildlife.  "Tourism is the way in 
which individuals can savour the unknown, acquire understanding and experience the world in its 
fullness.  Furthermore, tourism stands out as a positive and  ever-present factor in promoting mutual 
knowledge and understanding, and therefore peace and detente" (United Nations World Tourism 
Organisation, The Hague Declaration on Tourism, 1989).  Borchert is editor of Africa - Environment and 
Wildlife.  (v6,#3) 
 
Bordelon, Mark.  "California's Tiered Permitting Program for Treatment of Hazardous Wastes," Journal 
of Environmental Law & Practice 4(1997):59.  (v8,#1) 
 
Borenstein, Seth, "Study Finds Oceans in Crisis, but Fixable," Philadelphia Inquirer, June 5, 2003, A21.  



The Pew Oceans Commission report, a three-year, $ 5.5 million study, finds that the oceans bordering the 
U.S. are overfished, polluted, infested with invasive species, dotted with dead zones, and in a state of 
crisis, but they can be saved.  Bringing the oceans' ecosystems back from the edge of collapse requires 
dramatic, controversial and expensive efforts to limit fishing, coastal development, and runoff from cities 
and farms. 
 
Borgmann, Albert, "The Challenge of Nature," Chapter 22, pages 182-196, in Technology and the 
Character of Contemporary Life: A Philosophical Inquiry.  Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984.  
"Nature in its wildness attains new and positive significance within the technological setting.  ...  Nature 
constitutes a singular challenge for technology in this country; especially nature in its pristine or wild 
state.  In this latter sense, nature is in an obvious way the counterpart to technology.  It is by definition a 
part of the world that has not been touched by the hand of technology.  But though there is a clear 
distinction between wilderness and technology, it is much less clear why we should prevent technology 
from crossing the physical counterpart to that distinction and from penetrating the remaining wilderness 
areas. ... (p. 182) 
 Wilderness offers some experiences that technology does not.  "In the wilderness, time and space 
are restored to us."  "The wilderness is eminently deep." "In all these experiences of the wilderness we 
also experience ourselves in a new way" (pp. 191-192).  "We can learn from the wilderness that 
pretechnological things are not mere forlorn remnants of an irretrievable order but attain a new splendor 
in the midst of technology.  They teach us both to accept and to limit technology in a principled and 
sensible way.  They allow us to be more fully human in offering us engagement, in calling forth a new 
maturity, and in demanding a rightful discipline" (pp. 195-196).  Borgmann is in philosophy at the 
University of Montana, Missoula. 
 
Borgmann, Albert.  "Gender, Nature, and Fidelity," Ethics and the Environment 4(1999):131-142. 
Contemporary discussions of gender and nature are likely to suffer from two vexations, the conflict of 
constructivism and 
naturalism and the conflict of nativism and rationalism. As a solution to 
the first I propose postmodern realism and as a remedy for the second a 
notion of careful scholarship.  With the solutions laid out, I will illus- trate and test them by discussing 
friendship and fidelity within the scope 
of gender and nature.  Borgman is in philosophy at the University of Montanta.  (E&E) 
 
Borgmann, Albert. Real American Ethics: Taking Responsibility for our Country. Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2006.  Borgmann discusses the institutions and tangible structures that Americans have 
built to create the United States and what kinds of life these make possible, as, for example, the 
Jeffersonian agrarian democracy.  This backdrop that we have built is not neutral, passive, but is infused 
with moral content that shapes who we are and how we live.  Today “ours is a decent country,” but one 
with troubling features, particularly its waning support for values of equality, dignity and justice, and for 
traditional American concerns for the poor and the environment.  Increasingly these values are displaced 
by the focus on production, consumption, and affluence.  Moral malaise and indifference more and more 
mark U.S. society.  “The ground of contemporary culture must be so compacted and barren that a rich and 
grounded moral vision has a hard time taking root and gaining public support.”  The urgent moral task is 
to recognize this relationship, take responsibility for it and ask what kind of life expresses our deepest 
shared values.  Borgmann hopes to “widen the circle of well-being until it includes everyone in this 
country and on earth.”  Borgmann’s book is reviewed by Dan Spencer, “What Consumes Us: The 
Deformation of American Values, Christian Century Vol. 124, no. 7 (April 3, 2007): 39-42. 
 
Borja, Jordi, Castells, Manuel. The Local and the Global. Covelo, CA: Island Press, 1997. 320 pp. $35 
paper. Urban geographers examine the possibilities for establishing a dynamic and creative relationship 
between the local and the global that will enable cities to remain the focus of social organization, political 



management and cultural expression.  (v8,#2) 
 
Borland, Maeve. Review of Robert Frodeman, Frodeman, Robert, ed., Earth Matters: The Earth Sciences, 
Philosophy, and the Claims of Community.  Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 
14(2001):88-93.  (JAEE) 
 
Borman, Margaret, "Can Governments Encourage a Reduced Fish Harvest to Allow Global Stocks to 
Regenerate Their Numbers," Journal of Environmental Law And Litigation 15(no.1, 2000): 127-.  
(v.12,#3) 
 
Bormann B.T.; Kiester A.R., "Options Forestry: Acting on Uncertainty," Journal of Forestry 102(no.4, 
June 2004):22-27(6).  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Bormann, Bernard T., Richard W. Haynes, and Jon R. Martin. “Adaptive Management of Forest 
Ecosystems: Did Some Rubber Hit the Road?” BioScience Vol. 57, no. 2 (2007): 186-91.  Although many 
scientists recommend adaptive management for large forest tracts, there is little evidence that its use has 
been effective at this scale.  One exception is the 10-million-hectare Northwest Forest Plan, which 
explicitly included adaptive management in its design.  Evidence from 10 years of implementation of the 
plan suggests that formalizing adaptive steps and committing to monitoring worked better than allocating 
land to adaptive management areas.  Clearly, some of the problems in implementing any new strategy 
should have been expected and probably would have been avoided if the plan had called for even more 
focused feedback.  But decisions made after monitoring results were analyzed have led to new 
management priorities, including new approaches to adaptive management.  These decisions suggest that 
one adaptive management loop has been completed.  A continued commitment to learning about and 
adapting practices and institutions will most likely be needed to improve performance in the future. 
 
Bormann, F. Herbert and Stephen R. Kellert, eds., Ecology, Economics, Ethics: The Broken Circle.  New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1991.  233 pages.  With contributions by F. Herbert Bormann; William A. 
Butler; Paul H. Connett; David Ehrenfeld, "The Management of Diversity: A Conservation Paradox"; 
Thomas Eisner; Malcolm Gillis; William Goldfarb; Wes Jackson, "Nature as the Measure for a 
Sustainable Agriculture; Stephen R. Kellert; Gene E. Likens; Norman Myers, "Biodiversity and Global 
Security"; David Pimentel; Holmes Rolston, III,"Environmental Ethics: Values in and Duties to the 
Natural World"; and Edward O. Wilson, "Biodiversity, Prosperity, and Value." (v2,#4) 
 
Bormann, Herb), "On Respect for Nature," NRCC News, Northern Rockies Conservation Cooperative (P. 
O. Box 2705, Jackson, WY 83001), Autumn 2000, no. 13, pp. 4-5.  "The biogeochemistry of the forest 
ecosystem changes with disturbances like cutting or fire and ... the forest ecosystem restores its regulation 
of biogeochemistry as it repairs itself through growth.  The most astounding thing is that this great 
waxing and waning of the forest and its control over biogeochemistry occurs through the interaction of 
the abiotic environment with thousands of species of plants, animals and microbes and that it is 
repeatable.  Not only is it repeatable through millennia of modest local, regional, and global disturbances, 
but ecosystems also have the power of adjustment to new conditions, through evolution of component 
species and migrations of new species. 
     The complexity of it all is overwhelming.  ... Despite our growing knowledge of the natural world, 
there is still a vast unknown component to the earth whose extent and effectiveness is supported every 
day as this green planet sails through forbidding space.  We should respect, cherish and change with 
utmost caution this largely unknown natural world because it works as it is and we are totally dependent 
on its working."  Bormann is emeritus, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, and 
celebrated for his designing of the small watershed technique for measurement and analysis of forest 
ecosystems.  (v.11,#4) 
 



Bornett, H.L.I.,  Guy, J. H., and Cain, P. J., "Impact of animal welfare on costs and viability of pig 
production in the UK," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 16(2003):163-186.   The 
European Union welfare standards for intensively kept pigs have steadily increased over the past few 
years and are proposed to continue in the future.  The aim of this study was to determine the profitability 
of rearing pigs in a range of housing systems with different standards for pig welfare.   Models were 
constructed to calculate the cost of pig rearing (6-95 kg) in a fully-slatted system (fulfilling minimum EU 
space requirements, Directive 91630/EEC); a partly-slatted system; a high-welfare, straw-based system 
(complying with the UK-based Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Freedom Food 
standards) and a free-range system.  The results suggest that improved pig welfare can be achieved with a 
modest increase in cost.  KEY WORDS: economics, pig housing, pigmeat, welfare. (JAEE) 
 
Borrelli, Peter, ed. Crossroads: Environmental Priorities for the Future.  Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 
1988. Pp. xiv, 334.  A popular analysis and assessment of the environmental movement in the United 
States, organized around a series of articles in The Amicus Journal (the magazine of the National 
Resources Defense Council); and a critical article by Barry Commoner, "The Environment," which 
originally appeared in The New Yorker (June 1987).  Commoner argued that the environmental 
movement had not been successful in using the powers of government to control pollution or solve other 
environmental problems.  Commoner's criticism led environmental activists to review the successes, the 
failures, and the outlook for environmental action.  This is not a scholarly book, but it is a useful 
treatment of policy issues in the environmental movement.  It contains a journalistic account of 
environmental philosophers by Peter Borrelli, "The Ecophilosophers," pp. 69-83.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Borstelmann, John, "Land Exchanges: Sound Management Tool or Invitation to Speculation?," Wild 
Earth 10(no.3, Fall 2000):63-  .  (EE v.12,#1) 
 
Borthwick, Bruce, "Disappearing Act: Why is the Dead Sea Dying," Christian Century 120 (no. 3, 
February 8, 2003):20-21.  The Sea of Galilee, the Jordan River, and the Dead Sea are all threatened by 
increasing water withdrawals and increasing pollution, mostly by Israel but also by Jordan.  The Dead Sea 
has reached its lowest level on record, repeatedly falling lower than the ever lowering "red lines," levels 
at which upstream water extraction should stop.  The flow in and from the Jordan River since the 1960's 
has dropped 90 percent, and what does flow is almost sewage.  In the 1850's, the mouth of the Jordan was 
180 yards wide and three feet deep.  Now it is a few meters wide, more a creek than a river.  Plant and 
wildlife in and around the lake, the river, and the sea are adversely affected (the Dead Sea had no fish in 
it, but otherwise was not "dead").  There is much Israel and Jordan could do co-operatively, and initiatives 
were once underway, but have stalled in the present tensions. 
 
Bosetti, V; Pearce, D, "A study of environmental conflict: the economic value of Grey Seals in southwest 
England," Biodiversity and Conservation 12(no.12, 2003):2361-2392.  (v.14, #4) 
 
Bosque-Pérez, Nilsa A., Michael O'Rourke, J.D. Wulfhorst, David M. Althoff, Caren S. Goldberg, Merrill 
Kaylani, Wayde Morse, Max Nielsen-Pincus, Jennifer Stephens, Leigh Winowiecki, and Sanford D. 
Eigenbrode. “Employing Philosophical Dialogue in Collaborative Science.” BioScience Vol. 57, no. 1 
(2007): 55-64.  Integrated research across disciplines is required to address many of the pressing 
environmental problems facing human societies.  Often the integration involves disparate disciplines, 
including those in the biological sciences, and demands collaboration from problem formulation through 
hypothesis development, data analysis, interpretation, and application.  Such projects raise conceptual and 
methodological challenges that are new to many researchers in the biological sciences and to their 
collaborators in other disciplines.  In this article, we develop the theme that many of these challenges are 
fundamentally philosophical, a dimension that has been largely overlooked in the extensive literature on 
cross-disciplinary research and education.  We present a “toolbox for philosophical dialogue,” consisting 
of a set of questions for self-examination that cross-disciplinary collaborators can use to identify and 



address their philosophical disparities and commonalities.  We provide a brief user’s manual for this 
toolbox and evidence for its effectiveness in promoting successful integration across disciplines. 
 
Bosselman, Fred P., Peterson, Craig A., McCarthy, Claire.  Managing Tourism Growth: Issues and 
Applications. Covelo, CA: Island Press, 1999. 420 pp. $40.  Alternative legal and regulatory measures, 
management techniques, and incentives that target tourism growth at all levels:  the quality of 
development, its amount and rate of growth, the locations in which it takes place.  (v.10,#1) 
 
Bosselman, Fred.  "Four Land Ethics: Order, Reform, Responsibility, Opportunity."  Environmental Law 
24 (no. 4, 1994): 1439-  .  Aldo Leopold's hope that American thinking would converge toward a single 
land ethic is futile; instead Americans should accept that they have inherited four different land ethics, 
which are explained using King Arthur, David Ricardo, John Muir, and Scalia as prototypes.  (v6,#1) 
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Bostock, Stephen St. C., Zoos and Animal Rights: The Ethics of Keeping Animals.  London: Routledge, 
1993.  227 pages.  £ 35.00 cloth, £ 10.00 paper.  Bostock unequivocally assigns rights to animals and 
rejects utilitarianism as a basis for animal protection.  But such rights may be justifiably sacrificed if the 
benefits are compelling from a human-interest viewpoint.  Zoo animals rights to well being prevents us 
from causing physical pain, death, or loss of freedom to them, and the first two are met in well-managed 
zoos.  The third is a special challenge to zoos, but, in the end, "really good captivity is not, to all intents 
and purposes, captivity at all."  Held captive animals can be allowed essentially to continue their natural 
lives; such animals are captive only in a technical sense and free in a morally important sense.  With 
endangered species, it is better for individuals of critically endangered species to live in artificial 
environments than not to be born at all.  Bostock is the education officer for Glasgow Zoo.  (v4,#3). 
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mating dance; they breathe, roar and sing.  And singing, volcanic rocks and fires can deeply affect the 
way we see and act in the world, the stories we tell about the world."  "The natural world can 
revolutionize the human heart."  Calderazzo teaches English, including nature writing, at Colorado State 
University.  (v. 15, # 3) 



 
Caldwell, Lynton Keith and Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Policy for Land: Law and Ethics.  Lanham, MD, 
Rowman and Littlefield, and Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1992.  $ 24.95 paper.  $ 67.50 
cloth.  A survey of the problem that have arisen from environmentally counterproductive land policies 
and use.  The authors challenge traditional justifications for property rights and land use.  California 
agricultural land and Appalachian coal land are used as case studies.  Caldwell is professor emeritus of 
political science at Indiana University.  Shrader-Frechette is professor of philosophy at the University of 
South Florida. (v3,#4) 
 
Caldwell, Lynton Keith, Shrader-Frechette, Kristen, Policy for Land: Law and Ethics. (Lanham, MD: 
Rowman and Littlefield, 1993). Reviewed by Dan T. Vadnjal. Environmental Values 6(1997):365-366.  
(EV) 
 
Caldwell, Lynton K., Between Two Worlds: Science, the Environmental Movement and Policy Choice.  
New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989.  200 pages, $ 44.50.  Will humans adapt their ways of life 
to conserve the natural systems upon which their future and the living world depend?  Caldwell attempts 
an integrated analysis of the interrelationships among science, the environmental movement, and public 
policy.  Special emphasis is given to the interaction of environmentalism and science in generating public 
and international environmental policies. (v1,#4) 
 
Caldwell, Lynton Keith and Kristin Shrader-Frechette, Policy for Land: Law and Ethics.  Lanham, Md: 
Roman and Littlefield, 1993.  333 pages.  Cloth.  A new, ecologically enlightened view of land and 
policy, analyzed and defended against arguments often brought against it.  What people believe about 
their relationship with the Earth takes the form of ethical conclusions that are expressed in institutions 
defined by law.  This account is both biocentric and anthropocentric, drawing on political and legal 
theory, as well as on analyses of both science and ethics.  Chapters on different kinds of land ethics, on 
concepts of ownership and rights of use, on limits to policy, on land-use policy in international issues, on 
ecosystemic criteria for land policy, on practical steps and ethical justifications, and on a national policy 
for land.  Caldwell is emeritus in political science at Indiana University; Shrader-Frechette is in 
philosophy at the University of South Florida, Tampa. (v4,#4) 
 
Caldwell, Wayne, Bowers, Steve and Williams, Owen, "A Community Development Approach to 
Environmental Management," Environments 27 (No. 2, 1999): 63-  .  (v.11,#2) 
 
Calhoun, Craig and Hiller, Henryk, "Asbestos Exposure by Johns Manville," in M. David Ermann and 
Richard J. Lundman, Corporate and Governmental Deviance.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1996, 
5th edition. 
 
Califaro, Philip. "Personal Narratives and Environmental Ethics." Environmental Ethics 
21(1999):109-110. 
 
Callahan, Daniel, "Can Nature Serve as a Moral Guide?" Hastings Center Report 26 (no. 6, Nov.-Dec. 
1996):21-27, a short essay, with short replies by Leon R. Kass, "The Troubled Dream of Nature as a 
Moral Guide," by Bryan G. Norton, "Moral Naturalism and Adaptive Management," and by Strachan 
Donnelley, "Nature as a Reality Check."  Callahan: "I have never quite given up the hope that nature 
might put in a reappearance in ethics.  ...  The supposed naturalistic fallacy is, on closer inspection, an odd 
kind of fallacy since `is' is all the universe has to offer, to say that it cannot be the source of an `ought' is 
tantamount to saying a priori that an ought can have no course at all--and to say that is no less than to say 
there can be no oughts.  ...  Quite apart from these philosophical puzzles, it is useful to note that there is 
now a major field of inquiry and action right under our noses where nature is frequently held up--with 
little objection--as the standard for proper behavior."  Kass: "Natural knowledge may be very useful in 



selecting our means, but not in discerning our ends, and it is utterly useless in deciding how to balance 
one good against another."  Callahan is the retiring president of the Hastings Center.  The whole 
collection of four pieces could be quite profitably read for discussion in a single class hour, in an 
introductory philosophy class, as well as in an environmental ethics class.  (v7,#4) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Conservation Values and Ethics" in Gary K. Meffe and C. Ronald Carroll, eds., 
Principles of Conservation Biology (Sunderland, MA: Sinauer Associates, Inc., 1994), pp. 24-49.  A 
useful introduction to environmental ethics and value theories for conservation biology students, in a 
large text, see separate entry.  Also useful for introductory philosophy students at freshmen and 
sophomore levels.  Focuses on Norton, Taylor, Rolston, Sagoff, Singer, Regan, Goodpaster, all brought 
into the perspective of Aldo Leopold and a concentric circle theory of ethics.  Excellent for condensing 
the main issues into a short article.  With box essays by Holmes Rolston, III, "Our Duties to Endangered 
Species," by Susan P. Bratton, "Monks, Temples, and Trees: The Spirit of Diversity," and by Roderick F. 
Nash, "Discovering Radical Environmental in our Own Cultural Backyard: From Natural Rights to the 
Rights of Nature."  Callicott is in philosophy at the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. (v5,#2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.  Review of The Case for Animal Rights. By Tom Regan. Environmental Ethics 
7(1985):365-72. 
 
Callicott, J. Baird. "Hume's Is/Ought Dichotomy and the Relation of Ecology to Leopold's Land Ethic."  
Environmental Ethics 4(1982):163-74.  Environmental ethics in its modern classical expression by Aldo 
Leopold appears to fall afoul of Hume's prohibition against deriving ought-statements from is-statements 
since it is presented as a logical consequence of the science of ecology.  Hume's is/ought dichotomy is 
reviewed in its historical theoretical context.  A general formulation bridging is and ought, in Hume's 
terms, meeting his own criteria for sound practical argument, is found.  It is then shown that Aldo 
Leopold's land ethic is expressible as a special case of this general formulation.  Hence Leopold's land 
ethic, despite its direct passage from descriptive scientific premises to prescriptive normative conclusions, 
is not in violation of any logical strictures which Hume would impose upon axiological reasoning.   
Callicott is in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Stevens-Point, WI. 
(EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "The Metaphysical Transition in Farming: From the Newtonian-Mechanical to the 
Eltonian Ecological", Journal of Agricultural Ethics 3(1990):36-49.  Modern agriculture is subject to a 
metaphysical as well as an ethical critique.  As a casual review of the beliefs associated with food 
production in the past suggests, modern agriculture is embedded in and informed by the prevailing 
modern world view, Newtonian Mechanics, which is bankrupt as a scientific paradigm and unsustainable 
as an agricultural motif.  A new holistic, organic world view is emerging from ecology and the new 
physics marked by four general conceptual feature.  A future post-modern ecological agriculture will help 
to solve the ethical problems engendered by modern mechanical agriculture.  Callicott is in philosophy at 
the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.  "The Case against Moral Pluralism." Environmental Ethics 12(1990):99-124.  Despite 
Christopher Stone's recent argument on behalf of moral pluralism, the principal architects of 
environmental ethics remain committed to moral monism.  Moral pluralism fails to specify what to do 
when two or more of its theories indicate inconsistent practical imperatives.  More deeply, ethical theories 
are embedded in moral philosophies and moral pluralism requires us to shift between mutually in-
consistent metaphysics of morals, most of which are no longer tenable in light of postmodern science.  A 
univocal moral philosophy--traceable to David Hume's and Adam Smith's theory of moral sentiments, 
grounded in evolutionary biology by Charles Darwin, and latterly extended to the environment by Aldo 
Leopold--provides a unified, scientifically supported world view and portrait of human nature in which 
multiple.  Lexically ordered ethics are generated by multiple human, "mixed," and "biotic" community 



memberships.   Callicott is in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, 
Stevens-Point, WI. (EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.  "Animal Liberation: A Triangular Affair."  Environmental Ethics 2(1980):311-38.  
The ethical foundations of the "animal liberation" movement are compared with those of Aldo Leopold's 
"land ethic," which is taken as the paradigm for environmental ethics in general.  Notwithstanding certain 
superficial similarities, more profound practical and theoretical differences are exposed.  While only 
sentient animals are morally considerable according to the humane ethic, the land ethic includes within its 
purview plants as well as animals and even soils and waters.  Nor does the land ethic prohibit the hunting, 
killing, and eating of certain animal species, in sharp contrast to the humane ethic.  The humane ethic 
rests upon Benthamic foundations: pain is taken to be the ultimate evil and it is reductive or atomistic in 
its moral focus.  The land ethic, on the other hand, is holistic in the sense that the integrity, stability, and 
beauty of the biotic community is its summum bonum.  A classical antecedent of some of the formal 
characteristics of the land ethic is found in Plato's moral philosophy.  Special consideration is given to the 
differing moral status of domestic and wild animals in the humane and land ethics and to the question of 
moral vegetarianism.   Callicott is in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point, Stevens-Point, WI. (EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, Review of Snyder, Gary, A Place in Space. Environmental Ethics 18(1996):321-326.  
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Callicott, J. Baird, "Environmental Ethics: Overview," Encyclopedia of Bioethics, revised ed. (New York: 
Macmillan Library Reference, Simon and Schuster, 1995), 676-87. (v6,#2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Conservation Ethics and Fisheries Management," Fisheries: A Bulletin of the 
American Fisheries Society, vol. 16, no. 2, (March-April 1991):22-28.  Leopold's land ethic applied to 
fisheries management, with attention to whether we ought to stock exotic fish.  "While the first 
commandment of the Leopold Land Ethic, thou shalt not extirpate species or render them extinct, is 
categorical; the second is hypothetical: thou mayest introduce exotics provided thou exerciseth great 
caution in doing so."  A case in point: "California's Clear Lake, `one of the oldest lakes in North 
America,' originally had 12 native fish species.  It is now home to 23.  Thus, it is presently nearly twice as 
diverse as in its historical (`natural') condition and presumably ecologically stable."  Regrettably, "the 
introduction of 16 species has made Clear Lake a much richer fishery than formerly, but five of the 
natives were extirpated, of which two are now globally extinct.  In absolute terms the planet is poorer."  
Callicott is professor of philosophy, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. (v2,#2) 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Land Ethic" (Environmental Ethics), Encyclopedia of Bioethics, revised ed. (New 
York: Macmillan Library Reference, Simon and Schuster, 1995), 688-90. (v6,#2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.  "The Metaphysical Implications of Ecology." Environmental Ethics 8(1986):301-16.  
Although ecology is neither a universal nor foundational science, it has metaphysical implications 
because it profoundly alters traditional Western concepts of terrestrial nature and human being.  I briefly 
sketch the received metaphysical foundations of the modern world view, set out a historical outline of an 
emerging ecological world view, and identify its principal metaphysical implications.  Among these the 
most salient are a field ontology, the ontological subordination of matter to energy, internal relations, and 
systemic (as opposed to oceanic) holism.  I treat moral psychology as a special case of the metaphysical 
implications of ecology.  Ecology undermines the concept of a separable ego or social atom and thus 
renders obsolete any ethics which involves the concepts of "self" and "other" as primitive terms.   
Callicott is in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Stevens-Point, WI. 
(EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird. "Intrinsic Value, Quantum Theory, and Environmental Ethics." Environmental Ethics 



7(1985):257-75.  The central and most recalcitrant problem for environmental ethics is the problem of 
constructing an adequate theory of intrinsic value for nonhuman natural entities and for nature as a whole.  
In part one, I retrospectively survey the problem, review certain classical approaches to it, and 
recommend one as an adequate, albeit only partial, solution.  In part two, I show that the classical theory 
of inherent value for nonhuman entities and nature as a whole outlined in part one is inconsistent with a 
contemporary scientific world view because it assumes the validity of the classical Cartesian partition 
between subject and object which has been overturned by quantum theory.  Based upon the minimalistic 
Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum theory, I then develop a theory of inherent value which does not 
repose upon the obsolete subject/object and ancillary fact/value dichotomies.  In part three, I suggest that 
a more speculative metaphysical interpretation of quantum theory--one involving the notion of real 
internal relations and a holistic picture of nature--permits a principle of "axiological complementary," a 
theory of "intrinsic"--as opposed to "inherent"--value in nature as a simple extension of ego.   Callicott is 
in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, Stevens-Point, WI. (EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Moral Monism in Environmental Ethics Defended," Journal of Philosophical 
Research 19(1994):51-60.  In dealing with concern for human beings, sentient animals, and the 
environment, Christopher D. Stone suggests that a single agent adopt a different ethical theory--Kant's, 
Bentham's, Leopold's--for each domain.  But employing Kant's categorical imperative in this case, 
Bentham's hedonic calculus in that, and Leopold's land ethic in another, a single agent would have either 
simultaneously or cyclically to endorse contradictory moral principles.  Instead, Callicott suggests that 
different and sometimes conflicting duties are generated by an agent's membership in multiple moral 
communities.  Peter Wenz, Gary Varner, Andrew Brennan, Anthony Weston, and Eugene Hargrove 
variously misunderstand either what is at issue in the monism versus pluralism debate or Callicott's 
suggested communitarian alternative to the sort of pluralism that Stone recommends. (v5,#2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "La nature est morte, vive la nature!" Écologie Politique (Paris), No. 7, Été 1993, pp. 
73-90.  A French translation of an article that appeared first in English in the Hastings Center Report, 
September-October 1992. (v4,#3) 
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Environmental Ethics 11(1989):169-77. 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "A Critique of and an Alternative to the Wilderness Idea," Wild Earth 4, no. 4 (Winter 
1994-95): 54-59.  Wildernesses could be better conceived as managed  biosphere reserves.  The 
wilderness idea (1) was conceived to meet human aesthetic and spiritual needs, not as biodiversity 
reserves; (2) is a defensive, losing strategy, because most of nature has already been developed, nature is 
at an end; (3) is not an international idea universalizable for all countries; (4) is ethnocentric, because 
there was no real wilderness even prior to Columbus; native Americans actively managed the landscape; 
(5) is flawed because nature is not static as envisioned in wilderness; and (6) the idea perpetuates a 
dichotomy between humans and nature. A better policy is active human management of nature reserves, 
with illustrations of how this could be so in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem. 
 Immediately following are two replies, the first by Reed Noss, "Wilderness--Now More than 
Ever," Wild Earth 4, no. 4 (Winter 1994-95):60-63.  "Callicott is dead wrong."  "Callicott erects a straw 
man."  "No ecologist interprets wilderness in the static, pristine, climax sense that Callicott caricatures it."  
The second reply is by Dave Foreman, "Wilderness Areas Are Vital," Wild Earth 4(no. 4, Winter 1994-
1995):64-69.  Callicott's argument "is fraught with mischief, and unschooled in its subject."  "Before a 
respected scholar like Callicott criticizes the Wilderness concept (even from a friendly if disingenuous 
point of view), he ought to become more familiar with the history of the Wilderness preservation 
movement."  Callicott counter-replies, a "retort," in "Deep Grammar,"  Wild Earth 5(no. 1, Spring 
1995):64-66.  Wilderness is a religion and anyone who criticizes it gets jumped on; Callicott argues that 
we should "abandon the concept of wilderness (with its historicist baggage) for the concept of 



biodiversity reserves." 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Tertium Organum and Mankind's Role in Future Evolution." Philosophica 39 (1987): 
101-112.  A minor piece by Callicott, suggesting a new organistic myth of the human place in the world.  
The world is a product of "emergent evolution," and we humans are the central nervous system.  (Katz, 
Bibl # 2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird. "On Warren and Cheney's Critique of Callicott's Ecological Metaphysics."  
Environmental Ethics 15(1993):373-74. (EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird. Beyond the Land Ethic: More Essays in Environmental Philosophy.  Albany: Suny 
Press, 1999. Review by Piers Stephens, Environmental Values 10(2001):138.  (EV) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, Crowder, Larry B., and Mumford, Karen, "Current Normative Concepts in 
Conservation," Conservation Biology 13(no. 1, 1999):22-35.  A plethora of normative conservation 
concepts have recently emerged, most of which are ill-defined: biological diversity, biological integrity, 
ecological restoration, ecological services, ecological rehabilitation, ecological sustainability, sustainable 
development, ecosystem health, ecosystem management, adaptive management, and keystone species are 
salient among them.  These normative concepts can be organized and interpreted by reference to two new 
schools of conservation philosophy, compositionalism and functionalism. The former comprehends 
nature primarily by means of evolutionary ecology and considers Homo sapiens separate from nature.  
The latter comprehends nature primarily by means of ecosystem ecology and considers Homo sapiens as 
part of nature.  Biological diversity, biological integrity, and ecological restoration belong primarily in the 
compositionalist glossary; the rest belong primarily in the functionalist glossary.  The former set are more 
appropriate norms for reserves, the latter for areas that are humanly inhabited and exploited.  In contrast 
to the older schools of conservation philosophy, preservationism and resourcism, compositionalism and 
functionalism are complementary, not competitive and mutually exclusive.  As the historically divergent 
ecological sciences--evolutionary ecology and ecosystem ecology--are increasingly synthesized, a more 
unified philosophy of conservation can be envisioned.  Callicott is in philosophy, University of North 
Texas.  Crowder is in zoology, Duke University, Marine Laboratory.  Mumford is in Fisheries and 
Wildlife, University of Minnesota St. Paul. 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Can a Theory of Moral Sentiments Support a Genuinely Normative Environmental 
Ethic?"  Inquiry 35(1992):183-198.  The conceptual foundations of Aldo Leopold's land ethic are 
traceable through Darwin to the sentiment-based ethics of Hume.  According to Hume, the moral 
sentiments are universal; and, according to Darwin, they were naturally selected in the intensely social 
matrix of human evolution.  Hence they may provide a "consensus of feeling," functionally equivalent to 
the normative force of reason overriding inclination.  But then ethics, allege Kristin Shrader-Frechette and 
Warwick Fox, is reduced to a description of human nature, and the question remains open whether one 
really ought or ought not value, approve, or do this or that.  The moral sentiments, however, are informed 
by culture.  Specific ethical injunctions, even so, are not culturally relative, because cultural beliefs are 
amenable to cognitive criticism.  New experience and new discoveries of science may bring to light 
hitherto unrecognized "proper objects" of our moral sentiments.  This paper was originally delivered at 
the Pacific Division, APA, March 1991.  Callicott is professor of philosophy, University of Wisconsin, 
Stevens Point. (v3,#3) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "The Pragmatic Power and Promise of Theoretical Environmental Ethics: Forging a 
New Discourse," Environmental Values 11(2002):3-25. Pragmatist environmental philosophers have 
(erroneously) assumed that environmental ethics has made little impact on environmental policy because 
environmental ethics has been absorbed with arcane theoretical controversies, mostly centered on the 
question of intrinsic value in nature. Positions on this question generate the allegedly divisive categories 



of anthropocentrism/nonanthropocentrism, shallow/deep ecology, and individualism/holism. The locus 
classicus for the objectivist concept of intrinsic value is traceable to Kant, and modifications of the 
Kantian form of ethical theory terminate in biocentrism.  A subjectivist approach to the affirmation of 
intrinsic value in nature has also been explored. Because of the academic debate about intrinsic value in 
nature, the concept of intrinsic value in nature has begun to penetrate and reshape the discourse of 
environmental activists and environmental agency personnel. In environmental ethics, the concept of 
intrinsic value in nature functions similarly to way the concept of human rights functions in social ethics. 
Human rights has had enormous pragmatic efficacy in social ethics and policy. The prospective adoption 
of the Earth Charter by the General Assembly of the United Nations may have an impact on governmental 
environmental policy and performance similar to the impact on governmental social policy and behavior 
of the adoption by the same body in 1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Belatedly, but at 
last, the most strident Pragmatist critics of the concept of intrinsic value in nature now acknowledge its 
pragmatic power and promise. (EV) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "La Nature est Morte; Vive la Nature," Hastings Center Report 22 (September-October 
1992):16-23.  "The old, mechanistic idea of nature is dying.  We are witnessing the shift to a new idea, in 
which nature is seen as an organic system that includes human beings as one of its components rather than 
as brutal and ultimately self-defeating conquistadores."  "We are animals ourselves, large omnivorous 
primates, very precocious to be sure, but just big monkeys, nevertheless.  We are therefore a part of 
nature, not set apart from it.  Chicago is no less a phenomenon of nature than is the Great Barrier Reef."  
Callicott is in the Department of Philosophy, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. (v3,#3) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.  "Traditional American Indian and Western European Attitudes toward Nature: An 
Overview."  Environmental Ethics 4(1982):293-318.  A generalized traditional Western world view is 
compared with a generalized traditional American Indian world view in respect to the practical relations 
implied by either to nature.  The Western tradition pictures nature as material, mechanical, and devoid of 
spirit (reserving that exclusively for humans), while the American Indian tradition pictures nature 
throughout as an extended family or society of living, ensouled beings.  The former picture invites 
unrestrained exploitation of nonhuman nature, while the latter provides the foundations for ethical 
restraint in relation to nonhuman nature.  This conclusion is defended against disclaimers by Calvin 
Martin and Tom Regan.   Callicott is in the department of philosophy, University of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Point, Stevens-Point, WI. (EE) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird. "Silencing Philosophers: Minteer and the Foundations of Anti-foundationalism." 
Environmental Values 8(1999):499-516. ABSTRACT: In "No Experience Necessary: Foundationalism 
and the Retreat from Culture in Environmental Ethics", Ben A. Minteer forgivably misconstrues my 
critique of moral pluralism. Contrary to Minteer's representation: I do not accuse moral pluralists of 
"moral promiscuity"; nor do I posit a "master principle" to govern all human action respecting the 
environment; and although I offer conceptual foundations for environmental ethics, I do not claim that 
they rest on certain, a priori, and non-empirical intuitions. Rather, the conceptual foundations I offer for 
environmental ethics are largely scientific. Contrary to Minteer's representation: I do consider a 
multiplicity of contexts in which ethical actions are situated; and I do respectfully attend to and creatively 
engage a variety of cultural points of view, both western and nonwestern, in constructing environmental 
ethics. Anti-foundationalists, such as Minteer and Bryan G. Norton, ironically pose an insidious threat to 
democratic discussion and debate of environmental values, because they themselves posit, but do not 
frankly acknowledge, foundational beliefs.  KEYWORDS: Foundationalism, anti-foundationalism, 
environmental ethics, pragmatism, culture. J. Baird Callicott, Department of Philosophy and Religion 
Studies University of North Texas Denton, TX 76203, USA.  (EV) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "Intrinsic Value, Quantum Theory, and Environmental Ethics," Environmental Ethics 
7(1985):257-275.  This is the latest in a series of articles that attempt to delineate the concept of intrinsic 



value in nature.  Callicott rightly sees this as the central problem for environmental ethics.  He further 
develops his axiological subjectivism of Humean/ Darwinian empathy to take into account the revelations 
of quantum physics.  That science has effectively ended the duality of subject/object--thus making the 
conflict between subjectivism and naturalism a moot point.  In ethics, this means that we can value nature 
as part of an expanded concept of self.  What Callicott has done is develop a Deep Ecology position, but 
rather than basing his conclusions on some kind of mystical intuition, he has grounded his position in 
coherent and relevant arguments.  But in practical terms, it is unclear how far the extension of "self" can 
reach. (Katz, Bibl # 1) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, "The Case Against Moral Pluralism," Environmental Ethics 12(1990):99-124.  A 
critique of pluralism and deconstruction as applied to environmental ethics, as seen in the writings of 
Christopher Stone and Jim Cheney.  Callicott argues that the main problem with pluralism is the 
separation of ethics from metaphysics.  Each ethical view is based on a specific metaphysical world-view, 
so how is pluralism possible?  Pluralism abandons the attempt to develop a coherent vision of the world.  
Callicott proposes the community model of Darwin and Leopold, which presents a univocal ethical theory 
with multiple duties. In practical operation, Callicott's Darwinian metaphysic of morals is not any less 
pluralistic than Stone's view.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird.,  In Defense of the Land Ethic: Essays in Environmental Philosophy. Albany: SUNY 
Press, 1989. Pp. x, 325.  Callicott is a central figure in environmental ethics, and this is a collection of his 
principal articles published over the last fifteen years.  All of the chapters appeared before 1988, and 
many of them are reviewed in the first version of this bibliography.  Callicott is primarily known as a 
critic of "animal liberation" and a defender of an extreme holism, but his best work (represented here) 
involves the development of a foundation for environmental ethics based on Humean psychology, 
Darwinian evolution, and quantum physics.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, ed. Companion to A Sand County Almanac. Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 
10(1988):169-76. 
 
Callicott, J. Baird, ed., Companion to A Sand County Almanac: Interpretive and Critical Essays.  
Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987.  Pp. x, 308.  This is the first collection of essays devoted 
exclusively to Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Almanac (Oxford 1948).  Leopold is the most influential 
historical source in the field of environmental ethics; his essay, "The Land Ethic," in Almanac is almost 
universally cited by environmental philosophers.  The essays here range from personal biographical 
accounts of Leopold to general philosophical discussions of his ideas.  Of chief philosophical interest are: 
Holmes Rolston, "Duties to Ecosystems," (pp.  246-274), which presents a detailed analysis of the reasons 
why environmental systems can be the objects of moral concern.  Ecosystemic communities should not be 
thought of as organismic individuals.  The model of individualism in moral thinking may be appropriate 
for culture (interhuman activity) but it fails as a model when applied to human-nature interaction.  "The 
appropriate unit for moral concern is the fundamental unit of development and survival," i.e., the 
ecosystemic community (p.  258).  Ecosystemic communities are not analogues of human communities, 
mainly because the elements of natural communities lack subjectivity; nonetheless, they still have value 
in themselves.  J. Baird Callicott, "The Land Aesthetic" (pp. 157-171), shows how Leopold's aesthetic 
view of nature was "informed by ecological and evolutionary natural history" (p. 168), so that one 
ascribes beauty to land that is functioning as a natural ecosystem, not to land that is "pretty" in a merely 
scenic sense.  For Leopold, both moral and aesthetic value are based on ecological relationships.  In "The 
Conceptual Foundations of the Land Ethic" (pp. 186-217), Callicott shows the internal development and 
logic of Leopold's argument (which is often misunderstood) as being based on: a Darwinian natural 
history of ethical development, a kinship theory of ethical ties among living things, and an ecological 
model of biological communities, "all overlaid on a Humean-Smithian moral psychology" (p. 195).  
Callicott resolves problems of the holism of Leopold's ethic--in particular, the charges that ecological 



holism is a kind of "ecofascism," and that the land ethic is just a form of enlightened species-wide human 
self-interest.  The land ethic does not "cancel human morality" (p. 208).  It supplements it.  And the land 
ethic is not prudential-consequentialist; it is a deontological system of ethics based on love and respect for 
the community of the land.  In "Aldo Leopold's Intellectual Heritage," (pp.  63-88), Roderick Nash shows 
that Leopold's land ethic was not entirely original; it has intellectual roots in Darwin, the humane 
movement regarding animal welfare, and the "reverence-for-life" ethic of Albert Schweitzer.  But Nash 
misses the point of Leopold's originality.  The land ethic was holistic; it is based on the community of the 
ecosystem, not isolated individuals.  This was a view that was radical and new.  Peter A. Fritzell, "The 
Conflicts of Ecological Conscience," (pp.  128-153), presents a literary and philosophical exegesis of the 
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Service's subsistence management policies for the Tongass National Forest in light of section 810 of 
Alaska National Interest Lands and Conservation Act, which requires federal land management agencies 
to consider subsistence resources in all land use decisions. He concludes that the Forest Service has 
ignored the substantive requirements of the statute by managing the Tongass for timber harvesting to the 
detriment of subsistence resources. Cheyette argues that until the Forest Service creates a new 
management plan that considers equally all resources of the Tongass, the courts must enjoin timber sales 
that adversely impact subsistence resources.  (v8,#3) 
 
Cheyne, Ilona, "Law and Ethics in the Trade and Environment Debate: Tuna, Dolphins and Turtles," 
Journal of Environmental Law (Oxford University Press) 12 (no. 3, 2000):293-316.  The author's 
conclusions "throw doubts on the rhetoric of sustainable development ... as an overriding policy 
framework under which the three human goals of environmental protection, economic welfare ... and 
social justice can be harmonised.  While as a purely empirical matter the three goals may sometimes be 
combinable, they are essentially incommensurable and competing.  Examination of the ethical dimension 
in particular exposes competing conceptions of sustainability which must be explicitly articulated to 
prevent protagonists at any level of the trade and environment debate talking past each other" (p. 313). 
 "There are obvious problems in adopting even enlightened anthropocentric reasons when making 
decisions that are intended to protect the environment.  Policies may be short-lived if human preferences 
change, or it turns out that human interests are affected detrimentally.  There is also the risk of ignoring 
the value of species with which we have little or no affinity" (p. 314).  Cheyne is in law, Newcastle Law 
School, UK. 
 
Chiang, Tao-Chang, "Historical geography in China," Progress in Human Geography 29(no.2, April 
2005):148-164(17). 



 
Chiarelli, Brunetto, Director, Centre for Bioethics, Societa' Italiana di Bioetica, Italy, Universita' di 
Firenze, Via del Proconsolo, 12, 50122, Firenze, is publishing a newsletter and has offered to publish 
parts of our own Newsletter with it, including membership information. (v1,#3) 
 
Chicago Wilderness: Exploring Nature and Culture.  This might seem an oxymoron, but in fact Chicago 
Wilderness is a magazine and movement with surprising success--so successful that other cities are 
imitating the program.  There are over 220,000 acres of nature preserves in the Chicago area, and more in 
the region.  Several dozen organizations cooperate in educating Chicago people to appreciate the nature 
and natural history in the region--bird migrants, wildflowers, wetlands, trails, Lake Michigan, the sand 
dunes.  Contact Chicago Wilderness, P. O. Box 268, Downer's Grove, IL 60515-0268.  (v.10,#3) 
 
Chidester, David, and Edward T.G. Linenthal, eds., American Sacred Space.  Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1995.  Includes Taylor, Bron, "Resacralizing Earth: Pagan Environmentalism and the 
Restoration of Turtle Island," a review of Earth-based religiosity.  (v8,#3) 
Children, Youth and Environments Vol. 18, no. 1 (2008).  The topic of this special issue is “Children and 
Disasters.”  Contents include:  (1) “Children and Disasters: Understanding Vulnerability, Developing 
Capacities, and Promoting Resilience—An Introduction” by Lori Peek (pp. 1-29), (2) “Psychological and 
Physiological Correlates of Stress in Children Exposed to Disaster: Current Research and 
Recommendations for Intervention” by Inka Weissbecker, Sandra E. Sephton, Meagan B. Martin, and 
David M. Simpson (pp. 30-70), (3) “The Implications of Climate Change for Children in Lower-Income 
Countries” by Sheridan Bartlett (pp. 71-98), (4) “Children, Adolescents and the HIV and AIDS 
Pandemic: Changing Inter-Generational Relationships and Intra-Family Communication Patterns in 
Botswana” by Klaus Geiselhart, Fred Krüger, and Thando D. Gwebu (pp. 99-125), (5) “Vulnerability of 
Children and Youth in Drought Disasters: A Case Study of Botswana” by Agnes A. Babugura (pp. 126-
57), (6) “A Look at the Standards Gap: Comparing Child Protection Responses in the Aftermath of 
Hurricane Katrina and the Indian Ocean Tsunami” by Anne Westbrook Lauten and Kimberly Lietz (pp. 
158-201), (7) “The School as a Source of Support for Katrina-Evacuated Youth” by Edith J. Barrett, 
Maria Martinez-Cosio, and Carrie Y. Barron Ausbrooks (pp. 202-36), (8) “Caring for Young Children 
after a Hurricane: Childcare Workers Reflect on Support and Training Needs” by Samantha L. Wilson 
and Mary Ann Kershaw (pp. 237-53), (9) “The Role of Children and Youth in Communicating Disaster 
Risk” by Tom Mitchell, Katharine Haynes, Nick Hall, Wei Choong, and Katie Oven (pp. 254-79), (10) 
“Displaced Once Again: Honduran Migrant Children in the Path of Katrina” by Marisa O. Ensor (pp. 
280-302), (11) “Disaster Resilience and Children: Managing Food Security in Zimbabwe’s Binga 
District” by Siambabala Bernard Manyena, Maureen Fordham, and Andrew Collins (pp. 303-31), (12) 
“Promoting Child and Family Resilience to Disasters: Effects, Interventions and Prevention 
Effectiveness” by Kevin R. Ronan, Kylie Crellin, David M. Johnston, Julia Becker, Kristen Finnis, and 
Douglas Paton (pp. 332-53), (13) “Out of the Floodwaters, But Not Yet on Dry Ground: Experiences of 
Displacement and Adjustment in Adolescents and Their Parents Following Hurricane Katrina” by 
Jennifer A. Reich and Martha Wadsworth (pp. 354-70), (14) “Youth Mortality by Forces of Nature” by 
Sammy Zahran, Lori Peek, and Samuel D. Brody (pp. 371-88), (15) “Disaster Risk Reduction and 
Vulnerable Populations in Jamaica: Protecting Children within the Comprehensive Disaster Management 
Framework” by Kerry-Ann N. Morris and Michelle T. Edwards (pp. 389-407), (16) “Caring for Children 
in the Aftermath of Disaster: The Church of the Brethren Children’s Disaster Services Program” by Lori 
Peek, Jeannette Sutton, and Judy Gump (pp. 407-21), (17) “Hurricane Disaster Response by School-
Based Health Centers” by Norma A. Dolch, Daniel L. Meyer, and Angel V. Huval (pp. 422-34), (18) 
“Garbage to Garden: Developing a Safe, Nurturing and Therapeutic Environment for the Children of the 
Garbage Pickers Utilizing an Academic Design/Build Service Learning Model” by Daniel Winterbottom 
(pp. 435-55), (19) “Big Bird, Disaster Masters, and High School Students Taking Charge: The Social 
Capabilities of Children in Disaster Education” by Tricia Wachtendorf, Bethany Brown, and Macia C. 
Nickle (pp. 456-69), (20) “After the Tsunami in Cooks Nagar: The Challenges of Participatory 



Rebuilding” by Sheridan Bartlett (pp. 470-84), and (21) “Children and Disasters Annotated Resource 
List” by Sara Gill, Lindsey Gulsvig, and Lori Peek (pp. 485-510). 
 
Chiles, James R., Inviting Disaster: Lessons from the Edge of Technology.  New York: HarperBusiness, 
2001.  Science and technology have made humans ever more powerful, but no less prone to error.  
Growing technological power and unchanging fallibility invite disaster, as with the Three Mile Island 
meltdown.  But one safety feature is that, though disasters seem to have happened suddenly, often many 
steps of multiple failures and mistakes lead to disasters, and we can devise detection systems stepwise.  
Still, we are prone to ignore the early warnings.  For some of the most dangerous potential catastrophes, 
even a tiny risk is intolerably high.  (v.13,#1) 
 
Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium, "Initial Sequence of the Chimpanzee Genome and 
Comparison with the Human Genome," Nature 437(1 Sept. 2005):69-87.  The authors note the differences 
between chimpanzee genes and human genes, focussing on the protein generating genes.  Differences are 
few on overall percentage scales, but considerable on local gene scales.  Given the massive size of the 
sequenced data array, a few percent differences accumulate into millions of differences: thirty-five 
million single-nucleotide changes, five million insertion/deletion events, and various chromosomal 
rearrangements.  They run various analyses to see what genes in humans and chimps might have been 
differentially selected.  They also frankly recognize that what makes us distinctively human is not yet 
understood. 
 "Our close biological relatedness to chimpanzees not only allows unique insights into human 
biology, it also creates ethical obligations.  ...  We hope that elaborating how few differences separate our 
species will broaden recognition of our duty to these extraordinary primates that stand as our siblings in 
the family of life" (p. 83).  The same issue of Nature contains a half dozen related articles, equally 
puzzled about what makes us human. 
 
Chinese Society of Dialectics of Nature, Nong Ye Zhe Xue Ji Chu (The Basis of a Philosophy of 
Agriculture), by a Working Group of the Chinese Society of Dialectics of Nature.  Beijing: Science Press, 
1991.  361 pages.  Entirely in Chinese.  A contact and one of the working group is Zhang Xiang-gin, 
Beijing Agricultural University, Bejing China.  She is also one of the authors.  (China) 
 
Chinn, Lily N.  "Can the Market Be Fair and Efficient? An Environmental Justice Critique of Emissions 
Trading."  Ecology Law Quarterly 26(No. 1, 1999):81-  .  (v10,#4) 
 
Chipeniuk, Raymond, "The Old and Middle English Origins of `Wilderness'," Environments (Waterloo, 
Ont.: Faculty of Environmental Studies, University of Waterloo) 21(1991):22-28.  Interesting and 
important article on the roots of the idea of wilderness, which should be read by anyone who has read 
Roderick Nash.  There is a widespread view that until the eighteenth century it was usual for people in the 
Western tradition to fear and hate wilderness.  This view is elaborated by Roderick Nash in Wilderness 
and the American Mind.  But, contrary to Nash, in old English the sense is not always negative; there are 
many commonsense, neutral, and sometimes positive evaluations of wilderness.  There are two possible 
roots "wil(d)deor," or "wild deer" and "wildeorern," or "wild, uncontrolled or untamed," and "wildeornes" 
generally meant wild or uncultivated land, inhabited only by wild animals.  The word "wild" goes back to 
Old Teutonic, the precursor of English, long before 450 A.D.   In the Bible, the meanings of several 
words for "wilderness" are not always negative, but they sometimes are, and with the coming of Bible 
translations these could enter English usage, where wilderness is a frightening and wasted place. 
 "All in all, the evidence seems to suggest speakers of English have always used the word 
`wilderness" ... to mean primarily land not farmed or settled, or ... land inhabited by wild animals.  ...  
Americans do not deserve quite as much credit for elevating wilderness to its current high esteem as Nash 
and others are wont to give them.  Interest in and regard for wilderness as the home of abundant wildlife 
was the heritage of the English-speaking world from its beginnings."  Chipeniuk has degrees in English 



language and literature from McGill University and the University of Toronto, and works in regional 
planning with an interest in wilderness.  (v7,#1) 
 
Chipeniuk, Raymond. "On Contemplating the Interests of Fish." Environmental Ethics 19(1997):331-332. 
(EE) 
 
Chiras, Dan, and the Sustainable Futures Society, eds., Voices for the Earth: Vital Ideas from American's 
Best Environmental Writers.   Boulder, CO: Johnson Books, 1995.  256 pages.  $ 16.95.  (v6,#4) 
 
Cho, Hong Sik.  "An Overview of Korean Environmental Law."  Environmental Law. 29(No. 3, 1999): 
501-  .  Severe environmental harms have forced the Korean people to reevaluate the balance between 
industrialization and environmental protection in Korea.  Korea has reached a point in its economic 
development where its people have begun to evaluate their surroundings and quality of life as affected by 
the environment.  Hong Sik Cho recommends that other developing nations take a serious look at Korea's 
current challenge of balancing economic prosperity with environmental protection and that they learn 
from Korea's experience.  (v10,#4) 
 
Cho, Mildred K., Magnus, David, Caplan, Arthur L., McGee, Daniel, and the Ethics of Genomics Group, 
"Ethical Considerations in Synthesizing a Minimal Genome," Science 286(1999):2087-2090.  Efforts to 
create a free-living organism with a minimal genome are underway, although the prospects of so doing 
are rather far off.  Such an organism would have the minimal genome that allows for replication in an 
environment, estimated at 256 genes.  The research may give insight into the origins of life and into more 
complex genomes, as well as have applications in genetic engineering.  "The prospect of constructing 
minimal and new genomes does not violate any fundamental moral precepts or boundaries, but does raise 
questions that are essential to consider before this work advances further."  "The dominant view is that, 
while there are reasons for caution, there is nothing in the research agenda for creating a minimal genome 
that is automatically prohibited by legitimate religious considerations."  (v10,#4) 
 
Chomitz, K. M. At Loggerheads? Agricultural Expansion, Poverty Reduction, and Environment in the 
Tropical Forests. Washington, DC: World Bank, 2007.  This is also in Spanish, Indonesian, French, and 
Portuguese, and a free down-loadable version is available online at 
<www.worldbank.org/tropicalforestreport>.  This is essentially an economic study, with models to 
analyze the tradeoffs, necessary and unnecessary, between agriculture and forest conservation.  People 
clear forests because they profit from doing so, sometimes substantially and sometimes not, but all too 
often the private gains are ephemeral, whereas the public losses are severe and enduring.  The aim is to 
formulate policies with optimal tradeoffs between profit-making and nature protecting, with much power 
and poverty, geography and corruption, and biodiversity and population pressure en route.  This is an 
excellent treatment of the globally critical issue of tropical forest conservation.  The author argues for 
carbon payments for avoided deforestation. 
 
Choosing a Sustainable Future: The Report of the National Commission on the Environment.  
Washington, DC: Island Press, 1993.  The report of a private sector initiative convened by the World 
Wildlife Fund.  Nineteen prominent members.  "We the members of the National Commission on the 
Environment, are convinced that the natural processes that support life on Earth are increasingly at risk 
and that by choosing to act or not to act to confront this risk now, our country is choosing between two 
very different futures" (p. xi).  Russell E. Train, Chair, World Wildlife Fund and former Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator and Council on Environmental Quality Chair (CEQ) was the 
chair of the commission. (v4,#2) 
 
Chornesky, Elizabeth A. et al., "Science Priorities for Reducing the Threat of Invasive Species to 
Sustainable Forestry," BioScience 55(no.4, April 2005):335-349(15). Invasive species pose a major, yet 



poorly addressed, threat to sustainable forestry. Here we set forth an interdisciplinary science strategy of 
research, development, and applications to reduce this threat. To spur action by public and private entities 
that too often are slow, reluctant, or unable to act, we recommend (a) better integrating invasive species 
into sustainable forestry frameworks such as the Montreal Process and forest certification programs; (b) 
developing improved cost estimates to inform choices about international trade and pest suppression 
efforts; and (c) building distributed information systems that deliver information on risks, identification, 
and response strategies. To enhance the success of prevention and management actions, we recommend 
(a) advancing technologies for molecular identification, expert systems, and remote sensing; (b) evolving 
approaches for ecosystem and landscape management; and (c) better anticipating interactions between 
species invasions and other global change processes. 
 
Choucri, Nazli, ed., Global Accord: Environmental Challenges and International Responses.  Cambridge: 
MIT Press.  688 pages.  $ 45.00.  Fifteen essays on how individuals, groups, and nations create 
environmental dislocations and can work together to solve ecological problems that cross their borders.  
Choucri is professor of political science at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. (v4,#2) 
 
Choudry, Enamul, and Charles Senseman, "The Relevance of Environmental Ethics for Policy Ethics: 
Why Anthropocentric and Ecocentric Considerations Matter," Indiana Academy of Social Sciences 
Proceedings, 1994, George C. Roberts, ed. Indianapolis: Indiana Academy of Social Sciences, 1994.  
(v8,#2) 
 
Chow, Jeffrey, Kopp, Raymond J., and Portney, Paul R., "Energy Resources and Global Development," 
Science 302(2003):1528-1531.  "In order to address the economic and environmental consequences of our 
global energy system, we consider the availability and consumption of energy resources.  Problems arise 
from our dependence on combustible fuels, the environmental risks associated with their extraction, and 
the environmental damage caused by their emissions.  Yet no primary source, be it renewable or 
nonrenewable, is free of environmental or economic limitations.  As developed and developing 
economies continue to grow, conversion to and adoption of environmentally benign energy technology 
will depend on political and economic realities." 
 The world does not seem to be running out of mineral fuels, but using these fuels intelligently, 
justly, and without degrading the environment is a much tougher question, and not currently being 
adequately addressed.  The authors are with Resources for the Future, Washington, DC. 
 
Chown, SL; Rodrigues, ASL; Gremmen, NJM; Gaston, KJ, "World Heritage Status and Conservation of 
Southern Ocean Islands," Conservation Biology 15(no.3, 2001):550-557.  (v.12,#4) 
 
Christ, Carol P.  and Kathryn Rountree. "Humanity in the Web of Life."  Environmental Ethics 
28(2006):185-200. The humanity-nature divide is a modern Western construction based on the notion that 
matter (nature) is dead, while consciousness (humanity) is alive, rational, and positioned to use matter 
(nature) to achieve its ends. In contrast, in the world views of the indigenous MaFori of New Zealand and 
Aborigines of Australia, nature is not separate from humanity and all is infused with consciousness. The 
ecofeminist and Goddess movements which emerged in the last decades of the twentieth-century, share 
with many indigenous religions the perception that all of nature is alive and that human beings must 
respect other beings within the web of life. Yet these are postmodern rather than premodern movements 
with an explicit critique of the assumptions of modernity. Process philosophy, especially when 
understood through the "feminist process paradigm" proposed here, is a postmodern philosophical system 
that affirms the insights of indigenous peoples, as well as Goddess and ecofeminists, that humanity must 
situate itself within the web of life. At the same time, process philosophy provides the tools for 
reconciling "premodern" insights with the findings (but not the assumptions) of modern science. Each of 
these resources can help us to provide alternatives to the humanity-nature divide. (EE) 
 



Christensen, Harriet H. and Daniel L. Dustin, "Reaching Recreationists at Different Levels of Moral 
Development," Journal of Park and Recreation Administration 7(no. 4, Winter 1989):72-80.  Illustrations 
of interpretive signs and other appeals in environmental ethics directed toward persons at different levels 
of moral development.  Differences between Lawrence Kohlberg and Carol Gilligan on what these levels 
are and the consequent appeals.  Especially at the higher levels, men are characterized by an ethic of 
justice, fairness, and self-respect, women by an ethic of reference and relation to self and others, with 
caring the highest value.  Christensen is a social scientist with the U. S. Forest Service Pacific Northwest 
Research Station, Seattle.  Dustin is a professor in the Department of Recreation at San Diego State 
University. (v2,#1) 
 
Christensen, Karen, Home Ecology: Simple and Practical Ways to Green Your Home.  Golden, CO: 
Fulcrum Publishing Co., 1990.  $ 15.95 paper. (v1,#4) 
 
Christensen, Paul D., Whitehead, Bradley W. "Operationalizing A Value-Based Approach to 
Environmental Management," Journal of Environmental Law & Practice 3(no.3 Nov. 1995):32-  .  The 
skills needed and the steps to follow for companies to optimize strategic environmental decision making.  
(v6,#4) 
 
Christian, C. S.; Lacher, T. E.; and Burnett, G. W.  "Parrot Conservation in the Lesser Antilles With Some 
Comparison to the Puerto Rican Efforts."  Biological Conservation 77, no.2 (1996): 159. (v7, #3) 
 
Christian, Colmore S., Michael P. Zamore, Adolphus E. Christian.  "Parrot Conservation in a Small 
Island-Nation: Case of the Commonwealth of  Dominica."  Human Ecology 22 (no. 4, 1994): 495- 
 
Christie, I, "Sustainability and Spiritual Renewal: the Challenge of Creating a Politics of Reverence," 
Conservation Biology 16(no.6, 2002): 1466-1468. 
 
Christoff, P., Dryzek, J. S., Eckersley, R., Goodin, R. E. and Plumwood, V., "Green Thinking--from 
Australia," Environmental Politics 10(no.4, 2001): 85-102.  (v.13,#2) 
 
Christofferson, April. “Setting the Record Straight: Native Americans and Yellowstone, Past Present and 
Future.” Yellowstone Discovery. Publication of the Yellowstone Association, Vol. 22, no. 3 (Fall 2007).  
Some new data counter the numerous early records that found few Native Americans in Yellowstone.  
Christofferson gives a more politically correct account of the Native Americans in Yellowstone, 
particularly the Bannock.  One account now revised is that the American Indians stayed away because 
they feared the spooky geothermal features. 
 
Christoforou, Theofanis, "Settlement of Science-Based Trade Disputes in the WTO: A Critical Review of 
the Developing Case Law in the Face of Scientific Uncertainty," New York University Environmental 
Law Journal 8(no.3, 2000):622-  .  (EE v.12,#1) 
 
Christopher, A. J.  "Land Restitution in South Africa, 1991-94," Land Use Policy 12(no.4, Oct 1995):267-  
.  (v6,#4) 
 
Church and Society, July/August 1996, is a theme issue: "For the Beauty of the Earth: Restoring Creation 
for Ecology and Justice."  Articles by a dozen contributors. Samples: William E. Gibson, "Eco-Justice 
and the Beauty of God"; Dieter T. Hessel, "Spirited Earth Ethics: Cosmological and Covenantal Roots"; 
Holmes Rolston, III, "Environmental Ethics: Some Challenges for Christians"; Bruce Babbitt, "Leading 
America Closer to the Promise of God's Covenant"; Peggy Curlin, "Women, Poverty, and Population: A 
Call to Engagement for People of Faith."  And more.  (v7,#2) 
 



Church and Society, vol. 80, no. 4, March/April 1990 is a special issue, "While the Earth Remains...." 
devoted to ecojustice, with papers on theology and environmental ethics, waste disposal, sustainable 
agriculture, water quality, climate change.  Holmes Rolston contributes a paper, "Wildlife and Wildlands: 
A Christian Perspective." 
 
Church, Jill Howard. "The Business of Animal Research," The Animals' Agenda 17(no.4, 1997):30.  
Church spotlights the industries that profit from vivisection but hide from public scrutiny.  (v8,#3) 
 
Church, Jill Howard. "The Politics of Animal Research," The Animals' Agenda 17(no.1, 1997):31.  The 
methods and motives of the nation's increasingly aggressive vivisection advocacy groups.  (v8,#2) 
 
Church, Jill Howard, "The Elephants' Graveyard: Life In Captivity,"  The Animals' Agenda 15(no. 4, 
Sept. 1995):22-  .  Elephants have killed 21 people in zoos, circuses, and entertainment-related events 
around the world since 1985.  At least 50 persons were injured by elephants in similar  venues during that 
same period.  Jill Howard Church, an animal activist and freelance writer in Peachtree City, Georgia, 
explains why.  (v6,#4) 
 
Church, Jill Howard.  "In Focus: How the Media Portray Animals."  The Animals' Agenda 16, no.1 
(1996): 24. How often the media portray animals (and their defenders) as violent and negative. For every 
program like "The Simpsons" that promotes animal rights, too many reinforce harmful attitudes. But 
viewers can help turn the tide. (v7, #3) 
 
Ciampitti, Robert A., Jr.  "Use of Experts: Proving the New Generation of Environmental Damages."  
Journal of Environmental Law and Practice 3, no.2 (1995): 48.  The hurdle of proving nontangible 
injuries as a result of toxic exposure through the use of expert testimony. (v7, #3) 
 
Cicchetti, Charles J., and Sepetys, Kristina M.  "Measuring the Effects of Natural Resource Damage and 
Environmental Stigma on Property Value."  Journal of Environmental Law and Practice 3, no.2 (1995): 
28.  Recent cases point to a growing role for "stigma" in pursuing damages for declining property value. 
(v7, #3) 
 
Cicinsain (Cicin-Sain), Biliana, and Knecht, Robert W. Integrated Coastal and Ocean Management: 
Concepts and Practices, Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 1998. $65 cloth, $32.50 paper. 416 pp.  (v9,#2) 
 
Ciesla, W. M., Mbugua, D. K., and Ward, J. D. "Ensuring Forest Health and Productivity: A Perspective 
from Kenya," Journal of Forestry 93, no. 10 (Oct. 1995): 36-  .  (Africa) 
 
Ciesla, William A., "Ethics in Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing: A Perspective from a Natural 
Resource Specialist," Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote Sensing 57(no. 3, March 1991):281-282.  
Resource managers now face much more complex decisions than before, owing to the intense conflicts in 
society over which values are to be pursued in environmental management, across a spectrum from more 
economic output and stability to concern for the other organisms with whom we share the planet.  
Technicians in photogrammetry and remote sensing have an obligation to take great care to present 
reliable and unbiased results to society, as a basis for social decisions.  They ought not to cloud their 
conclusions with personal bias.  Also, they ought not to overestimate the powers of technology.  
Following Leopold's land ethic, they also need continually to re-evaluate their "ground truth," that they 
have a responsibility and role in helping society to manage and protect the resources on which we depend 
for the common good of our planet and future generations.  Ciesla is with the USDA Forest Service, 
Pacific Northwest Region, Portland, OR. 
 
Cifric, Ivan, "Anthropocentrism and Naturalism--Bases of Modern Thought?" Socijalna Ekologija: 



Casopis za ekolosku misao i sociologijska istrazivanja okoline (Social Ecology: Journal for 
Environmental Thought and Sociological Research) 4(1995):5-34.  Published in Zagreb, Croatia.  The 
journal is ordinarily published in Croatian, some articles in German or French, but some issues are in 
English, as is this one.  Based on a study of the convictions of Croatian students, finding and analyzing 
two main bases of modern thought. The first relies on anthropocentrism, is optimistic, supports progress, 
projects development. The second is pessimistic, relies on naturalism, and from a moral standpoint 
contests the existing progress of civilization, advocates saving natural resources, and sees a catastrophic 
future.  Cifric is in the faculty of philosophy, Department of Sociology, University of Zagreb.  Other 
articles in this issue on progress and politics, attitudes toward nuclear power plants, radioactive wastes, 
and the sense of the quality of life.  (v8,#3) 
 
Cifric, Ivan, "Development and Environmental Protection in Croatia," Socijalna Ekologija (Journal for 
Environmental Thought and Sociological Research) (Zegreb, Croatia) 4(nos. 2-3, 1995):149-170.  Most 
of those surveyed see environmental problems as quite serious and are pessimistic about improvements in 
the next ten years.  But men, religious persons, those who identify with a political party, and those with 
living standards above average expect more progress, especially after ten years.  Depending on the region 
of Croatia, 19% to 36% think there will be no improvement, and those who favor market models expect 
that environmental protection will degrade even more.  Cifric is on the philosophy faculty at Zagreb.  
(v6,#4) 
 
Cifric, Ivan.  "Relation between Socioenvironmental Orientations and Religious Belief."  Socijalna 
ekologija (Social Ecology: Journal for Environmental Thought and Sociological Research) 4(1995):15-
33.  (published by the Faculty of Philosophy, Department of Sociology, University of Zagreb, Croatia.  In 
Croatian, with paper summary in English and German.  Comparing surveys in 1988 and 1992, there was a 
decrease in anthropocentric beliefs and an increase of desire for natural balance, though believers in 
formal congregations were more anthropocentric.  Cifric is in philosophy at the University of Zagreb.  
(v6,#3) 
 
Cinelli, Albert. Review of Moral and Political Reasoning in Environmental Practice. Edited by Andrew 
Light and Avner de-Shalit.  Environmental Ethics 28(2006):439-442. (EE) 
 
Ciochon, Russell and Nisbett, Richard, eds., The Primate Anthology: Essays on Primate Behavior, 
Ecology, and Conservation from Natural History.  Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1998.  Twenty 
years of field studies and conservation efforts with primates.  (v.12,#3) 
 
Claiborne, Margaret L. "Trends & Insights Regulation Consensus: The Expanded Use of Regulatory 
Negotiation Under the Clean Air Act", Natural Resources & Environment 11(no.2, 1996):44. 
 
Clapp, RA; Crook, C, "Drowning in the Magic Well: Shaman Pharmaceuticals and the Elusive Value of 
Traditional Knowledge," Journal of Environment and Development 11(no.1, 2002):79-102.  (v.13, #3) 
 
Claridge, M.F., Dawah, A.H., Wilson, M.R. eds. Species: The Units of Biodiversity. Washington, D.C.: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997. 456 pp. $89.95.  An international team of experts provides a detailed 
account of their ideas on the species concept for selected groups of organisms, from viruses to mammals.  
(v8,#3) 
 
Clark, Ann Marie, Friedman, Elisabeth J., and Hochstetler, Kathryn, "The Sovereign Limits of Global 
Civil Society: A Comparison of NGO Participation in UN World Conferences on the Environment, 
Human Rights, and Women," World Politics 51(No.1, 1998):1-.  (v.10,#2) 
 
Clark Ann E. and Hugh Lehman, "Assessment of GM Crops in Commercial Agriculture," Journal of 



Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 14(2001):3-28.  The caliber of recent discourse regarding 
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) has suffered from a lack of consensus on terminology, from the 
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Cook, Julie.  "The Philosophical Colonization of Ecofeminism."  Environmental Ethics 20(1998):227-46.  
There is general agreement among ecofeminists regarding the desirability of a variety of expressions of 
ecofeminism, but this pluralism is under threat with the emergence of an approach that emphasizes the 
primacy of a philosophical ecofeminism which claims the authority to prescribe what ecofeminism should 
be. The recent anthology Ecological Feminism (Karen J. Warren, ed.) is symptomatic of this trend, with 
contributors who affirm the philosophical significance of ecological feminism by privileging 
philosophers' voices over those of other ecofeminists, rather than by engaging in critical dialogue with, 



and exploring connections between, different ecofeminist discourses.  This colonizing strategy actively 
excludes many women's voices from the creation of an environmental ethic, including those of activist, 
spiritual, and "Third World" ecofeminists, but fails to offer any adequate philosophical grounds for doing 
so.  Cook is in philosophy, Lancaster University, Lancaster, PA.  (EE) 
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in environmental risk assessment.  Cooke shows that environmental risk assessors systematically 
underestimate the environmental risks to which we are all exposed. (v3,#2) 
 
Cooke, S. J. and Cowx, I. G., "The Role of Recreational Fishing in Global Fish Crises," BioScience 
54(no. 9, 2004): 857-859(3). Exploitation of fishery resources has become a major conservation issue on 
a global scale. Commercial fisheries have been repeatedly blamed for the worldwide declines in fish 
populations. However, we contend that the recreational fishing sector also has the potential to negatively 
affect fish and fisheries. Here we present evidence to show that both recreational and commercial fishing 
sectors deserve consideration as contributors to the exploitation of fish in marine and inland waters. The 
lack of global monitoring and compiling of statistics on recreational fishing participation, harvest, and 
catch and release has retarded our ability to understand the magnitude of this fishing sector. Using data 
from Canada, we estimate that the potential contribution of recreational fish harvest around the world may 
represent approximately 12 percent of the global fish harvest. Failure to recognize the potential 
contribution of recreational fishing to fishery declines, environmental degradation, and ecosystem 
alterations places ecologically and economically important resources at risk. Elevating recreational 
fishing to a global conservation concern would facilitate the development of strategies to increase the 
sustainability of this activity. (v.14, #4) 
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Cookson, Richard, "Welfare Economic Dogmas: A Reply to Sagoff," Environmental Values 5(1996):59-
74. This article examines Sagoff's criticisms of Four Dogmas of Environmental Economics 
(Environmental Values, Winter 1994) and argues that none of them are fatal.  Many of the criticisms 
appear to rest on general misunderstandings about welfare economics.  One misunderstanding is that 
transaction costs are theoretically indistinguishable from regular production costs.  The theoretical 
distinction is that transaction costs vary under alternative policies and institutions whereas production 
costs are fixed by tastes, technology and endowments.  Another misunderstanding is that market failure 
concerns only Pareto efficiency.  Market failure also concerns social efficiency with respect to the social 
welfare function, a device for making explicit ethical judgments about the interpersonal distribution of 
welfare.  A third misunderstanding is that the rationality assumption drives economic theory.  In fact, the 
explanatory power of economic models comes mainly from explicit assumptions about the constraints 
facing economic agents.  A fourth misunderstanding is that welfare economics is used as a mechanism for 
making legal and political decisions.  Rather, welfare economics is used as a method for informing legal 
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Cooley, D. R., with  G .A. Goreham, "Are Transgenic Organisms Unnatural?," Ethics and the 
Environment 9(no. 1, 2004):46-55.  The introduction of transgenic organisms into agriculture has raised a 
firestorm of controversy. Many view the technology as a pathway to a much better future society, whereas 
others condemn it for endangering people and the environment.  One defective argument against 
transgenics is the "Unnatural-Is-Unethical" argument (UIU).  UIU attempts to prove if transgenic 
organisms are unnatural and all unnatural things are morally bad, then transgenics are morally bad.  
However, the argument fails once it is shown that there is no plausible definition for "unnatural."  
Therefore, UIU should be abandoned in favor of arguments more likely to succeed.  Cooley is in ethics in 
the Department of History and Religion, North Dakota State University.  Goreham is in sociology, North 
Dakota State University.  (E&E) 
 
Cooley, D. R., Gary Goreham, and George A. Youngs, Jr., "Practical Moral Codes in the Transgenic 
Organism Debate," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 17(2004):517-544.  In one study 
funded by the United States Department of Agriculture, people from North Dakota were interviewed to 
discover which moral principles they use in evaluating the morality of transgenic organisms and their 
introduction into markets.  It was found that although the moral codes the human subjects employed were 
very similar, their views on transgenics were vastly different.  In this paper, the codes that were used by 
the respondents are developed, compared to that of the academically composed Belmont Report, and then 
modified to create the more practical Common Moral Code.  At the end, it is shown that the Common 
Moral Code has inherent inconsistency flaws that might be resolvable, but would require extensive work 
on the definition of terms and principles.  However, the effort is worthwhile, especially if it results in a 
common moral code that all those involved in the debate are willing to use in negotiating a resolution to 
their differences.  Keywords: Belmont report, GMO, moral code, moral principle, practical morality, 
transgenic organisms.  The authors are in the Department of History and Religion, North Dakota State 
University, Fargo, ND.  (JAEE) 
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Cooper, David E., "Human Sentiment and the Future of Wildlife."  Environmental Values Vol.2 
No.4(1993):335-346.  ABSTRACT: Identifying what is wrong with the demise of wildlife requires prior 
identification of the human sentiment which is offended by that demise.  Attempts to understand this in 
terms of animal rights (individual or species) and the benefits of wildlife to human beings or the wider 
environment are rejected.  A diagnosis of this sentiment is attempted in terms of our increasing 
admiration, in the conditions of modernity and postmodernity, for the `harmony' or `at homeness' of wild 
animals with their environments.  The diagnosis is defended against certain misunderstandings, and 
implications are tentatively drawn from it for environmental education and the management of wildlife.  
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Cooper, David E., and Simon P.  James, Buddhism, Virtue and the Environment. Ashgate, 2005.  
Buddhism, one increasingly hears, is an 'eco friendly' religion. It is often said that this is because it 
promotes an 'ecological' view of things, one stressing the essential unity of human beings and the natural 



world. While agreeing that Buddhism is, in many important respects, in tune with environmental 
concerns, Cooper and James argue that what makes it 'green' is its view of human life. The true 
connection between the religion and environmental thought is to be found in Buddhist accounts of the 
virtues   those traits, such as compassion, equanimity and humility, that characterise the life of a 
spiritually enlightened individual. Central chapters of this book examine these virtues and their 
implications for environmental attitudes and practice.Buddhism.  The authors are at the University of 
Durham, UK. 
 
Cooper, David and Simon James. Buddhism, Virtue and the Environment (Ashgate, 2004). Buddhism, 
one increasingly hears, is an 'eco-friendly' religion. It is often said that this is because it promotes an 
'ecological' view of things, one stressing the essential unity of human beings and the natural world. This 
book presents a different view. While agreeing that Buddhism is, in many important respects, in tune with 
environmental concerns, Cooper and James argue that what makes it 'green' is its view of human life. The 
true connection between the religion and environmental thought is to be found in Buddhist accounts of 
the virtues - those traits, such as compassion, equanimity and humility, that characterise the life of a 
spiritually enlightened individual. Central chapters of this book examine these virtues and their 
implications for environmental attitudes and practice. Buddhism, Virtue and Environment will be of 
interest not only to students and teachers of Buddhism and environmental ethics, but to those more 
generally engaged with moral philosophy. Written in a clear and accessible style, this book presents an 
original conception of Buddhist environmental thought. The authors also contribute to the wider debate 
on the place of ethics in Buddhist teachings and practices, and to debates within 'virtue ethics' on the 
relations between human well-being and environmental concern. Available from Ashgate Publishing in 
hardback (£50.00, ISBN:0 7546 3909 6 ) and paperback (£16.99, ISBN: 0 7546 3910 X). 
 
Cooper, David E., "Heidegger on Nature," Environmental Values 14(2005):339-351.  The primary 
purpose of the paper is the broadly exegetical one of explaining and connecting Heidegger's many 
remarks, made in several different contexts of enquiry, on nature. The three main contexts are those of 
ontology, scientific methodology, and technology.  After showing how Heidegger's central theses in these 
contexts are related to one another, I argue, in the final section, that his observations on scientific method 
are pivotal.  Unless these are secured, his further claims about ontology and technology lose their 
essential support.  Cooper is in philosophy, University of Durham, UK.  (EV) 
 
Cooper, David E.,  and Simon P. James, Buddhism, Virtue and Environment, Reviewed by Michael Allen 
Fox, Environmental Values 15(2006):138-140. 
 
Cooper, David E. A Philosophy of Gardens. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006.  Cooper explores the 
issue of why gardens are significant and mean so much to people.  He argues that garden appreciation is 
distinct from the appreciation of art and the appreciation of nature, and that gardens matter as an epiphany 
of an intimate co-dependence between creative human activity and the mystery that allows for there to be 
a world for humans.  He also argues that environmental philosophy should not focus on wilderness to the 
exclusion of the humanly shaped environment that includes gardens, and we should recognize how much 
gardens contribute to the good life for people. 
 
Cooper, Gregory J., The Science of the Struggle for Existence: On the Foundations of Ecology.  
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2003.  Ecology is interpreted as the science of the struggle 
for existence, linking it with evolutionary biology.  Cooper puzzles about the differences, if any, between 
ecology and evolutionary biology.  He also analyzes the tension between law-like explanations, such as 
characterize physics and chemistry, and the more historical character of both ecology and evolutionary 
biology, involving openness and unpredictability.  Perhaps ecology is a piecemeal science.  This also 
requires analysis of such ideas as stability, equilibrium, succession, and so forth.  A better term than law 
is "nomic force" which "comes in degrees and is restricted to particular domains" (p. 123, p. 115, p. 181).  



"Theoretical explanation does not need laws in the traditional sense, only ... highly resilient 
generalizations" (p. 194).  Cooper brings a sophisticated awareness of issues in the philosophy of science 
to bear on analysis of the tensions that have characterized ecology over the last century.  Cooper is in 
philosophy and ethics at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va. 
 
Cooper, Gregory, "Teleology and Environmental Ethics," American Philosophical Quarterly 35 (no. 2, 
1998):195-207.  There is a disturbing tendency in the environmental ethics literature to rely on 
metaphysically rich, but scientifically controversial, ideas from the sciences of ecology and ethology.  
Three examples are discussed; one from the animal rights camp, a second from the reverence for life 
perspective, and a third from the ethical holists.  In each of these cases, value theory helps itself to a kind 
of teleology that it is not clear the science is ready to yield.  Cooper is at Washington and Lee University, 
Lexington, VA.  (v.13,#2) 
 
Cooper, Gregory, "Generalizations in Ecology: A Philosophical Taxonomy," Biology and Philosophy 
13(1998):555-586.  There has been uncertainty and controversy over general knowledge in ecology.  
Perhaps only case by case knowledge is available, no genuine nomothetic knowledge.  Philosophers of 
biology wonder if there are laws anywhere in biology.  Cooper provides a framework for such general 
knowledge claims, with three broad categories--phenomenological, causal, and theoretical.  While there 
are probably no laws as that term is generally understood in philosophy of science, it does not follow that 
everything in ecology is equally contingent.  One can recognize degrees of contingency.  This has 
implications for setting environmental policy based on ecological knowledge.  Cooper is in philosophy at 
Duke University.  (v.9,#4) 
 
Cooper, N. S. "Wildlife Conservation in Churchyards: A Case-study in Ethical Judgements," Biodiversity 
and Conservation 4(no.8, Nov. 1995):916- .  (v6,#4) 
 
Cooper, Nigel S., "Wildlife Conservation in Churchyards: A Case-Study in Ethical Judgments," 
Biodiversity and Conservation 4(1995):916-928.  Groups promoting wildlife in churchyards, or other 
sites, discover that they face normative questions that have no scientific answers.  The language of 
management is used for handling these questions, but this metaphor has unhelpful associations with 
predetermined goals, a culture of control and self-centeredness.  Using a case-study approach, conflicts 
between conserving natural entities or natural processes (e.g. transplanting scarce plants); between caring 
for the individual organism or for the system (e.g. felling trees); and between conserving the natural or the 
cultural heritage (e.g. repointing walls) are examined.  These case of conflicts of duty illustrate the value 
of attention to circumstances, proportionality, and compromise. The social mechanisms of moral debate 
include legal protection and the power of stories to give meaning and vision.  Ethics is a communal 
activity.  By listening to others and attending to nature our sensibilities will become more refined and our 
ethical judgments will develop.  Cooper is a pastor in Rivenhall, Witham, Essex, UK.  (v7,#2) 
 
Cooper, Nigel S.  "How Natural is a Nature Reserve? An Ideological Study of British Nature 
Conservation Landscapes," Biodiversity and Conservation 9(no. 8, 2000):1131-1152.  Abstract. Areas set 
apart for nature conservation in Britain are broadly categorised according to their cultural purpose, and 
names are assigned to these in this paper.  Nature reserves may be similar to zoos and botanic gardens in 
aiming to maintain the diversity of species and if so are termed "biodiversity reserves". This tradition 
understands nature as a static collection of entities apart from humans. Maintaining traditional 
management at a site is arguably a good way to sustain species; it also retains old ways in which humans 
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Debate", Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review 23(no.4,1996):829.  (v7,#4) 
deDuve (de Duve), Christian, Vital Dust: The Origin and Evolution of Life on Earth.  New York: Basic 
Books, 1995.  de Duve is a Nobel Prizewinner for discoveries about the functional and structural 
organization of the cell.  This is his philosophical overview: "Life is almost bound to arise in a molecular 
form not very different from its form on Earth. ... Those who claim that life is a highly improbable event, 
possibly unique, have not looked closely enough at the chemical realities underlying the origin of life."  
The stuff of the earth is "vital dust" (p. 292).  Of interest to environmental philosopher is a concluding 
section on "The Future of Life." Life on Earth, a cosmic imperative over the millennia, has recently come 
under the most serious threat ever, human overpopulation and consumptive appetites degrading the Earth.  
Science needs more wisdom.  "The last twenty years have witnessed a remarkable rise in global 
responsibility.  The ecological movement, in spite of excesses, deserves to be praised" (p. 283).  Now 
emeritus, de Duve taught at the University of Louvain, Belgium, and Rockefeller University, New York.  
(v7,#4) 
 
Deegan, Mary Jo and Christopher W. Podesch. "The Ecofeminist Pragmatism of Charlotte Perkins 
Gilman." Environmental Ethics 23(2001):19-36. We read the roots of contemporary ecofeminism through 
the lens of feminist pragmatism. After indicating the general relation between ecofeminism and feminist 
pragmatism, we provide a detailed analysis of Charlotte Perkins Gilman's saga Herland and With Her in 
Ourland to document the strong connection between these two traditions. Gilman's congruencies with 
ecofeminism make clear that she was a forerunner and perhaps a foundation for contemporary 
ecofeminism. However, further analyses are needed to reveal the full import of this link between 
ecofeminism and "ecofeminist pragmatism," as well as bridge the gap between ecofeminist pragmatism 
and ecopragmatism, including environmental pragmatism. (EE) 
 
Defenders of Wildlife, Oregon's Living Landscape: Strategies and Opportunities to Conserve 
Biodiversity.  Corvallis, OR: Oregon State University Press, 1998.  A state wide assessment of Oregon's 
biodiversity, pioneering laws and programs, including the beach bill, the bottle bill, and statewide land 
use planning.  Also sponsored by the Nature Conservancy and dozens of public and private cooperators.  
(v9,#1) 
 
Deffenbaugh, Daniel G., "Toward Thinking Like a Mountain: The Evolution of an Ecological 
Conscience," Soundings 78(1995):239-261.  There is underway an evolution of the ecological conscience, 
a progressive movement away from thinking like self-interested human beings and toward thinking like a 
mountain.  A review of the history of philosophical reflection in the West reveals why environmental 
ethics has been regarded as problematic.  Very simply, we have inherited a tradition which has been 
developed from the perspective of egoism.  If the human individual is the locus for discerning all value in 
the world, then ethics will naturally tend to serve those who are doing the valuing.  In this case 
environmental ethics becomes a convenient tool for protecting human interests.  A truly holistic 
environmental ethic involves a conceptual transition from egoism to ecoism, a move that is best facilitated 



by an understanding of the ecological sciences.  The significant contribution of Aldo Leopold and Holmes 
Rolston III has been the fundamental realization that nature and not culture should have the last word as 
to prescriptive duties.  Deffenbaugh teaches in the Department of Religious Studies at the University of 
Tennessee.  (v.10,#1) 
DeFries, Ruth S. and Thomas F. Malone, eds., Global Change and Our Common Future. Washington, 
D.C.:  National Academy Press, 1989.  Twenty-two articles by a variety of scholars and policy makers.  
Papers from a forum sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences. (v1,#2) 
 
deGeus (de Geus), Marius.  Review of: Dobson, Andrew, Citizenship and the Environment.  
Environmental Values 13(2004):552-554. 
 
DeGeus (De Geus), Marius, "Ecotopia, Sustainability and Vision", Organization and Environment, 15, 
(No. 2, 2002): 187-201. This article explores whether ecological utopias are capable of providing a useful 
contribution to our quest for an ecologically responsible future and a sustainable society and, if so, in 
what specific ways. The author develops a model of ecological utopias as a distant point of orientation, or 
as a "navigational compass". In this model ecotopias may influence the course of concrete decision 
making in the direction of a future sustainable society. After an analysis of the current social debate in 
western Europe on sustainable development, it is argued that ecological utopias can help us to "monitor" 
environmental problems and that they provide "inspiration" for a cleaner society. Ecotopias also allow us 
to imagine a "virtual reality" of a possibly ecologically stable society and are a justifiable means of 
visionary imagery of a better future. De Geus is a lecturer in political and legal philosophy at the 
University of Leiden.  (v.13, #3) 
 
DeGeus (De Geus), Marius. Review of  Roland Schaer, Gregory Claeys, Lyman Tower Sargent, (Eds.), 
"Utopia: The Search for the Ideal Society in the Western World", Organization and Environment 14 (No. 
4, December 2001) pp.470-72. De Geus is a lecturer in political theory and legal philosophy at the 
University of Leiden, Netherlands.  (v.13,#2) 
 
deGraaf (de Graaf), Gjalt, "Veterinarians' Discourses on Animals and Clients," Journal of Agricultural 
and Environmental Ethics 18(2005):557-578. 
Veterinarians have obligations towards both the animals they treat and their clients, the owners of the 
animals.  With both groups, veterinarians have complicated relations; many times the interests of both 
groups conflict. Using Q-methodology as a method for discourse analysis, the following question is 
answered: How do Dutch practicing veterinarians conceptualize animals and their owners and their 
professional responsibility towards both? Keywords  descriptive ethics - discourse analysis - veterinary 
medicine - veterinary ethics - Q-methodology.  The author is in the Department of Public Administration 
and Organization Science, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam.  (JAEE) 
 
DeGraaf, John, Wann, David, and Naylor, Thomas H., Affluenza: The All-Consuming Epidemic.  San 
Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler, 2001.  London: McGraw-Hill, 2001.  275 pages.  The modern world in 
developed countries has what amounts to a disease of consumption; we are typically consuming three 
times as much in goods and services as people did a half century ago.  Surveys show that we are less 
happy.  The disease is addictive and epidemic.  De Graaf is an emeritus professor of economics, Duke 
University.  (v.12,#3) 
 
Degrazia, David, Animal Rights: A Very Short Introduction.  Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002.  
144 pages.  Models for the understanding of animals' moral status and rights, considering their mental 
lives and welfare.  How we should treat animals in our diet, in zoos, in research.  Degrazia is at George 
Washington University, Washington, DC. 
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DeGrazia, David.  Taking Animals Seriously:  Mental Life and Moral Status..  New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996.  380 pages.  $59.95 cloth, $18.95 paper.  Whether equal consideration should be 
extended to animals' interests.  The issues of animal minds and animal well-being examined with a 
mixture of philosophical analysis and empirical documentation. (v7, #3) (v.8, # 4). 
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DeGreef (De Greef), Karel, Frans Stafleu and Carolien De Lauwere, "A Simple Value-Distinction 
Approach Aids Transparency in Farm Animal Welfare Debate," Journal of Agricultural and 
Environmental Ethics 19(2006):57-66.  Public debate on acceptable farm animal husbandry suffers from a 
confusion of tongues. To clarify positions of various stakeholder groups in their joint search for 
acceptable solutions, the concept of animal welfare was split up into three notions: no suffering, respect 
for intrinsic value, and non-appalling appearance of animals. This strategy was based on the hypothesis 
that multi-stakeholder solutions should be based on shared values rather than on compromises. The 
usefulness of such an artificial value distinction strategy was tested in a small series of experiments. The 
results demonstrate that the chosen concept to distinguish between values is effective in a stakeholder 
context. Farmers' views on doing good to animals appeared to be largely based on their value to prevent 
suffering and predominantly focused on the provision of regular care. Their priority for this value is 
clearly shared with other stakeholders, providing a basis for joint solutions. The concept of intrinsic value 
does not play a discernable role in farmers' considerations. Based on the varying views on welfare, it can 
be inferred that there is a gradual rather than a principal difference between government legislation and 
farmers' values, whereas public perception and acceptance of farm practices remains complicated. 
Distinction between value groups and focusing on a selected notion (such as no suffering) proved to be 
effective in bringing representatives of stakeholder groups together, but is unlikely to bridge the 
emotional gap between commercial farm practices and public ideals.  Keywords: Animal welfare-farmer 
ethics-interactive design-intrinsic value-stakeholder views.  De Greef is with the Animal Sciences Group 
of Wageningen UR, The Netherlands.  Stafleu is with the Ethics Institute, Utrecht University, The 
Netherlands.  De Lauwere is at the Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Wageningen UR, The 
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Lund, Vonne,  and I. Anna S. Olsson, "Animal Agriculture: Symbiosis, Culture, or Ethical Conflict?" 
Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 19(2006):47-56.  Several writers on animal ethics 
defend the abolition of most or all animal agriculture, which they consider an unethical exploitation of 
sentient non-human animals. However, animal agriculture can also be seen as a co-evolution over 
thousands of years, that has affected biology and behavior on the one hand, and quality of life of humans 
and domestic animals on the other. Furthermore, animals are important in sustainable agriculture. They 
can increase efficiency by their ability to transform materials unsuitable for human consumption and by 
grazing areas that would be difficult to harvest otherwise. Grazing of natural pastures is essential for the 
pastoral landscape, an important habitat for wild flora and fauna and much valued by humans for its 
aesthetic value. Thus it seems that the environment gains substantially when animals are included in 
sustainable agricultural systems. But what about the animals themselves?  Objections against animal 
agriculture often refer to the disrespect for animals' lives, integrity, and welfare in present intensive 
animal production systems. Of the three issues at stake, neither integrity nor animal welfare need in 
principle be violated in carefully designed animal husbandry systems. The main ethical conflict seems to 
lie in the killing of animals, which is inevitable if the system is to deliver animal products.  We present 
the benefits and costs to humans and animals of including animals in sustainable agriculture, and discuss 
how to address some of the ethical issues involved. Keywords: animal welfare-ethics - killing - 
sustainability - vegetarianism.  The authors are with the National Veterinary Institute, Oslo, Norway. 
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Groningen, Netherlands: Wolters-Noordhoff, 1992.  Identification of indicators for measuring sustainable 
use of environmental functions, currently being applied to assessing the Danube and Dniester deltas, the 
Spanish island of Mallorca, the Greek island of Santorini, the Pantanal wetland in Brazil, and other areas.  
de Groot is director of the Wageningen Institute for Environment and Climate Research at Wageningen 
Agricultural University, Netherlands.  (v7,#1) 
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Other Protected Areas"  "Primer Congreso Latinoamericano de Parques Nacionales y Otras Areas 
Protegidas," International Journal of Wilderness 4(no. 2, July 1998):7-11.  In Columbia, South America, 
650 persons met May 21-18, 1998 to address national parks and protected areas, indigenous peoples, 
biodiversity threats, land degradation, tourism, and related issues.  de Groot is a student in wildlife 
biology at the University of Montana.  (v.9,#3) 
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Smoky Mountains National Park, and past Mount Mitchell, the highest peak east of the Mississippi, down 
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Dejong (De Jong), Mechtild, and Chunglin Kwa.  "Ecological Theories and Dutch Nature Conservation," 
Biodiversity and Conservation 9(no. 8, 2000):1171-1186.  Abstract. This paper aims to achieve insight 
into various ecological theories in the Netherlands which have different, and sometimes opposing, views 
on the conservation of nature.  Interviews, publications and archival research brought to light four 
separate theories: "vitalistic/holistic", "dynamic", "cybernetic" and "chaos".  Diversity is reached through 
stability according to vitalistic/holistic and cybernetic theories, but through change and instablility 
according to the "dynamic" and "chaos" theories.  These two groups are working apart, and continue to 
have their own ideas.  Prediction of the future is only possible with the "vitalistic/holistic" and 
"cybernetic" theories.  Ecologists who adhere to these theories feel responsible and able in different ways 
to change ecological nature towards desirable end goals.  The other two theories, "dynamic" and "chaos", 
appear to be less activist.  Key words: biodiversity, chaos theory, cybernetic theory, dynamic theory, 
economy, holistic theory, Rio de Janeiro, Second Law of Thermodynamics, significs. 
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and Conservation 9(2000):1171-1186.  Abstract.  Insight into various ecological theories in the 
Netherlands which have different, and sometimes opposing, views on the conservation of nature.  Four 



separate theories: 'vitalistic/holistic', 'dynamic', 'cybernetic' and 'chaos'.  Diversity is reached through 
stability according to vitalistic/holistic and cybernetic theories, but through change and instablility 
according to the 'dynamic' and 'chaos' theories.  These two groups are working apart, and continue to have 
their own ideas.  Prediction of the future is only possible with the 'vitalistic/holistic' and 'cybernetic' 
theories.  Ecologists who adhere to these theories feel responsible and able in different ways to change 
ecological nature towards desirable end goals.  The other two theories, 'dynamic' and 'chaos', appear to be 
less activist.  Key words: biodiversity, chaos theory, cybernetic theory, dynamic theory, economy, holistic 
theory, Rio de Janeiro, Second Law of Thermodynamics, significs.  The authors are in the Department of 
Science Dynamics, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands.   (v.13,#1) 
 
deJonge (de Jonge), Eccy, Spinoza and Deep Ecology: Challenging Traditional Approaches to 
Environmentalism.  Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004.  Reviewed by Alison Stone in Environmental Values 
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DeJonge, Eccy, Spinoza and Deep Ecology: Challenging Traditional Approaches to Environmentalism.   
Aldershot, Hants. UK: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2004.  Explores deep ecology and the way Spinoza's 
philosophy has been put to this aim.  Only a self-realization, along the lines of Spinoza's philosophy, can 
afford a philosophy of care which is inclusive of humans and the non-human world, which recognizes the 
need for civil laws and democratic policies for human flourishing.  Claiming that "deep ecology is a 
muddled polemic" (p. 145), de Jonge criticizes existing versions of deep ecology, especially in that they 
fail to accept that human concerns are integral to environmental issues.  Originally a Ph.D. thesis.  
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Deknatel, Charles Y.  "Questions about Environmental Ethics--Toward a Research Agenda with a Focus 
on Public Policy." Environmental Ethics 2(1980):353-62.  Despite common elements and antecedents of 
environmental ethics, their implied application to related policy or action is not always clear.  This paper 
attempts to develop a set of questions and a preliminary framework for considering some of the issues 
raised by environmental ethics as they might appear in public policy.   Deknatel is at the College of 
Architecture, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Lincoln, NE. (EE) 
 
Del Caro, Adrian. "Nietzschean Considerations on Environment." Environmental Ethics 
26(2004):307-321.The superhuman (Übermensch) is a human being attuned to his or her environment in 
such a way that human and environment function as a whole, in keeping with Zarathustra's prophecy that 
the superhuman is the meaning of the Earth. Nietzsche's rhetorical embrace of the Earth in Thus Spoke 
Zarathustra is actually grounded in the works of the 1870s, in particular Human, All Too Human, which 
does not receive its due in critical engagement but which requires serious critical revisitation if the 
ecological Nietzsche is to be heard above his own rhetoric. When Nietzsche's writings are considered 
from the standpoint of ecology, it emerges that the phrase "the superhuman shall be the meaning of the 
Earth" is not so much focused on a debatable vision of future humanity, but instead addresses strategies 
for inhabiting our finite Earth in a spirit of creativity, partnership, and meaningful daily interaction. The 
hotly debated doctrine of will to power, for example, undergoes clarification and grounding when 
subjected to ecological standards, resulting in a will to empowerment whose beneficiaries are not only 
humans who assume proper stewardship of the Earth, but all Earthly life forms insofar as the meaning of 
Earth must include them. (EE) 
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useful commentary on the Bruntland Report.  128 pages for the modest cost of $ 39.95 in the U.S.! 



 
Delancey, Craig. "Teleofunctions and Oncomice: The Case for Revising Varner's Value Theory." 
Environmental Ethics 26(2004):171-188. The view that organisms deserve moral respect because they 
have their own purposes is often grounded in a specification of the biological functions that the organism 
has. One way to identify such functions, adopted by Gary Varner, is to determine the etiology of some 
behavior based on the evolution of the structures enabling it. This view suffers from some unacceptable 
problems, including that some organisms with profound defects will by definition have a welfare interest 
in their defects. For example, this view entails that the patented oncomice, intentionally engineered and 
bred for a genetic defect that leads to extremely high incidence of cancer, would have a welfare interest in 
the development of tumors. The systems-based theory of biological functions, which refers not to the 
evolution of structures but rather to their role in the organism, escapes these problems, and shows how a 
theory of an organism's welfare interest in its purposes can be grounded in a sound naturalistic approach. 
This approach also has some fruitful corollaries, including an elegant theory of why species may require 
special moral regard. (EE) 
 
deLaplante (de Laplante), Kevin, Toward a General Philosophy of Ecology, Ph. D. dissertation, 
Department of Philosophy, University of Western Ontario, 1998.  Examines the role that ecological 
concepts and theories play in environmental philosophy and defends a conception of ecological science 
that is broad enough to address the philosophical and scientific concerns of environmental philosophers.  
These aims are consistent with the dominant tradition in contemporary environmental philosophy, but the 
argument is highly critical of the way the ecology-environmental philosophy relationship is conceived in 
contemporary environmental philosophy.  Rather than view ecology as a conceptual and scientific 
resource that is relevant to environmental philosophy only insofar as it provides support for the ethical, 
social and political aims of environmentalism, deLaplante argues that the core problems of environmental 
philosophy are essentially problems for a general science and philosophy of ecology.  The thesis defends 
the robustness of a conception of ecology that is sufficiently broad to encompass "ecological 
psychology", "ecological economics", and "ecological anthropology", as well as traditional ecological 
science.    
 Part One is a survey and critique of the role of ecology in environmental philosophy.  Part Two 
develops a conceptual framework for a general philosophy of ecology based on developments in complex 
systems approaches in theoretical ecology and ecological psychology.  Part Three explores in greater 
detail certain issues in the foundations of the relevant complex systems sciences.  The supervisor was 
Kathleen Okruhlik.  Kevin de Laplante is now teaching at Iowa State University, Ames.  (v10,#4) 
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deLeeuw (de Leeuw), Dionys. "Angling and Sadism: A Response to Olson." Environmental Ethics 
26(2004):441-442. (EE) 
 
deLeeuw (de Leeuw), Dionys.  "The Interests of Fish: A Reply to Chipanuiuk and List."  Environmental 
Ethics 20(1998):219-20. 
 
deLeeuw (de Leeuw), A. Dionys, "Contemplating the Interests of Fish:  The Angler's Challenge" 
Environmental Ethics 18(1996):373-390. I examine the morality of sport fishing by focusing on the 
respect that anglers show for the interests of fish compared to the respect that hunters show for their 
game.  Angling is a form of hunting because of the strong link between these two activities in literature, 
in management, and in the individual's participation in both angling and hunting, and in the similarity of 
both activities during the process of pursuing an animal in order to control it.  Fish are similar in many 
ways to animals that are hunted, including their interests in survival and in avoiding pain. These interests 
need to be considered by anglers for moral reasons.  All hunters and anglers value their sport with animals 



more than they respect the lives of animals they pursue.  Hunters are, therefore, similar to anglers in the 
respect that they show for the survival interests of their game animals.  Hunters, however, are 
significantly different from anglers in the respect that they show for an animal's interest in avoiding pain 
and suffering.  While hunters make every effort to reduce pain and suffering in their game animals, 
anglers purposefully inflict these conditions on fish.  These similarities and differences have three 
important consequences.  (1)  The moral argument justifying the killing of animals for sport in hunting 
must apply to all of angling as well.  (2) Angling, unlike hunting, requires a second justification for the 
intentional infliction of avoidable pain and suffering in fish.  (3)  If ethical hunters hold true to their 
principle of avoiding all suffering in animal that they pursue, then hunters must reject all sports fishing.  
de Leeuw is a biologist with the British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks.  Williams 
directs an institute for applied ethics, and teaches philosophy at Saint Thomas University, Fredericton, 
New Brunwick.  (EE) 
 
Delgado, Ana, “Opening Up for Participation in Agro-Biodiversity Conservation: The Expert-Lay 
Interplay in a Brazilian Social Movement,” Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 
21(2008):559-577.   In science and environmental studies, there is a general concern for the 
democratization of the expert-lay interplay. However, the democratization of expertise does not 
necessarily lead to more sustainable decisions. If citizens do not take the sustainable choice, what should 
experts and decision makers do? Should the expert-lay interplay be dissolved? In thinking about how to 
shape the expert-lay interplay in a better way in agro-biodiversity conservation, I take the case of the 
MST (Movimento Sem Terra/Landless People’s Movement), possibly the largest rural movement in Latin 
America. The MST is in a process of turning towards environmentalism. It has adopted agroecology, a 
democratically oriented knowledge field. However, not all of the farmers were willing to adopt new 
environmentalist ideas and practices. Through ethnographic research, I analyze how expertise was 
recognized and redistributed within the MST, attending particularly to the role of MST coordinators and 
technicians. I explore how participation was framed and put into action. The adoption of agroecology 
brought to the MST a new and more inclusive map of expertise, but it also influenced new social 
distinctions within the communities. In part, farmers’ knowledge was labeled as ignorance. This may 
close down possibilities for dialogue as well as for sustainability. The paper suggests that experts’ power 
for discriminating among lay knowledges should come together with a responsibility for opening spaces 
for dialogue and action. One way of doing so could be by adding “interactional reflexivity” to experts’ 
expertise. Delgado is in the Institute of Environmental Science and Technology, Autonomous University 
of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain, also with the Centre for the Study of the Sciences and the Humanities, 
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway. 
 
Delind, Laura B., "Of Bodies, Place, and Culture: Re-Situating Local Food." Journal of Agricultural and 
Environmental Ethics 19(2006):121-146.  In the US, an increasingly popular local food movement is 
propelled along by structural arguments that highlight the inequity and unsustainablity of the current 
agri-food system and by individually based arguments that highlight personal health and well-being. 
Despite clear differences in their foci, the deeper values contained in each argument tend to be neglected 
or lost, while local innovations assume instrumental and largely market-based forms. By narrowing their 
focus to the rational and the economic, movement activists tend to overlook (or marginalize) the role of 
the sensual, the emotional, the expressive for maintaining layered sets of embodied relationships to food 
and to place. This paper seeks to show that cultural and nonrational elements are fundamental to local 
food discussions. It proceeds from the assumption that, without them as full partners, the movement 
cannot be sustained in any felt, practiced, or committed way. To this end, it discusses the concept of place 
and bodies in place, as well as the connections between the ecological and the cultural, the sensual and the 
scientific. It offers a new set of questions and conceptual tools with which advocates and activists may 
"ground," and thereby revalue and restore, the promise and practice of local food.  Keywords: bodies - 
culture - local food - place - United States - values.  Delind is at the Department of Anthropology, 
Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. (JAEE) 



 
Delind,  Laura B., and Jim Bingen, “Place and civic culture: re-thinking the context for local agriculture,” 
Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 21(2008):127-151.   This article considers the 
qualitative concept of place – what it means, how it feels, how it is expressed, and how it is managed 
across time and space as (1) the appropriate context within which to study and promote local agriculture 
and (2) the locus of relationships, both cultural and political, that prefigure a local civic culture. It argues 
that civic as a description of local food and farming is conceptually and practically shallow in the absence 
of our ability to understand and to practice “being” in place. Using three vignettes from field research in 
northern Michigan, the article illustrates this interdependence by focusing on the ways in which place 
provides opportunities for learning, for play, for engagement, for identity formation, and for explicit 
political and policy initiatives – as prerequisites for civic awareness and action.  The authors are in the 
Department of Anthropology, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI. 
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Scribner, 1995.  286 pages.  Cloth, $ 23.  Taking on scientists from Darwin to Stephen Jay Gould, Deloria 
claims that white European scientists manipulate data to fit their theories.  Native American oral traditions 
may actually provide better explanations than those of scientists, who struggle to make facts fit 
predetermined theories.  Evolution, planetary history, the origin of humans, natural disasters, and 
population as explained differently from the white European scientific and the red Native American point 
of view.  Modern science encourages cultural bias and mistaken understandings of the natural world.  One 
of Deloria's targets is the claim by scientists who argue, on the basis of archaeological and paleontological 
records, that native Americans caused the extinctions of animal species in the Pleistocene period.  That 
claim is nonsense.  Deloria is a well-known Native American and professor of history, law, religious 
studies, and political science at the University of Colorado, Boulder.  (v7,#1) 
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Deluca, Kevin Michael, "Thinking with Heidegger: Rethinking Environmental Theory and Practice," 
Ethics and the Environment 10(no. 1, 2005):67-78.  Environmentalism is tired.  It is a movement both 
institutionalized and insipid.  In the midst of this melee I want to suggest we reconsider the work of 
Martin Heidegger.  I want to think Heidegger in distress: in the distress of machination; in the distress of 
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Eder, Klaus, The Social Construction of Nature: A Sociology of Ecological Enlightenment. London: 
Sage, 1996.  231 pages.  £ 14, paper.  Eder is embedded in contemporary German social theory, under the 
influence of Habermas's neo-Marxism and the neo-functionalism of Niklas Luhnmann..  He focuses on 
the symbolic appropriation of nature in various cultural systems.  Western thought has concentrated on 
"labour" seeing nature from a utilitarian perspective and with an instrumental rationality.  This 
instrumentalism is frequently the focus of radical environmentalist critiques.  The products of labour are 
consumed.  Our consumptive patters and preferences are not preordained by human needs, as naturalists 
might hold, but are culturally constructed and symbolically mediated.  We use nature to make social 
distinctions.  "People separate themselves according to culturally determined interactions with nature" (p. 
21).  Eder wants to make a series of cognitive, normative and symbolic corrections to historical 
materialism.  We now belong to "a society that no longer allows for authoritative statements that found 
rationality on the idea of objectivity in dealing with nature" (p. 203).  Eder holds a two cultures 
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codes.  (v9,#1) 
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more socially functional than others.  Eder is at Humboldt University, Berlin, and European University, 
Florence.  (v.9,#3) 
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eastern edge of the city of Seattle, a success story in conservation, and develops a broad perspective on 
environmental problems.  Shows how basic research is critical for solving and preventing such problems, 
providing that it is coupled with effective public action.  Basic long-term scientific research is the source 
of knowledge that will allow us to avoid environmental disaster.  Edmondson is professor emeritus of 
zoology at the University of Washington. (v2,#1) 
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Edwards, Denis,  Jesus the Wisdom of God: An Ecological Theology. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1995.  $ 
16.95.   Edwards is eloquent about Jesus the Sophia of God, a more feminine metaphor that crosschecks 
Jesus' masculinity and the overly patriarchal tradition, allows more openness to other religious traditions, 
and, above all, enjoins a more ecological theology--less human dominance and more caring for creation.  
He waxes eloquent over every Biblical opportunity to interpret Jesus as Sophia, personifying this where 
he can.  Also, this improves the doctrine of the Trinity.  God is a sort of community-in-unity, allowing 
autonomy in the creatures, a more ecological account than the patriarchal monarch.  Interesting argument, 
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Archdiocese of Adelaide Australia, begins with a meditation on an Australian aboriginal story that 
provides insight into the interconnectedness of the universe as a whole, and develops a Biblical account 
that moves away from an anthropocentrism that sees the world as given for humanity's use alone.  This is 
related to evolutionary science, as well as to astrophysics.  He closes with a plea for social justice and the 
well-being of the planet based on the integrity of creation.  Edwards lectures in systematic theology in the 
Adelaide College of Divinity.  (v5,#4) 
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Australia, the author of Jesus the Wisdom of God: An Ecological Theology, Orbis Press, forthcoming. 
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became incarnate in Jesus of Nazareth and how the universe is altered by this incarnation.  The trinitarian 
theology of Richard of St. Victor and St. Bonaventure find that every creature, including humans, is the 
free self-expression of the trinitarian God.  Humanity is integrally related to all creation.  Edwards is a 
Roman  Catholic priest and lectures in theology in the Adelaide, Australia, College of Divinity.  (v6,#3) 
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governmental developmental agencies.  (v.11,#1) 
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Cambridge: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1994.  416 pages.  Paper, $ 29.95.  Claims to be the first 
book ever published that examines the feasibility of using a large scale ecological approach to solve some 
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ecological questions and answers; animal distributions; metapopulations and conservation; definitions and 
categories for describing the conservation status of species; turning conservation goals into tangible 
results, the ecological component of economic policy; translating ecological science into practical policy.  
Edwards is in biology at the University of Southampton, UK; May is in zoology at Oxford, Webb is a 
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economic valuations of instrumental values even when markets do not exist and when consumption and 
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appropriateness of economic valuations rests solely with the empirical validity of the assumptions that 
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public purchase of conservation lands and instead strengthen private activities that further conservation.  
Edwards answers yes to both these questions.  Edwards teaches land management at the University of 
Portsmouth, England. 
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concepts shape their day-to-day forestry activity.  (v10,#4) 
 
Egan, Andrew F.  "Forest Roads: Where Soil and Water Don't Mix."  Journal of Forestry 97(No.8, August 
1999):18-  .   A review of the forest science literature on forest road practices reveals some general 
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so as to avoid water quality problems.  (v10,#4) 
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Gambled on Economics", Organization and Environment, 16, (No. 2, 2003): 243-47. An extended book 
review essay on William Easterly The Elusive Quest for Growth: Economists' Adventures and 
Misadventures in the Tropics and E.O. Wilson's The Future of Life.  Egan is a graduate student in 
political science at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
 
Egan, Michael., "The Social Significance of the Environmental Crisis: Barry Commoner's `The Closing 
Circle'".  Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 443-457. The author argues that Barry 
Commoner's "The Closing Circle" has retained its immediate relevance better than any comparable 
environmental volume from the 1960s or 1970s due to Commoner's ability to articulate the social 
ramifications of environmental decline. This close reading of "The Closing Circle" proposes to situate 
Commoner's most important book in its social and historical context, paying particular attention to 
Commoner's four laws of ecology and to his role in changing the fight for the environment from a 
scientific debate to a public one. Egan is a doctoral student in the Department of History at Washington 
State University, working on a dissertation about Commoner's career as an environmentalist. 
 
Egan, Michael. Barry Commoner and the Science of Survival: The Remaking of American 
Environmentalism. Cambridge: MA: The MIT Press, 2007.  Egan recounts Barry Commoner’s career 
from calling attention to the hazards of nuclear fallout to raising public awareness of the environmental 
dangers posed by the petrochemical industry.  Commoner drew connections between the environmental, 
civil rights, labor, and peace movements; he connected environmental decline with exploitation, injustice, 
poverty, and war; and he argued that the root cause of environmental problems was the American 
economic system and its manifestations.  Egan argues that Commoner’s commitments to the 
dissemination of scientific information, the importance of dissent, and the need for citizen empowerment 
were instrumental in helping remake American environmentalism. 
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Eggleston, J. E., S. S. Rixecker, and G. J. Hickling, "The Role of Ethics in the Management of New 
Zealand's Wild Mammals," New Zealand Journal of Zoology 30(2003):361-376.  New Zealand's wild 
mammals are introduced species.  Wildlife researchers and managers in New Zealand find animal welfare 
guidelines developed for captive and domestic animals unsuitable for this new context.  The 
recommendation that New Zealand adopt an ecocentric ethic is also incomplete for this situation.  The 
authors here propose a more comprehensive framework for considering ethical responsibility to New 
Zealands's introduced ungulates, and also for pest species.  Under this framework some contemporary 
assumptions must be questioned, such as justifying recreational hunting through the provision of an 
ecologically therapeutic role.  The authors present a comprehensive process of ethical consideration in 
management decision-making for other introduced wild mammal species.  Eggleston is in Philosophy and 
Religious Studies, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand.  Rixecker is in Environment, 
Society and Design Division, Lincoln University, Christchurch, NZ.  Hickling is in Fisheries and 
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Ehmann, William, "Environmental Virtue Ethics With Martha Stewart," Philosophy in the Contemporary 
World 8 (Number 2, Fall-Winter 2001): 51-57. Renewed philosophical discourse about virtue ethics 
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ethics, I have decided to consult "America's Lifestyle Expert," Martha Stewart. Oft dismissed as a pop 
icon or model of domesticity, Martha's business success is arguably a result of her claimed authority on 
what the good life entails and how we get it. Reviewing over 60 signed "Letters From Martha" from her 
monthly magazine Martha Stewart Living, I explored her presentations of current environmental topics 
including biodiversity, obligations to animals, gardening, global warming, and reliance on technology. I 
find that her work ultimately makes managing a household interesting, and encourages her public to take 
personal pride in everyday tasks done well. These are trademark Martha Stewart "good things." 
Moreover, by connecting with a large audience few philosophers or scientists ever court, she is poised to 
help us manage our larger planetary household and frame a quality of life for future generations. Ehmann 
is Director, Center for Earth and Environmental Science, Plattsburgh State University-SUNY, 
Plattsburgh, New York.  (v.13,#2) 
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powered by an unforgiving, ill-adapted, and poorly functioning technology, is rapidly growing past the 
inevitable crash point."  Gary Nabhan says, "Not since Sand County Almanac has an ecologist given us so 
many enduring insights and principles to inspire and guide our lives on this planet."  Ehrenfeld is in 
natural resources at Rutgers University. (v4,#2) 
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Environmental Resources at Cook College, Rutgers University, and the editor of Conservation Biology. 
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Conservation biology is, like medicine, a mission-oriented field.  But most of the papers published in 
Conservation Biology since its origins thirteen years ago, though scientifically rigorous and often with 
useful recommendations, do not make much difference in practice.  The deeper problem may be that the 
forces jeopardizing biodiversity have little to do with biology, and no amount of good biology will solve 
the problem.  Tolstoy made this point in War and Peace: expertise and reason do not control the major 
events of the times.  But a more moderate position is possible.  Conservation biologists can make 
important and relevant scientific discoveries, but must give up the belief that science itself is a solution.  
Conservation science must go into critical feedback loops, as does medicine, and monitor its actual 
effectiveness in the whole human community.  Ehrenfeld is in the Department of Ecology, Evolution, and 
Natural Resources, Cook College, Rutgers University. 
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Ehrlich, Gretel, "Sprites, Jets, and Elves," Audubon 100(no. 5, 1998):28-30.  Ehrlich, who was injured by 
lightning, describes the force of ephemeral beauty, which strikes the Earth 100 times every second.  
Dazzling displays of lightning occur in the upper atmosphere, and there may be other kinds that scientists 
don't know about.  "Having survived and healed, I now think of the world and its atmosphere as a layer 
cake, a dacquoise of cream and electricity reaching high and higher, reminding me once again that we 
humans are not being sought out by anything or anyone--neither lightning nor UFOs. We are geography's 
ants, stupidly terrestrial.  The real show is going on beyond our capacity to see." 
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Ehrlich, Paul H., "Human Natures, Nature Conservation, and Environmental Ethics," BioScience 
52(January 2002):31-43.  Human behavior, though requiring a genetic basis, is largely culturally 
determined.  "Our complex and flexible behavior is largely determined by our environments, and 
especially by the extragenetic information embodied in our cultures" (p. 32).  "Cultures already have been 
evolving in the direction of broader environmental ethics, and that process needs to be accelerated. ... "It 
behooves us to try to understand how cultural evolution operates on the ethics of environmental 
preservation." (p. 32) "There is abundant evidence that different behaviors toward the environment are not 



in any significant way programmed into the human genome" (p. 36).  (So much for Wilson's biophilia.) 
 "More social scientists must join the quest for sustainability and help to construct an 
interdisciplinary theory of cultural microevolution that will provide background for efforts to consciously 
and democratically influence its trajectory" (p. 32).  "I and others believe not only that, like any other 
citizens, environmental scientists can be advocates but also that they ethically must be advocates, at least 
to the extent of informing the general public about their work and conclusions."  "The needed changes in 
ethics are underway, and with focused effort we may learn how to accelerate them while maintaining 
open democratic debate" (p. 40)  Ehrlich is in biology at Stanford University.  (v.13,#2) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul, "Human Natures, Nature Conservation, and Environmental Ethics," BioScience 52(no. 1, 
2002):31-43.  "There is general agreement among scientists that the accelerating loss of biodiversity 
should be a matter of great concern.  They have concluded that nature must be conserved not just for its 
own sake but also for the sake of Homo sapiens, to which it supplies an indispensable array of ecosystem 
services.  And for most of these scientists, and large numbers of environmentalists, conservation is a 
major ethical issue.  ...  But the seriousness of  the human predicament is still unknown to the vast 
majority of the general public and decisionmakers worldwide.  ... As a result the cutting edge of the 
environmental sciences is now moving from the ecological and physical sciences toward the behavioral 
sciences, which seem to have the potential to develop ways to improve that response."  Ehrlich is in 
biology, Stanford University. 
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the Environment," The Atlantic Monthly, December 1997.  (v9,#2) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul R. Human Natures: Genes, Cultures, and the Human Prospect. Covelo, CA: Island Press, 
2000.  542 pages. Cloth $29.95.  Using personal anecdote, vivid example, and narrative, Ehrlich searches 
his way through the thicket of controversies over what science can and cannot say about the influence of 
our evolutionary past on everything from race to religion, from sexual orientation to economic 
development.  Ehrlich attempts a fresh view of human natures and evolution, applying this to questions 
such as who and where we are as a species, and where we may be headed.  (v.11,#4) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul R., and Anne H. Ehrlich, Betrayal of Science and Reason: How Anti-Environmental 
Rhetoric Threatens Our Future.  Washington: Island Press, 1996.  352 pages.  $ 24.95 hardcover.  The 
anti-environmental backlash or "brownlash" is evidence of the success of the environmental movement, 
but it needs particular attention.  Environmentalists must find the flaws in the brownlash movement and 
expose them.  With much personal experience of the issues at points at hand.  The Ehrlichs are at Stanford 
University.  (v7,#4) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul, and Kremen, Claire, "Human Effects on Ecosystems, Overview," Encyclopedia of 
Biodiversity 3: 383-394.  Two central issues concerning biodiversity today are the roles that plants, 
animals, fungi, and microorganisms play in the functioning of ecosystems, and the primarily negative 
impacts of human beings on those ecosystems.  Here we focus on the latter, starting with the rise of 
humanity as a geophysical force and then examining in some detail current anthropogenic alteration of 
ecosystems and the prospects of further damage by human beings to the delivery of ecosystem goods and 
services.  Finally, we look at ways in which human damage to ecosystems could be limited in the future.  
(v.11,#4) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul R. and Edward O. Wilson, "Biodiversity Studies: Science and Policy," Science, August 16, 
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ethical and esthetic.  ...  The second reason is that humanity has already obtained enormous direct 
economic benefits from biodiversity. ... The third reason, perhaps the most poorly evaluated to date, is the 
array of essential services provided by natural ecosystems." (v2,#3) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul R., and Anne H. Ehrlich, One with Nineveh: Politics, Consumption and the Human Future.  
Washington, DC: Island Press, 2004.  The combination of population growth, rampant consumption, and 
environmental degradation seriously threatens the livelihoods of the have-nots today and will increasingly 
threaten the haves in the none-too-distant future.  Insecurity, hunger, and the recognition that one is 
entitled to a better world can breed a certain rage that will eventually find a voice.  We humans today are 
one with Nineveh in our predilection for weakening the natural resource base that shores up the whole of 
human activity.  However, we diverge from Nineveh in our technological capacity, our global reach, and 
the rapidity with which we can inflict change.  Our fate will be worse than Nineveh's.  Local collapses can 
no longer be contained.  And global rescue will require a new evolutionary step--a "conscious cultural 
evolution" that allows us to overcome the limitations of individual perception and formulate a more 
responsive societal whole.  Humanity's capacity to shape the planet has become more profound than our 
ability to recognize the consequences of our collective activity.  Paul Ehrlich is in biology, Stanford 
University.  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Ehrlich, Paul R., "Bioethics: Are Our Priorities Right?" BioScience 53(no. 12, 2003):1207-1216.  Neither 
biologists nor nonbiologists are paying adequate attention to the escalating ethical issues raised by the 
human predicament, and the expertise of biologists seems to demand they make additional contributions 
to environmental ethics, broadly defined.  Massive environmental destruction and the development of 
biological and nuclear weapons have changed the world; cultural evolution of ethics has not kept pace.  
"Bioethics" must be expanded from its focus on medical issues to consider such things as the ethics of 
preserving natural capital for future generations and those of dealing with overconsumption.  Bioethics 
should examine issues as diverse as the ethics of invading Iraq to increase the role of the rich in 
generating climate change and the ethics of the Lomborg affair.  Achieving a sustainable global society 
will require developing an agreed-upon ethical basis for the necessary political discourse, and the time to 
start is now.  Ehrlich is in biology, Stanford University. 
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prior studies have explored the implications of human population growth and environmentally 
problematic technologies for biodiversity loss and other forms of environmental degradation.  Relatively 
few, however, have examined the impacts of the level and composition of consumption.  The authors 
offer a framework that shows how the level and composition of a society’s total consumption relate to the 
uses of various forms of capital and to the sustainability of natural resources and human well-being. 
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Eilperin, Juliet, "GOP Group Forms to Promote Free-Market Environmentalism," Washington Post 
(6/15/98): A6.Green GOP group forms.  The Coalition of Republican Environmental Advocates has 
formed  to promote free-market solutions to environmental problems.  The group aims to show that the 
GOP is not opposed to environmental protection, but prefers approaches to achieving conservation other 
than traditional, governmental command and control.   The group hopes to counter the barrage of negative 
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Al Gore in 2000.  House speaker Newt Gingrich hopes the group can redefine what it means to be an 
environmentalist: "The Al Gore, left-wing  environmental model is a centralized, bureaucratized, 
litigious, adversarial, anti-technology model. . .  Let's create a conservationist, common-sense, practical, 
high tech environmental model."  Members of the group included vocal property rights advocate and 
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of Conservation Voters, including Majority Leader Trent Lott of Mississippi.  Republicans known to be 
pro-environment, such as Rep. Sherwood Bohlert of New York, have decided not to join.  (v9,#2) 
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Future People," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 18(2005):429-450.  Ought some seats 
in a democratically elected legislative assembly be reserved for representatives of future generations.  I 
propose a new democratic model for representing posterity.  This model has several advantages compared 
with a model for the democratic representation of future people previously suggested by Andrew Dobson. 
Nevertheless, the democratic model that I propose confronts at least two difficult problems. First, it faces 
insoluble problems of representative legitimacy. Second, one might question whether this model provides 
a reasonably effective way to represent future interest. Despite such problems, political representation of 
posterity can be defended.    
Key words  Andrew Dobson - deliberative democracy - futuregenerations - political representation.  The 
author is in philosophy, Norwegian      University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway.  
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Environmental Values Vol.2 No.1(1993):73-75.  ABSTRACT: Fleming's critique of Wealth Beyond 
Measure (WBM) is wide-ranging. It alleges, inter alia, that the authors prefer "to come out of the corner 
with fists flying" rather than "to be accurate or to work out careful, rigorous arguments" and that they 
regard anyone who disagrees with them as "not just wrong but villainous with it."  They are also 
characterized as the purveyors of "pure dream-world stuff."   Fleming's assertions on which he bases these 
statements are that: There are "failures to set out clear explanations" of important topics.  It gives "a 
parody" rather than "a coherent critique of the treatment of environmental issues by mainstream 
economics."  The book "is full of inconsistencies" and "continually contradicts itself."  Radical proposals 
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products. Social demands for respecting animal welfare in housing systems are increasing rapidly, as is 
social awareness of human responsibility towards farm animals. Many studies have been conducted on 
animal welfare measurement in different production systems, but the available information for small 
ruminants remains insufficient. In this study, a 75 criteria-evaluation tool has been set up on the basis of 
the five freedoms concept. Animal welfare considerations have been analyzed in 25 documents, including 
labeling schemes, regulations, and recommendations from different European countries. The results show 
many differences between regular and organic small ruminant farming standards. Emergency measures 
are generally lacking. A weak representation of psychological aspects of animal welfare, especially by the 
current European legislation, is highlighted.  Keywords:  animal welfare - small ruminants - indicators - 
regulations - specifications.  The authors are with Sciences Animales, Vandoeuvre lès Nancy, France. 
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How to live with restraint and respect for other life and natural ecosystems in a time when human 
numbers and technological power have made our species a geological force" (preface).  (v.9,#3) 
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biodiversity crisis facing our planet today.  We must act now to avert an Earth-wide extinction crisis.  A 
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Department of Invertebrates, American Museum of Natural History, New York, and a well-known 
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of Natural History. (v4,#1) 
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Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2002.  Earth's extraordinary diversity of life and the unprecedented 
threats it faces.  200 A-Z articles, four major overview essays.  Eldredge, at the American Museum of 
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point, about 10,000 years ago, leading humans to believe that they could "step out of" local ecosystems 
and manage or dominate nature in human interests.  Humans came to believe that they could escape the 
ecological laws of the planet established through many millennia of evolution.  This view has gone 
unchallenged for 10,000 years and has now led us to the brink of ecological disaster.  "Now we can see 
the beginnings of serious, lasting threats--to the global system, to ourselves--if the same course is pursued 
for much longer."  "We have, at best, a few decades to a century to change our course."  Eldredge is an 
invertebrate paleontologist at the New York Museum of Natural History. (v7, #3) 
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Ellefson, Paul V., "The Safety of Our Forests and the Prosperity of Our People--Has Gifford Pinchot's 
Regulatory Vision Been Realized," Journal of Forestry 98 (No. 5, 2000 May 01): 14-  . Forestry on 
private land should be regulated, Gifford Pinchot argued, and so it came to pass...though not quite in the 
way he imagined. Recognizing their cost and administrative burden, regulatory programs of the future 
will further accommodate public and private interests in forests.  (v.11,#4) 
 
Ellen, Roy, and Fukui, Katsuyoshi, eds., Redefining Nature: Ecology, Culture and Domestication.  
Oxford, UK: Berg, 1996.  Part I. Nature as a Cultural Construction.  Part II.  The Cultural Management of 
the Environment.  Part III.  Nature, Co-evolution and the Problem of Cultural Adaptation.   Relations 
between plants, animals, and humans.  Ellen is in anthropology and human ecology, University of 
Canterbury, Kent.  Fukui is in anthropology, Kyoto University, Japan.  (v.13,#1) 
 
Elling, Bo. Rationality and the Environment: Decision Making in Environmental Politics and Assessment. 
London: Earthscan Publications, 2008.  Political decision-making frameworks for environmental 
assessment have important ethical and aesthetic dimensions but usually lack the tools to provide guidance 
based on these dimensions.  Drawing from a Habermassian trisection of rationality as cognitive-
instrumental, moral-practical, and aesthetic-expressive, Elling argues that ethical and aesthetic 
dimensions can only be brought into environmental politics, assessment, and policies by public 
participation.  Citizen involvement can counteract the dictatorship of technical and economic 
instrumentality in environmental policy. 
 
Ellingsen, Guro M. Havrevold, Gull eller gronne skoger (Gold or Green Forests).  M.A. thesis in the 
Department of the History of Ideas, University of Oslo.  The question of a naturalized environmental 
ethics versus an economically oriented ethic.  She is particularly concerned with the use of evolutionary 
and ecology theory in contrast to economic theory in formulating an ethic.  (Norway) 
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Environmental Ethics 21(1999):217-219. 
 
Elliot, R., "Environmental Ethics."  Pages 284-293 in P. Singer, ed., A Companion to Ethics.  Cambridge, 
MA: Basil Blackwell, 1991. 
 
Elliot, Robert, ed., Environmental Ethics.  Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995.  There are papers by 
John Passmore, Mary B. Williams, Richard Sylvan, Val Plumwood, Mary Midgley, Holmes Rolston, 
Robert Elliot, J. Baird Callicott, Freya Mathews, Andrew Brennan, Colleen D. Clements, Elliot Sober and 
Mark Sagoff. (v5,#2) 
 
Elliot, Robert, ed. Environmental Ethics.  New York: Oxford University Press, 1995.  272 pages.  paper, 
$16.95.  Contains: Mary B. Williams, "Discounting Versus Maximum Sustainable Yield"; J. Baird 
Callicott, "Animal Liberation: A Triangular Affair"; Holmes Rolston, III, "Duties to Endangered 
Species"; Robert Elliot, "Faking Nature"; Mary Midgeley, "Duties concerning Islands"; Richard Routley 
(Sylvan) and Val Routley (Plumwood), "Against the Inevitability of Human Chauvinism"; John 
Passmore, "Attitudes to Nature"; Freya Mathews, "Value in Nature and Meaning in Life"; Val Plumwood, 
"Nature, Self and Gender: Feminism, Environmental Philosophy and the Critique of Rationalism"; Mark 
Sagoff, "Can Environmentalists be Liberals?"; Andrew A. Brennan, "Ecological Theory and Value in 
Nature"; Colleen D. Clements, "Stasis: The Unnatural Value"; Elliott Sober, "Philosophical Problems for 
Environmentalism."  Inexpensive, as these anthologies go, and focuses on philosophically seminal 
articles, rather than seeking more comprehensive coverage by extracts from several dozen articles.  
Oxford's other offering is Gruen and Jamieson, eds., Reflecting on Nature: Readings in Environmental 
Philosophy.   Elliot is in philosophy at the University of New England, Armidale, N.S.W., Australia.  
(v6,#1) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Review of R.G. Frey, Interests and Rights: the Case Against Animals", Australasian 
Journal of Philosophy, 61: (1983): 219-21. 
Elliot, Robert, "Review of Freya Mathews The Ecological Self", Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 70 
(1992): 369-70. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Rawlsian Justice and Nonhuman Animals", Journal of Applied Philosophy, 1 (1984): 94-
105.  (Abstract based on abstract in Philosopher's Index)  In his book "A theory of Justice", John Rawls 
argues against the inclusion of non-human animals within the scope of the principles of justice developed 
therein.  However, the reasons Rawls and certain commentators, have advanced in support of this view do 
not adequately support it.  Against Rawls" view that "we are not required to give strict justice" to 
creatures lacking the capacity for a sense of justice, it is initially argued that (1) "De facto" inclusion 
should be accorded non-human animals since their exclusion strains just institutions, and (2) Rawls" 
account of the sense of justice has implicit and undefended human chauvinist elements.  Two further 
counter-arguments are then developed in more detail.  It is then claimed that there are no good reasons for 
disallowing the possibility that non-human animals in the real world would be participants in the original 
position.  If this claim is sound, animals are brought directly within the scope of Rawlsian principles of 
justice. 
 
Elliot, Robert and Arran Gare, eds., Environmental Philosophy: A Collection of Readings.  University 
Park, Pa.: University of Pennsylvania, 1983.  Pp.  xiv, 303.  The best collection of original essays in 
environmental ethics.  The essays are placed in three groups: the environment and human interests, the 
development of a new environmental ethic, and the historical traditions regarding the environment.  
Although the essays in the middle group are more foundational, the essays in Part I are more provocative 
because they cover ground often ignored by "eco-philosophers."  In "Ethical Principles for Environmental 
Protection," (pp.  3-20), Robert Goodin offers a set of principles that can limit the traditional 
maximization of net-utility in cost-benefit analysis: Actions should be biased against irreversibility; the 



most vulnerable parties and interests should receive particular attention; sustainable policies should be 
promoted; actions should avoid harm.  In "On Deep Versus Shallow Theories of Environmental 
Pollution," (pp.  58-84), C.  A. Hooker extends the criticism of cost-benefit analysis by arguing that it is 
an "incremental" approach to holistic problems.  Without a "vision of life," a collective ideal of the good 
for society as a whole, environmental problems will be "systematically misposed."  Janna L. Thompson, 
"Preservation of Wilderness and the Good Life," (pp.  85-105), attempts a compromise between 
preservation arguments based on human interests and those based on the intrinsic value of natural objects.  
Utilizing the social critique of Marcuse, she proposes a society in which "human self-realization and 
happiness" arises out of a harmonious working with natural processes as they exist in themselves.  
Wilderness is not an instrument for humans, but a self-regulating system analagous to a human subject.  
Part II contains articles by Holmes Rolston, III, "Are Values in Nature Subjective or Objective," (pp.  
135-165), criticizing the fact/value distinction in environmental ethics; Mary Midgely, "Duties 
Concerning Islands," (pp. 166181), a critique of contractarian "rights" terminology and a broadening of 
our sense of duty; and Stephen R. L. Clark, "Gaia and the Forms of Life," (pp. 182-197), a call for an 
extreme "holistic" vision of the self and the obligations to the planetary ecosystem.  There are also articles 
by Gregory S. Kavka and Virginia Warren, Jan Narveson, Mary Anne Warren, Robin Attfield, J. Baird 
Callicott, and Richard Routley.  Extensive bibliography. (Katz, Bibl # 1) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Environmental Degradation, Vandalism and the Aesthetic Object Argument," Australian 
Journal of Philosophy 67(1989):191-204.  Environmental degradation is wrong, among other reasons, 
because "the natural environment possesses aesthetic value and its despoliation, or even modification, 
destroys or diminishes that value."  This involves "the claim that what has aesthetic value has intrinsic 
moral value."   Elliot defends this position against John Passmore's argument that environmental 
degradation is wrong because it involves vandalism and Thomas Hill, Jr., suggestion that the degradation 
is wrong because it violates ideals of human excellence.  "A plausible account of intrinsic moral value, 
which does not construe it as objective and marks it off from merely valuing something for its own sake, 
permits explanations of the wrongness of environmental degradation in addition to ones couched solely in 
terms of ideals of human excellence.  Accounts of the latter kind offer a distorted perspective on such 
cases."  Elliot is professor of philosophy at the University of New England, Armidale, Australia and 
contact person for ISEE in Australia and New Zealand. (v1,#4) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Intrinsic Value, Naturalness and Environmental Obligation", The Monist, 75 (1992): 138-
60.  It is argued that wild nature has intrinsic value, which gives rise to obligations both to preserve it and 
to restore it.  An account of intrinsic value, which permits core environmentalist claims, is outlined and 
defended.  A thing has intrinsic value when its value-adding properties outweigh its value-subtracting 
properties.  Value-adding properties may include complex properties and need not be intrinsic - they may 
be relational.  Connections between intrinsic value and obligation are discussed.  It is argued that wild 
nature has intrinsic value, in part, in virtue of its naturalness.  Naturalness, it is claimed, is a significant 
value-adding property, thus supporting the claim that there are obligations to preserve and restore wild 
nature. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Ecology and the Ethics of Environmental Restoration", Philosophy, Supplement 36 
(1994): 31-43.  Some people think that nature has intrinsic value, some people think that nature's intrinsic 
value grounds an obligation to preserve it and to minimise human interference with it.  This is the view 
the author defends.  A distinction is made between non-anthropocentric meta-ethics, which the author 
suggests is not possible, and non-anthropocentric normative ethics, which is.  Williams questions how the 
normative shift away from the narrowly anthropocentric might be achieved in those who are initially 
disinclined to perceive intrinsic value in nature.  The author suggests that the otherness of projective 
nature is in concert with its positive aesthetic worth is the significant basis of its intrinsic value.  This 
view is defended against some apparently contrary claims of some restoration ecologists. 
 



Elliot, Robert, "The Rights of Future People."  Journal of Applied Philosophy 6 (1989): 159-169.  
Attempt to unravel some of the puzzles involving the attribution of rights to future non-existent people.  
Elliot separates the existence of the rights from the existence of the people.  We do "not have to claim that 
the future person is the present bearer of the right...[T]here is no present bearer of the right but...the right 
exists now" (p. 161).  The existence of the right in the present constrains our actions regarding future 
people, regardless of who these people are.  Any cogent view of moral obligation to future generations 
must address Derek Parfit's problems with future identity; Elliot here fails to mention Parfit, but he raises 
many of the same issues.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Critical Notice of H.  McCloskey Environmental Ethics and Politics and R.  Attfield The 
Ethics of Environmental Concern", Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 63 (1985), 499-508. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Libertarian Justice, Locke's Proviso and Future Generations", Journal of Applied 
Philosophy, 3, (1986): 217-27.  Libertarian justice might plausibly be thought to generate only minimal 
obligations on the part of present people toward future generations.  This is not so, at least on Nozick's 
version of libertarian justice.  Nozickian justice generates extensive obligations to future people.  This 
provides an indirect argument for environmentalist policies such as resource conservation and wilderness 
preservation.  The basis for these obligations is Nozick's use of Locke's proviso, which is spelled out 
using the notion of the baseline.  This paper explains how the extensive obligations are implied by the 
core ideas of Nozickian justice.  There is also a discussion of some of the difficulties involved in 
understanding the notion of the baseline.  However, these difficulties do not destroy the theoretical basis 
for obligations to future generations contained within Nozickian justice.  Provided that libertarian justice 
involves some such device as Locke's proviso the enforcement of substantial environmentalist policies 
comes within the ambit of the libertarian minimal state.   
 
Elliot, Robert, "Regan on the Sorts of Beings that Can Have Rights", Southern Journal of Philosophy, 16 
(1978): 701-5.  According to Joel Feinberg neither plants nor "mere things" can have rights.  This seems 
plausible but Tom Regan has criticised the arguments Feinberg offers in support of his view.  Feinberg 
appeals to two principles to distinguish between those beings that can, and cannot, have rights - the 
interest principle (only beings who have interests can have rights) and the goodness principle (a right-
holder must have a good of its own).  The author draws on a distinction between a thing being good and 
its having a good of its own to defend Feinberg's view against Regan's criticism.  Mere things are not 
included by the goodness principle among the sorts of beings that can have rights.  Something that lacks 
sentience cannot have a good of its own, therefore it cannot have rights.    
 
Elliot, Robert, "Review of "S.R.L.  Clark, The Nature of the Beast, and Bernard Rollin, Animal Rights 
and Human Morality", Australasian Journal of Philosophy, 61 (1983): 454-56. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Introduction", R.  Elliot and A.  Gare, eds., Environmental Philosophy: A Collection of 
Readings, St.  Lucia, University of Queensland Press, 1983, ix-xiv.  Concern for present and future 
human beings should be sufficient motivation for calling into question our relationship with the natural 
environment and modifying our attitudes to it.  There are other reasons as well.  Our policies threaten 
nonhuman animal populations.  Certain policies may be condemned not just because they harm human 
beings or nonhuman animals but because they threaten parts of the natural environment.  An 
environmental ethic may be thought of as a systematic ethic which allows moral concern for future 
generations, nonhuman animals and nonsentient nature.  What is significant is that an environmental ethic 
represents a decided shift from traditional ethics which place human beings at the centre of the moral 
universe to an ethic of much wider scope.  This collection of papers represents the efforts of philosophers 
to comprehend and respond to the environmental crisis.The papers are divided into three parts: 
Environmental policy and human welfare, A new environmental ethic? and Attitudes to the natural 
environment. 



 
Elliot, Robert,  "Future Generations, Locke's Proviso and Libertarian Justice." Journal of Applied 
Philosophy 3, no. 2 (1986): 217-227.  A defense of Robert Nozick's version of libertarian justice applied 
to obligations to future generations.  If Locke's proviso regarding just acquisitions (that "enough and as 
good be left for others") is taken seriously, then environmental obligations to future generations can be 
maintained. (Katz, Bibl # 1) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Review of  C.C.W.  Taylor Ethics and the Environment, Australasian Journal of 
Philosophy, 72 (1994): 262-63. 
 
Elliot Robert, "Faking Nature", Inquiry, 25 (1982): 81-93.  Environmentalists express concern at the 
destruction/exploitation of areas of the natural environment because they believe that those areas are of 
intrinsic value.  An emerging response is to argue that natural areas may have their value restored by 
means of the techniques of environmental engineering.  It is then claimed that the concern of 
environmentalists is irrational, merely emotional or even straightforwardly selfish.  This essay argues that 
there is a dimension of value attaching to the natural environment which cannot be restored no matter 
how technologically proficient environmental engineers become.  The argument involves highlighting and 
discussing analogies between faking art and faking nature.  The pivot of the argument is that claim that 
genesis is a significant determinant of an area's value. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Environmental Ethics", in P.  Singer, ed., A Companion to Ethics, Oxford, Blackwell, 
1991, 284-93.  This article describes a variety of environmental ethics from the anthropocentric to the 
holistic.  It highlights relationships between them and reviews the arguments which might be used to 
justify them. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Extinction, Restoration, Naturalness", Environmental Ethics, 16, (1994): 135-144. 
Alastair S. Gunn has argued that it is in  principle possible to restore degraded natural environments and 
to restore their full value, provided that species distinctive to them are extant.  It is argued, first, that the 
proviso is unnecessary.  More importantly, it is claimed that full value cannot be restored because restored 
environments lack the relational property of being naturally evolved.  Elliot delineates and explains the 
structure and detail of the theoretical bases for this claim and shows that Gunn's reflections do not rule out 
the view that full value cannot be restored.   
 
Elliot, Robert, "In Defence of the Vegetarian Argument", Applied Animal Ethology, (1981): 190-96.  
Lehman and Hurnik have attempted to undermine the moral basis for vegetarianism.  The author claims 
that their arguments to this end are defective.  When the vegetarian argument used by Regan and Rachels 
is correctly understood, Lehman and Hurnik's objections have no weight.   
 
Elliot, Robert, "Moral Autonomy, Self-Determination and Animal Rights", The Monist, 70 (1987): 83-97.  
It has been argued that nonhuman animals do not, because they cannot, possess moral rights because they 
lack rational autonomy and a capacity for moral self-determination.  Elliot refutes these arguments in two 
of their recent forms and suggests that nonhuman animals possess that degree of autonomy which is 
necessary for the coherent ascription of moral rights to them. 
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their full value, provided that species distinctive to them are extant. I argue, first, that the proviso is 
unnecessary.  More importantly, I claim that full value cannot be restored because restored environments 
lack the relational property of being naturally evolved. I delineate and explain the structure and detail of 
the theoretical bases for this claim and show that Gunn's reflections do not rule out the view that full 
value cannot be restored.  Elliot is in philosophy at the University of New England, Armidale, Australia.  
(EE) 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Introduction", in R.  Elliot, ed., Environmental Ethics, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 
1995, 1-20.  Prudence and a concern for other humans, including future humans is sufficient to motivate 
unease about human modifications to the natural environment.  Self-interest and morality, evidenced in 
beliefs about the rights of, and duties and obligations towards, other humans, combine to persuade many 
people that modifications of the natural environment should at the very least be scaled down.  The author 
goes on to describe different human-centred ethics.  But not all who advocate environmentalist policies 
are moved by human-centred reasons alone and some might regard these reasons as comparatively 
insignificant.  This view, they claim, it to exhibit an unjustified human chauvinism.  The extent to which 
moral concern is extended to include beings other than humans is discussed.  Next, the nature of 
competing environmental ethics is examined (by drawing on the distinction between the terms "moral 
considerability" and "moral significance"), and the meta-ethical and metaphysical aspects of 
environmental ethics are identified. 
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It is argued that the present non-existence of future persons is no impediment to the attribution of rights to 
them.  It is also argued that, even if the present non-existence of future persons were an impediment to the 
attribution of rights to them, the rights they will have when they come into existence constitute a 
constraint on present actions.  Next three arguments are considered which, while they do not highlight the 
non-existence issue, are related to it.  The view that the causal dependence, of (some) future people on 
present policies, erodes or weakens the claim that rights considerations should constrain our present 
actions concerning them; the view that future people can only have rights to what is available at the time 
at which these people come into existence; and the view that the attribution of rights to future people 
involves, in virtue of resource scarcity, an unacceptable arbitrariness.  All three are rejected.   
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Philosophy, 67 (1989): 493-94. 
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Goodman's to which Elliot alludes.  While the criticism has point, Elliot claims that Mannison 



misrepresents the role he (Elliot) assigns to Goodman's argument.  Third, Mannison suggests that there is 
no need for Elliot to count environmental evaluations as evaluations of the moral kind.  However, he 
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should. 
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environmental philosophers believe that the rejection of anthropocentric ethics requires the development 
and defence of an objectivist meta-ethical theory according to which values are, in the most literal sense, 
discovered not conferred.  It is argued that nothing of normative or motivational import, however, turns 
on the meta-ethical issue.  It is also argued that a rejection of normative anthropocentrism is completely 
consistent with meta-ethical subjectivism. Moreover the dynamics and outcomes of rational debate about 
normative environmental ethics are not determined by any particular choice between meta-ethical 
subjectivism and objectivism.  These different meta-ethical views sustain analogous moves in normative 
debate, although they offer rather different accounts of what underlies these moves.  They also provide for 
analogous links between moral belief and motivation, although again they offer rather different accounts 
of what underlies these links. In the course of defending these conclusions a subjectivist account of 
intrinsic value is developed and defended.  KEYWORDS: Anthropocentrism, environmental ethics, meta-
ethics, value-theory 
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there are good reasons for thinking that it is not true.  It turns out that an environmental ethic is 
compatible with a non-objectivist meta-ethic.  A subjectivist meta-ethic is outlined and is shown to 
provide conceptual space for the claims of an environmental ethic. 
 
Elliot, Robert, "Reply to William Godfrey-Smith", in D.  Mannison, M.  McRobbie and R.  Routley, eds., 
Environmental Philosophy, Canberra: Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National 
University, 1980, 48-51.  William Godfrey-Smith is now William Grey.  It is agreed that the moral 
community can be justifiably extended to include sentient non-humans, however, it is claimed that it is 
possible to give up human chauvinism without adopting the ethic Godfrey-Smith advocates.  Feinberg's 
interest principle is taken by Godfrey-Smith to be the most promising for demarcating the class of 
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Elliot, Robert, "Environmental Degradation, Vandalism and the Aesthetic Object Argument", 
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not degrading the natural environment.  It is argued that the second argument does not provide an 
independently strong argument against environmental despoliation.  The problem lies in identifying a 
basis for a condemnation of despoliation which does not appeal either to instrumental reasons nor the 



intrinsic value of nature.  The first aesthetic object argument, on the other hand, is plausible, coherent and 
compelling.   Elliot claims it can be defended against the normative, metaphysical and meta-ethical 
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Environmental Philosophy, Canberra: Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National 
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whether there is any value in species preservation over and above the consequences species preservation 
has for individual members of species.  That species preservation is instrumentally valuable, the aesthetic 
object argument, and the intrinsic value of species preservation, as well as the claimed need for a new 
environmental ethic are considered. 
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have to be rejected, suggesting that a thing's instrumental value could be, and arguably is, a basis for it's 
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Responses (Leiden, The Netherlands, Backhuys Publishers, 1998).  There is a tendency among ecologists 
to regard biological invasions as obviously negative.  To question value-judgments based on "ecological 
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Belmont, CA:Wadsworth/Thomson Learning, 2000.  Critiques Aldo Leopold, J. Baird Callicott, James 
Heffernan.  Eco-centrism begins with a bold claim that traditional morality is not complete and that we 
need to acknowledge a new set of direct obligations to ecosystems.  But eco-centrism fails as an act-
consequentialist theory because we cannot derive traditional moral duties from a primary principle of eco-
centrism.  As a rule-consequentialist theory, eco-centrism fails because it is inconsistent with traditional 
moral rules, such as prohibitions against stealing.  Although consequentialist eco-centrism does provide 
us with normative guidelines for preserving environmental well-being, it does not advocate traditional 
human morals, and therefore we must reject it as a normative theory.  Fieser is in philosophy, University 
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interests.  J. Baird Callicott has offered two possible metaphysical foundations for ecocentrism that 
attempt to show that inherent goodness can apply to environmental collections and not just to individual 
agents.  I argue that Callicott's first theory fails because it relies on a problematic theory of moral 
sentiments and that his second theory fails because it rests on an unsupported parallel between the 
breakdown of the subject-object dichotomy suggested by quantum theory and an alleged actualization of 
morality upon the interaction of environmental collections with consciousness.  Finally, I argue that 
Callicott overrates the need for a metaphysical grounding of inherent value, and that the metaphysical 
question has little bearing on the normative issue of ecocentrism.  Fieser is in the department of 
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risk-averse society even under the assumptions of weak sustainability the circumstances under which 
different forms of capital may be substituted are limited. This is due to the risk-reducing effect of 
diversification. Using Modern Portfolio Theory this article shows under which conditions substitution of 
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human health and values, living and working conditions, natural resources upon which humans depend, 
and cultural values intimately tied with the natural environment.  The social problem may be the cause of 
the environmental problem or vice versa. 
 The thesis analyzes how environmental justice affects the debate between distributive justice and 
justice in the politics of recognition.  Distributive justice theories focus on the fair distribution and 
redistribution of material goods in a society.  Justice in the politics of recognition emerges from principles 
of self-determination, cultural identity, and political recognition.  Cultural institutions and habits 
determine the conditions for social status which then guide the distribution of material goods.  
Contemporary justice theory seems gridlocked into this dichotomy.  Using the work of Nancy Fraser, this 
thesis uses a bivalent conception of participatory parity as the bridging criterion.  The main advisor was 
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aesthetic considerations are an essential part of place narrative, and are thus essential to ethical 



environmental decision-making. Holland’s narrative-based approach to nature conservation is taken as a 
starting point from which an argument is developed to show how his approach can be extended to include 
the aesthetic. Aesthetic experience of place is important because it gives us knowledge by acquaintance of 
the place, because it gives meaning to our relationship to the place, and because it reveals and gives 
insight to meaningful relationships within the place. The narrative approach allows these experiences and 
meanings, which are problematic to other approaches, to be captured and included in environmental 
decision-making. Dan Firth is studying in the Centre for Professional Ethics at the University of Central 
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as such is more or less worthwhile. The argument presented here shows how Alan Holland's approach to 
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ethical position can be developed from this insight. 
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Attention needs to be given to the deeper social problems that underlie and cause such poverty.  Also one 
must consider whether policies are likely to succeed or be counter-productive.  Sustainable development, 
though desirable, is not always an answer.  Analysis must take all values into account, including the 
holistic values, and optimizing such value will require saving nature even though human needs go unmet.  



This ought to prove an interim ethic, and on longer time scales future generations of humans are likely to 
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particular world view on others.  (Liberals especially dupe religious people with their worldview.) 
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in that it uses bodily felt meaning as its touchstone; (3) and radical, in that it locates itself within critical 
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sympathy with from sympathy for fellow creatures, and I argue that both can be placed on an objective 
basis, if we differentiate enlightened from folk sympathy.  Moreover, I suggest that sympathy for animals 
is not, as some have claimed, incompatible with environmentalism; on the contrary, it can ground 
environmental concern.  Finally, I show that the traditional concept of anthropomorphism has no coherent 
basis, and I argue that the attempt to prove that animals lack thoughts is both unsuccessful and irrelevant 
to sympathy for languageless creatures.   Fisher is in the department of philosophy, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, CO. (EE) 
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enacted in 1989.  The ban has been quite effective.  In the 1980's poachers slaughtered more than 70,000 
elephants annually, a mortality 20 times what the continent-wide elephant population could sustain.  The 
ban cut poaching by 90%.  African elephants live in 35 countries.  Some nations want to trade legal ivory, 
especially Zimbabwe, Botswana, Namibia, and Malawi.  Ivory trade, they say, will generate income for 
conservation and it is cultural imperialism for developing nations to impose their standards on developing 
nations.  Ban advocates reply that it is impossible to tell legal from illegal ivory, that legal sale will return 
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Fisher, Mark, "New Zealand farmer narratives of the benefits of reduced human intervention during 
lambing in extensive farming systems," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 16(2003):77-
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lamb without human assistance in a difficult environment.  Such sheep may have a higher survival rate, 
lower lamb mortality, and require less shepherding at lambing than other sheep breeds or strains.  The 
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* Gene C. Sager, "Environmental Education Ponderings From Down Under" 
* Global Bioethics: Domains and Mission Statement  (v.12,#3) 
 
Global Dialogue (Centre for World Dialogue, Nicosia, Cyprus) vol. 4, no. 1, 2002, is a theme issue on 
"The Fragile Biosphere."  Contains: 
--Pointing, Clive, "The Burden of the Past," pages 1-10.  Two main events in human history have been the 
coming of agriculture and the arrival of technology exploiting fossil fuels.  Humans are not dealing well 
with the undesirable results of the latter revolution. 
--McNeill, J. R., "Earth, Wind, Water and Fire: Resource Exploitation in the Twentieth Century," pages 
11-19.  By the standards of the past the twentieth century was quite peculiar in the prodigality of its 
resource use. 
--Wapner, Paul, "Ecological Displacement and Transnational Environmental Justice," pages 21-33.  
Generally scholars have failed to raise, in a sustained manner, issues of morality as it relates to 
transnational environmental issues. 
--Bullard, Robert D., "Confronting Environmental Racism in the Twenty-First Century," pages 34-48.  
The causes and consequences of environmental racism, resulting from unequal interests and unequal 
power arrangements, benefitting the  rich and impoverishing the poor. 
--Guha, Ramachandra, "How Much Should a Person Consume?" pages 49-62.  With particular attention 
to India and whether it should follow the West. 
--Monbiot, George, interview, "If We Are Not Getting into Trouble, We are Not Being Effective," pages 
63-66.  Monbiot is a British environmental activist. 
--Partridge, Ernest, "The Perils of Panglossism," pages 67-79.  A critique of Julian Simon and other 
cornucopians. 
--Godrej, Dinyar, "Climate Change: The Need for Action," pages 80-89.  The evidence and the need for 
action is stronger than ever.  But there is political impasse resulting from a lack of internationalism and 
naked, ultimately short-sighted national self-interest. 
--Stone, Roger D., and D'Andrea, "Preserving the Forests: The Promise of Community Control," pages 
90-102.  Empowering local communities hardly guarantees an easy ride toward stable forests.  But the 



general failure of other forest management systems leaves the world  with no better bet than community 
empowerment. 
--Rolston, III, Holmes, "Justifying Sustainable Development: A Continuing Ethical Search," pages 103-
113.  Five contentious objections to sustainable development; how these can be met with sustainable 
development retaining moral force, and whether we can justify enforcing sustainability. 
--Davion, Victoria, "Ecofeminism, Lifeboat Ethics and Illegal Immigration," pages 114-124.  The debates 
over immigration (and lifeboat ethics) revisited through the lens of ecological feminism, with some 
attention to the resurgence of anti-immigration arguments since September 11. 
--Waldau, Paul and Whitman, Sarah, "The Animal Invitation: Extending Human Rights to Other Apes," 
pages 125-137.  Could individual animals other than humans plausibly be the direct, primary beneficiaries 
of legally enforced protections such as the right to remain alive and to be free from the domination of 
humans?(v.13, #3) 
 
Global Ecology Handbook, The: What You Can Do About the Environmental Crisis.  Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1990.  $ 16.95 paper.   (v1,#4) 
 
Global Environmental Change: Human and Policy Dimensions is a new international journal that 
addresses the human ecological and public policy dimensions of the environmental processes that are 
threatening the sustainability of life on Earth.  The editor is Professor Martin Perry, Environmental 
Change Unit, 1a Mansfield Road, Oxford OX1 3TB, United Kingdom.  The journal is published in 
cooperation with the United Nations University. (v4,#3) 
 
Global Theme Issue on Poverty and Human Development, October 22, 2007.  The Council of Science 
editors organized a Global Theme Issue on Poverty and Human Development in which science journals 
throughout the world simultaneously published articles of worldwide interest on October 27, 2007.  
Articles were published in 237 journals from 37 countries in all regions of the world on poverty and 
human development. 
See:  <http://www.councilscienceeditors.org/globalthemeissue.cfm>. 
Global Tomorrow Coalition. The Global Ecology Handbook:  What You Can Do About the 
Environmental Crisis,   Boston: Beacon Press, 1990.  $ 16.95. (v1,#2) 
 
Globalizations Vol. 5, no. 1 (2008).  This issue contains the special forum “Global Action to Combat 
Global Climate Change.”  Contents include:  (1) “Editorial: The Urgent Need for Global Action to 
Combat Climate Change” by Mark Armen, M. Martin Bosman, and Barry K. Gills (pp. 49-52), (2) “The 
Mitigation of Climate Change: Findings of the IPCC Working Group III” by Calum Miller (pp. 53-55), 
(3) “Combating Global Climate Change: From Light Bulbs to Photovoltaics” by UN Under Secretary 
General and UNEP Executive Director Achim Steiner (pp. 56-57), (4) “Climate Change as an Emerging 
Global Issue” by R.K. Pachauri (pp. 58-59), (5) “The Oil Depletion Protocol: A Response to Peak Oil” by 
C.J. Campbell (pp. 60-62), (6) “The IPCC and the Ozone Hole: A Warning from History” by Jan 
Oosthoek (pp. 63-66), (7) “Creating Low Carbon Communities: One Planet Living Solutions” by Pooran 
Desai OBE (pp. 67-71), (8) “Priorities for Decision Makers: Tackling Climate Change in a Time of 
Corporate Globalization” by Benedict Southworth (pp. 72-75), (9) “A New Environmental Deal for the 
21st Century” by Susan George (pp. 76-77), (10) “Climate Change and Globalisation are Reinforcing 
Global Inequalities: High Time for a New Social Democratic Era” by Ulrich Beck (pp. 78-80), (11) 
“China: Facing the Challenges to Link Climate Change Responses with Sustainable Development and 
Local Environmental Protection” by Zhang Shiqiu (pp. 81-82), and (12) “Climate Change: A Global Call 
to Action” by Barry K. Gills (pp. 83-87). 
 
Glosser, James W. and Waggoner, David K., "Animal Welfare Policy in the United States", Journal of 
Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 6(1993).  In the United States there is a wide spectrum of feelings 
and views about animal welfare.  At one extreme there is a view that animals are property, while at the 



other extreme are those who believe animals have rights equal to human rights.  The issue is complex, 
open-ended, and in large part still unresolved.  If the industry does not effectively address the need for 
behavioural research on livestock animals, increased pressure will be exerted on Congress to legislate 
production practices.  The U.S. livestock sector has a unique opportunity to bring about positive changes, 
in a reasonable fashion, in five important areas: (1) To correct misinformation and misconceptions about 
animal agriculture through educational efforts, especially focussed toward the young consumer; (2) To 
conduct the necessary research and be able to address concerns in the behavioural area.  We presently 
have an extensive base of knowledge in the areas of production research, husbandry practices and disease 
prevention, but minimal information about the behaviour of livestock and poultry; (3) To develop 
self-regulatory practices within specific livestock groups which will satisfy the reasonable concerns of the 
general public and thus prevent a groundswell of support for government intervention and regulation; (4) 
To prevent the undue interference of government into livestock practices, as is occurring in other areas; 
and (5) To ensure that adequate efforts are being undertaken to meet the behavioural needs of livestock 
given the economic framework in which the industry must operate.  Livestock producers should pursue 
simultaneous actions through self-regulation, public education and research to acquire additional 
information to fill the data gaps.  Glosser is with the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, 
Department of Epidemiology, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California, Davis, CA 95616.  
Waggoner is with Marketing and Inspection Services, United States Department of Agriculture, 
Washington, DC 20250. 
 
Glover, James M., "Soul of the Wilderness  Can We Stop Trying to Control Nature? International Journal 
of Wilderness 6 (no. 1, April 2000):4-8.  "The Western dream of controlling nature is deeply ingrained.  
Even in wilderness areas, it seems, we can't stop trying to control.  I believe we need to take a lesson from 
Lao Tsu and other Eastern sages and recognize that the world cannot be ruled by interfering."  Glover is 
in outdoor recreation at Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.  (v.11,#2) 
 
Glover, Leigh. Postmodern Climate Change. New York: Routledge, 2006.  Glover discusses international 
political efforts such as the Kyoto Protocol in order to critique climate change science, global 
environmental politics, and global environmental management.  He argues that modernity’s usual 
economic, governmental, and scientific tools used to control climate change are inherently flawed, and 
the problem of climate change defies modernity’s end. 
 
Glowacinski, Z., Profus, P. "Potential Impact of Wolves Canis Lupus on Prey Populations in Eastern 
Poland," Biological Conservation 80(1997):99. 
 
Gluckman, Peter, and Mark Hanson, Mismatch: Why Our Bodies No Longer Fit Our World.  New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2006.  Our bodies evolved as hunter-gatherers, but modern life is city-bound 
and abundantly nourished. The result is an explosion of lifestyle diseases, such as diabetes and obesity, 
and will lead to increasingly frequent epidemics.  Gluckman is at University of Auckland, Hanson at the 
University of Southampton. 
 
Glushenkova, Helena I., "Environmental Administrative Change in Russia in the 1990s" Environmental 
Politics 8(no. 2, Summer 1999):157-  .  (v10,#4) 
 
Glynn, Simon, "Ethical Issues in Environmental Decision Making and the Limitations of Cost/Benefit 
Analysis (CBA)," Ethics and the Environment 1(no.1, 1996):27-39. Even the most extensively refined 
comparative cost/benefit analysis must be supplemented by other factors, irreducible to it, if we are to 
develop an adequate framework to guide policy decisions affecting technological design and innovation.  
Glynn teaches philosophy at Florida Atlantic University.  (E&E) 
 
Glynn, Simon. Review of The Ethics of the Global Environment. By Robin Attfield. Environmental 



Ethics 23(2001):107-108. (EE) 
 
Goble, Dale D., and Freyfogle, Eric T., Wildlife Law: Cases and Materials.  New York: Foundation Press, 
2002.  Four sections: Private interests wildlife, inter-sovereign relations, wildlife conservation, and 
biodiversity.  Goble is in law, University of Idaho. Freyfogle is in law, University of Illinois.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Gobster, Paul H., Hull, R. Bruce, eds.  Restoring Nature: Perspectives from the Social Sciences and 
Humanities.  269 pages. Cloth $50. Paper $25. Using a recent controversy over ecological restoration 
efforts in Chicago as a touchstone for discussion, this book explores the difficult questions that arise 
during the planning implementation of restoration projects in urban and wildland settings.  Ways in which 
restoration conflicts might be resolved, and examples of stewardship that show how volunteers and local 
residents can help make and maintain restored environments.  (v.11,#4) 
 
Gobster, Paul H., Haight, Robert G., and Shriner, Dave, "Landscape Change in the Midwest: An 
Integrated Research and Development Program," Journal Of Forestry 98 (No. 3, Mar 01 2000): 9-  . 
Changes in landownership and development can increase the fragmentation of forest resources; a program 
in the North Central region examines these changes and explores strategies to stem negative 
consequences.  (v.11,#2) 
 
Gobster, Paul H., "An Ecological Aesthetic for Forest Management," Landscape Journal 18 (no. 1, spring 
1999):54-64.  "Although aesthetics and ecological sustainability are two highly regarded values of forest 
landscapes, practices developed to manage forests for these values can sometimes conflict with one 
another.  I argue that such conflicts are rooted in our conception of forest aesthetics as scenery, and 
propose that a normative "ecological aesthetic" based on the writings of Aldo Leopold and others could 
help resolve conflicts between aesthetic and sustainability values.  I then offer suggestions on how we 
might advance an ecological aesthetic in policy and planning programs, on-the-ground management, and 
research and theory development in landscape aesthetics."  Gobster is a research social scientists with tue 
USDA Forest Service, North Central Research Station.  (v.10,#3) 
 
Gobster, PH; Palmer, JF; Crystal, JH, "Ervin H. Zube (1931-2002): The Significance and Impact of His 
Contributions to Environment-Behavior Studies", Environment and Behavior 35(no.2,  2003):165-186. 
 
Godbee, J. F., and Shepard, J., "Water Quality, Wetlands, and Aquatic Systems," Journal of Forestry 
100(no.7, 2002): 53.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Godfrey-Smith, William.  "The Value of Wilderness."  Environmental Ethics 1(1979):309-19.   In this 
paper I explore various grounds on which wilderness can be regarded as something which we should 
value, and I draw attention to the problems of resolving conflict which are generated by these diverse 
grounds.  I conclude that our attitudes toward nature are partially determined by a background of 
metaphysical assumptions which derive in particular from the philosophy of Descartes.  These 
metaphysical preconceptions lead to the misconception that various alternative views about the natural 
environment are mystical or occult.  Thus, an alternative non-Cartesian mode of conception involving 
holistic or systemic modes of thought is required in order to develop a satisfactory basis for our attitude 
toward the natural world.   William Godfrey-Smith is now William Grey.  He is in the department of 
philosophy, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. (EE) 
 
Godfrey-Smith, William.  Review of Ecological Consciousness. Edited by Robert C. Schultz and J. 
Donald Hughes. Environmental Ethics 5(1983):355-59.  William Godfrey-Smith is now William Grey. 
 
Godfrey-Smith, Peter.  Complexity and the Function of Mind in Nature.  New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 1996.  324 pages.  $ 50, cloth.  The relationship between intelligence and environmental 



complexity.  Philosophy of mind related to more general issues about the relations between organisms 
and environments.  Godfrey-Smith is at Stanford University. (v7, #3) 
 
Godfrey-Smith, William.  See also Grey, William. 
 
Godlovitch, Stan, ed., "Symposium: Natural Aesthetics," Journal of Aesthetic Education 33, no. 3., Fall, 
1999.  (v.13,#1) 
 
Godlovitch, Stan, "Icebreakers: Environmentalism and Natural Aesthetics," Journal of Applied 
Philosophy 11(1994):15-30.  "The only fitting regard for [nature] is a sense of mystery" and "the relevant 
special sense of mystery is ... a state of appreciative incomprehension, at best an acknowledgment of 
limits."  But this need not involve a sense of awe or the sublime and natural science is irrelevant to nature 
appreciation.  Godlovitch is in Parks, Recreation, and Tourism at Lincoln University, Canterbury, New 
Zealand.  (v7,#2) 
 
Godlovitch, Stan, "Valuing Nature and the Autonomy of Natural Aesthetics," British Journal of 
Aesthetics 38(no. 2, 1998):180-197.  Aesthetic value in nature compared with aesthetic value in art 
works.  Aesthetic responses to nature are numerous and multifarious and there seems to be no privileged 
aesthetic stance on which the aesthetic value of nature is to be judged.  This also means that the science-
based approach to aesthetics is not privileged (contra Carlson).  Positive aesthetics of nature analyzed.  
There are numerous difficulties to making clear or affirming the positive aesthetics of nature (contra 
Carlson and Hargrove).  These include the scope of the claim (landscapes, ecosystems, individual 
organisms?) and whether there can still be grading (more, less beautiful) even within positive aesthetics. 
 A more satisfactory account might be to take nature as it is in itself out of the realm of aesthetic 
value (as it has been removed from the realm of moral value).  Nature is beyond beauty and ugliness.  
Still, an appropriate respect for nature, perhaps also a sense of mystery before the creativity and 
biodiversity there, ought to remain.  "Nature as such must somehow be taken as it is, that it constitutes an 
autonomous and inexhaustible domain, that human-centered, nature-related distinctions are fundamentally 
limited, that nature is bound to outstrip our comprehension of and regard for it at any time in our history.  
Reflected in these views is nature as ... a `magic well'."  This will result in conservation and caring for 
nature.  Godlovitch is at Lincoln University, Canterbury, NZ. 
 
Godlovitch, Stan, "Valuing Nature and the Autonomy of Natural Aesthetics," British Journal of 
Aesthetics 38(no. 2, 1998):180-197.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Godlovitch, Stan, "Offending Against Nature," Environmental Values 7(1998): 131-150.  Some 
environmental views characterise the human abuse of nature as an offence against nature itself. What 
conception of nature would best fit that characterisation? To focus upon such a conception, aesthetic 
offences against nature are examined and distinguished at the outset from moral offences. Aesthetic 
offences are divided into those internal to our cultural outlook and external to it. The external outlook, 
conceiving nature as a thing wholly apart from us, is shown to be necessary to any view of nature being 
offended against. Central to the external outlook is a conception of nature as the victim of offence without 
ever being itself an offending agent. Best fitting this is the notion of nature as primordially innocent. 
Given this metaphorical extension, the awkward consequence arises that any human use of nature 
constitutes thereby an abuse of it from the external standpoint. KEYWORDS: natural aesthetics, 
environmental ethics, nature, culture. Stan Godlovitch is at Lincoln University, New Zealand.  (EV) 
 
Godlovitch, Stan.  "Things Change: So Whither Sustainability?" Environmental Ethics 20(1998):291-304.  
Two broad metaphysical perspectives deriving from Parmenides and Heraclitus have implications for our 
notion of sustainability.  The Parmenidian defends a deep-seated orderliness and permanence in things, 
while the Heraclitian finds only chance and change.  Two further outlooks, the nomic (or the big-picture 



scientific) and the prudential, present differing accounts of our place in the world.  While the nomic 
outlook accepts nothing privileged about the human perspective or even life itself, the prudential outlook 
is obviously welfare-centered.  It is argued that nomic views, whether Parmenidian or Heraclitian, fail to 
provide any rationale for sustainability measures or concerns.  The only such rationale comes from 
Parmenidian prudentialism, which, I argue, can operate only if it disowns at its peril the nomic point of 
view and couches sustainability entirely under the rubric of maximizing certain preferred opportunities 
drawn from collective self-love.  But doing so merely evades rather than answers the tension imposed by 
the nomic Heraclitian for whom nothing lasts and nothing human counts specially in the measure.  The 
liabilities of Parmenidian prudentialism are examined and found to be too great for any consistent notion 
of sustainability to bear.   Godlovitch is in philosophy, Lincoln University, Canterbury, New Zealand.  
(EE) 
 
Godlovitch, Stanley, Godlovitch, Rosalind, and Harris, John, eds., Animals, Men, and Morals: An 
Enquiry into the Maltreatment of Non-humans.  New York: Taplinger Publishsing Co., 1972.  240 pages. 
 
Godoy R.A.; Gurven M.; Byron E.; Reyes-Garcia V.; Keough J.; Vadez V.; Wilkie D.; Leonard W.R.; 
Apaza L.; Huanca T.; Perez E., "Do Markets Worsen Economic Inequalities? Kuznets in the Bush," 
Human Ecology 32(no.3, June 2004):339-364(26).  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Godoy, Ricardo, Franks, Jeffrey R. Claudio, Mario Alvarado. "Adoption of Modern Agricultural 
Technologies by Lowland Indigenous Groups in Bolivia: The Role of Households, Villages, Ethnicity, 
and Markets." Human Ecology,   26(no.3, 1998), p.351.  (v.9,#4) 
 
Godzinski, Ronald Peter, Jr., Hume's Emotivism and Callicott's Environmental Ethic.  Colorado State 
University, Philosophy M.A. thesis, fall 1997.  J. Baird Callicott's environmental ethics is founded on 
David Hume's moral epistemology.  Hume has problems with the is/ought fallacy, which Callicott 
believes he can overcome with the model of environmental health.  But making a rational appeal to 
persons to act ethically because they are motivated by environmental health is more complex than 
Callicott realizes.  Further, Hume is either a subjectivist or an emotivist in ethics, and both views have 
been subjected to severe criticisms.  Callicott's environmental ethics needs to face these criticisms.  In 
fact, Callicott's whole line of reasoned argument in defense of ecosystems and duties to conservation is 
not really permissible, if Callicott really follows Hume, who does not concede the power of reason to 
motivate behavior.  (v.8,#4) 
 
Goebel, PC; Wyse, TC; Corace III, RG, "Determining Reference Ecosystem Conditions for Disturbed 
Landscapes within the Context of Contemporary Resource Management Issues," Journal of Forestry 103 
(no. 7, Oct/Nov 2005): 351-356. 
 
Goerch, Jaqueline M. "Patterns of Rarity in the Birds of the Atlantic Forest of Brazil," Conservation 
Biology 11(no.1, 1997):112.  (v8,#2) 
Goergen Jr M.T., "Commentary: Old-Growth: Science, Advocacy, and Public Values," Journal of 
Forestry 102(no.3, April/May 2004):1-1(1).  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Goerner, Sally.  "Chaos, Evolution and Deep Ecology."  Pages 17-38 in Robin Robertson and Allan 
Coombs, eds., Chaos Theory in Psychology and the Life Sciences.  Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum.  The 
main concept in chaos theory is nonlinearity, in which opposing tendencies may be built into a single 
system, resulting in a world that is extremely versatile and subtle.  Chaos theory more accurately 
describes the world in its ability to account for the phenomena normally labeled as accidental, anomalous, 
or mysterious.  The evolving ecological universe is lawful and physical but not completely predictable, 
controllable, or knowable.  Order is hidden in chaos, a result of interdependent variables coaffecting each 
other, which creates wholes out of parts.  Such themes can be integrated into deep ecology. 



 
Goerz, Catherine S., The Rhetoric of Earth First!: An Organic Systems Analysis.  M.A. thesis, Speech 
Communication Department, Colorado State University, Fall 1996.  An analysis of the independent and 
adaptive nature of the radical environmental organization Earth First!.  Earth First! was founded on the 
principles of biocentrism and ecodefense for the purpose of protecting the wilderness.  The organization 
responded to the perceived environmental crisis by aggressively confronting and resisting the political 
institutions and corporations responsible for the damage.  Strengthened by diverse internal structures and 
human resources, the movement attempted to persuade the establishment to reevaluate current 
environmental policy and to make changes in favor of ecological preservation and regulation. 
Earth First!'s rhetoric is examined with an organic systems analysis.  This approach to social movements 
conceives the organization to be a collectivity that must interact and adapt with the external environment 
in order to evolve.  By analyzing the internal relationships and resources, the communication channels, 
and rhetorical environment surrounding the movement, the revolutionary nature of Earth First! is 
revealed.  The thesis advisor was James R. Irvine.  (v9,#2) 
 
Goetzl, Alberto, "Consumption and Concerns: A Delicate Balance," Journal of Forestry 98(no.10, OCT 
01 2000):19-  . Americans need to make the connection between their demands as consumers and their 
conerns about natural resources.  (EE v.12,#1) 
 
Goff-Yates, Amy L. "Karen Warren and the Logic of Domination: A Defense." Environmental Ethics 
22(2000):169-181. Karen Warren claims that there is a "logic of domination" at work in the oppressive 
conceptual frameworks informing both sexism and naturism. Although her account of the principle of 
domination as a connection between oppressions has been an influential one in ecofeminist theory, it has 
been challenged by recent criticism. Both Karen Green and John Andrews maintain that the principle of 
domination, as Warren articulates it, is ambiguous. The principle, according to Green, admits of two 
possible readings, each of which she finds flawed. Similarly, Andrews claims that the principle is 
fundamentally inadequate because it cannot distinguish cases of oppressive domination from cases of 
nonoppressive domination. In this paper, I elucidate Warren's views and defend her against these and 
other criticisms put forward by Green and Andrews. I show that Warren's account of "the logic of 
domination" successfully illuminates important conceptual features of oppression.  (EE) 
 
Goff-Yates, Amy Lee, Beasts of Burden: Women, Animals, and Oppression, Ph.D., 1999, Department of 
Philosophy, Women's Studies, University of Kentucky,  Ecofeminists maintain that the oppression of 
nature, and specifically animals, is connected to the oppression of women.  I clarify this claim and argue 
that it is reasonable.  Ecofeminists often describe the connection as conceptual.  I distinguish material and 
formal conceptual connections.  I defend the views of two influential ecofeminists who find a conceptual 
connection.  I then offer an analysis of the concept of oppression which elucidates both the conceptual 
and cultural features.  Oppression is a wrongful institutionalized hierarchy wherein the members of a 
subordinate group suffer ultimately for the benefit of persons in a dominant group.  A dominant cultural 
ideology maintains and attempts to justify this unjust social arrangement.  The oppression of women and 
the oppression of animals are conceptually connected because the ideologies that inform their oppressions 
share important and necessary features.  
 I argue that it makes sense to ascribe oppression to the condition of animals today because both 
the conceptual and cultural features of oppression apply.  It is reasonable to describe animals as oppressed 
and given that the oppressions of women and animals are connected by a common structure of oppressive 
ideology, the treatment of animals is a feminist issue.  The advisor was Joan C. Callahan.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Goffi, J.-Y.,  Le philosophe et ses animaux.  Nimes: Jacqueline Chambon, 1994. 
 
Goforth, Robyn L., and Carol R. Goforth, "Appropriate Regulation of Antibiotics in Livestock Feed," 
Boston College Environmental Affairs Law Review 28(no.1, 2000 Fall): 39-.  (v.12,#3) 



 
Go»aszewska, M., (ed.), Poznanie i doznanie. Eseje z estetyki ekologii (Cognition and Impression. Essays 
on Aesthetics of Ecology),  UNIVERSITAS, Kraków, 2000.  (v.13,#1) 
 
Go»aszewska, M., (ed.), Poznanie i doznanie. Eseje z estetyki ekologii (Cognition and Impression. Essays 
on Aesthetics of Ecology),  UNIVERSITAS, Kraków, 2000. 
 
 
Goldberg, Carey, "Fish Are Victorious Over Dam as US Agency Orders Shutdown," New York Times 
(11/26/97): A12.  See under Harden, Blaine.  (v.8,#4) 
 
Goldberg, S, Review Article: "Toward a bodily conception of self," in Jose Luis Bermundez, Anthony 
Marcel and Naomi Eilan (Eds), The Body and The Self," Research in Philosophy and Technology 21(no., 
2001): 373-376. 
 
Goldblatt, David, Social Theory and the Environment (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1996).  Reviewed by Jo 
Smith.  Environmental Values 6(1997):239-241.  (EV) 
 
Goldemberg, José, "What is the Role of Science in Developing Countries?" Science 279(1998):1140-
1141.  Developing countries should not expect to follow the research model that led to the scientific 
enterprise of the United States and elsewhere.  Many scientists from developing countries, trained in the 
United States and Europe, returned to their own nations and tried to imitate what was being done in 
developing countries.  India, for example, had a nuclear research program, which failed, and was largely 
irrelevant to the needs of India. Developing countries need a science that is relevant to their local 
circumstances and needs, which includes appropriate technology for sustainable development.  
Goldemberg is at the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil.  (v9,#1) 
 
Goldfarb, Theodore, ed. Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Environmental Issues. Reviewed in 
Environmental Ethics 8(1986):89-90. 
 
Goldfarb, Theodore D., eds., Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Controversial Environmental Issues, 4th 
edition (Guilford, CT: The Dushkin Publishing Group, 1991).  $ 10.95 softcover.  A new edition of an 
introductory reader that is being regularly updated.  About half of the thirty-six selections are new.  The 
book is cast in a yes/no debate format around 18 issues, e.g. "Does Wilderness Have Intrinsic Value?"  "Is 
Brazil Serious about Preserving its Environment?  "Does Global Warming Require Immediate Action?, 
and authors, who often originally wrote in somewhat different contexts, are chosen to say yes or no.  All 
the readings are at popular level.  This can be a good book to wake up sleepy freshmen; there is an 
instructor's manual with test questions.  But it tends to be noisy and the debate formate is not always the 
best for serious analysis of these questions in more advanced courses.  Goldfarb is an environmental 
chemist at the State University of New York at Stony Brook. (v2,#1) 
 
Goldfarb, Theodore D., ed., Taking Sides: Clashing Views on Controversial Environmental Issues.  5th 
edition.  Guilford, CT: Dushkin Publishing Group, 1993.  Paper.  372 pages.  As before, in debate format: 
somebody argues yes; somebody argues no.  New issues are: Did the United Nations Summit produce 
useful results?  Will the "greening" of multinational corporations lead to environmental improvements?  
Should energy policy focus on reducing the use of fossil fuels?  Will environmental degradation be a 
feature of international conflicts in the future?  The format gets interest going, but, if not carefully used, 
can generate as much heat as light.  Goldfarb is an environmental chemist at the State University of New 
York at Stony Brook. (v4,#4) 
 
Goldin, Owen, and Kilroe, Patricia, eds., Human Life and the Natural World: Readings in the History of 



Western Philosophy.  Peterborough, Ont.: Broadview Press, 1997.  (Broadview Press, P. O. Box 1243, 
Peterborough, Ont. K9J 7H5, Canada; 3576 California Road, Orchard Park, NY 14127 USA)  With 
distributors in the U.S., U.K., and Australia.  Twenty-seven readings from classical philosophers or 
theologians (sometimes literary figures or scientists), from Xenophon, Plato, Aristotle, through Thomas 
Aquinas, Francis of Assisi, René Descartes, to John Stuart Mill, Friedrich Engels, and Ralph Waldo 
Emerson.  "Although the environmental problems that have rekindled interest in these issues have only 
recently taken center stage in Western intellectual and political discourse, the general issues to which 
philosophical reflection on these issues leads are not new.  Indeed, they are among the oldest of 
philosophical questions, questions to which philosophers must continually return" (p. ix)  Looking into 
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learn that a truly `higher standard of living' cannot be achieved until we curtail our current environmental 
aggression, and that no amount of toys will cure our loneliness for both natural and human community.  
We might learn that false expertise should not be trusted, and that a monocultured earth is very lonely; 
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earth and all its life as an ultimate truth. 
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of the last ice age: mastodons, mammoths, giant ground sloths, car-sized glyptodonts, rhino-sized 
marsupials, giant kangaroos, gorilla-sized lemurs.  Martin is an enthusiastic advocate of "blitzkreig," that 
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such kill sites, are less sure how when and how rapidly humans invaded the Americas, and doubt that prey 
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hunt.  In the absence of Native Americans, bison, elk, deer, and wolf populations would have been larger.  
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comprehensive assessment of the current status of neotropical migratory birds in the U.S., and the 
methods and strategies used to conserve migrant populations.  Each chapter is an essay reviewing and 
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conserving natural areas.  Changes in agriculture have resulted in the rewilding of some former 
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possible adverse consequences of ecotourism.  There are negative impacts on the Tarahumara indigenous 
peoples and on the environment in the Copper Canyon area, and such impacts are typical of many others 
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Texas, in April 1998, "Bringing Environmental Ethics down to Earth," arguing that grand theories in 
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The concept of `sustainable development' as used by the Brundtland Commission was meant to separate 
environmental policy from distributional conflicts.  Increases in income sometimes are beneficial for the 
environment (for instance, they allow the use of domestic cooking fuels which in some ways are less 
damaging to the environment), but higher incomes have meant higher emissions of greenhouse gases, and 
higher rates of genetic erosion.  In the aftermath of the Rio conference of June 1992, this article analyses 
some unavoidable links between distributional conflicts and environmental policy.  Often, environmental 
movements have tried to keep environmental resources and services outside the market, but there are now 
attempts to establish property rights on, and to give money values to, environmental resources and 
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Marzluff, John M., and Tony Angell, In the Company of Crows and Ravens.  New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2005.  The authors claim there is much culture in crows and raven, where culture means 
"socially transmitted behavior patterns," also that "to know the crow is to know ourselves," partly because 
humans have so long and so often interacted with corvids.  Marzluff is a wildlife biologist at the 
University of Washington; Angell is an artist and writer from the San Juan Islands of Washington. 
 
Marzluff, John, and Hamel, Nathalie, "Land-Use Issues," Encyclopedia of Biodiversity 3: 659-674.  Land 
use issues concern the processes by which human activities determine land cover.  Important issues are 
agricultural development and intensification, settlement, and extraction of natural resources.  In response 
to human land use, the earth's land cover has changed from a mosaic of native woodlands, forests, and 
grasslands to an increasingly impacted mixture of degraded and fragmented native habitats, exotic 
croplands, and impervious urban surfaces.  In the last three centuries, models suggest that forests have 
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discusses how land use processes have changed through time and how they have caused the natural 
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Industry and the Canada government.  (v.10,#2) 
 
May, Gerald G. The Wisdom of Wilderness: Experiencing the Healing Power of Nature. San Francisco: 
HarperSanFrancisco, 2006.  The healing power of nature in diverse ranges of experiences, written when 
the author knew he was dying.  By a psychiatrist who served as a medic in Vietnam, founding a Christian 
contemplative organization with insights from Eastern traditions.  “Before we can effectively heal the 
wounds we have inflicted upon the rest of Nature, we must allow ourselves to be healed.  And we must 
allow the rest of Nature to help us.”  
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have a very special place in nature, not because we were divinely created to use it and rule it, but rather 
because we have--for what must be a fleeting moment in evolutionary time--cast off the shackles that 
keep population in check, and in so doing threaten, by the continuing increase in human numbers and 
associated activities, to bring about the end of history in the natural world. ...  I believe we should cherish 
and conserve diversity primarily for the ethical reason that we now recognize we are no more, though no 
less, than a part of it; no longer can an educated person see the world as a God-given inheritance to wreak 
to human ends" (p.168, p. 182).  May is in zoology, Oxford University.  (v.10,#1) 
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Daugherty, A. Cree, J. M. Hay, and M. B. Thompson, "Neglected Taxonomy and Continuing Extinctions 
of Tuatara (Sphenodon), Nature 347 (September 13, 1990):177-179.  The tuatara is a large, iguana-like 
reptile, the sole survivor of a group that flourished in the Triassic Period, now confined to a few islets off 
the coast of New Zealand.  It has a well-developed third eye in the center of its head, a variation on an 
organ that has been reduced to the pineal gland in most vertebrates.  The authors argue that there are three 
species, not one, and that the established view that there is one species has resulted in inadequate 
conservation, with one species now extinct and the others imperiled.  Further, they wonder whether these 
two remaining species, quite disparate from superficially similar lizards, do not by some measures 
represent as much diversity as in all 6,000 species of more common snakes, lizards, and amphibians.  
Phylogenetic distance needs to be figured into estimates of diversity and into priorities in conservation.  
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Lessons for the Evaluation of GM Crops," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 15(no. 1, 
2002):57-71.  The introduction of genetically modified (GM) crops and foods into Europe has generated 
considerable controversy. Despite a risk assessment system that is intended to be precautionary in nature, 
the decisions that have been taken have not gathered public confidence. Key attributes of a precautionary 
appraisal system include humility, completeness, assessing benefits and justifications, making 
comparisons, allowing for public participation, transparency, diversity, and the "mapping" of alternative 
views rather than the prescription of single solutions. A comparison of the European GM regulatory 
system with a different (more precautionary) approach using a "multi-criteria mapping" technique reveals 
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Silbergeld, "Risk Assessment and Risk Management: An Uneasy Divorce"; Sheila Jasanoff, "Acceptable 
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Studies at the National Science Foundation. (v5,#1) 
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flow with the rest of the planet.  How can we decide how to treat the animals around us when we fail to 
realize the nature of our kinship with them.  Without hearing the voices of the earth, rocks, and ocean 
waves, how can we dialogue with the planet or understand ourselves.  What kind of ethics would help us 
find a moral way to achieve an inclusive global community and cherish the environment?  Mazis is 
professor of humanities and philosophy at Soka University and also Associate Professor of humanities 
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to consider the possibility that many individuals may view nonmarket valuation as irrelevant to the more 
fundamental issue of whether humans have obligations to nature beyond purely anthropocentric concerns.  
Philosophical questions are at least as important to consider as methodological questions.  The debate 
over nonuse values can be enriched by considering different environmental philosophies.  This is a 
challenge for economists, but if resource economists broader their anthropocentric perspective to 
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Capital of the World."  At the entrance to the park just outside of the city, National Park employees are 
wearing gas masks to ward off headaches, dizziness, and nausea from the fumes of the snowmobiler 
entering the park.  Says one gatekeeper:  "It's a nightmare.  It's chaos.  It's loud.  It's smelly. It's 
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it."  Under the Clinton Administration, the Park Service had ordered snowmobiles phased out of 
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a lawsuit filed by a snowmobiler manufacturer's association, the Bush Administration has reopened the 
decision and is considering a compromise proposal that would allow a reduced number of snowmobiles in 
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engines instead of the two-stroke engines common today.  Two-stroke snowmobiles have engines 
comparable in noise and emissions to law-mower motors.  Four-stroke snowmobiles are quiet enough that 
you can talk in their presence.  Some prefer them to the snow coaches, which although they reduce 
pollution by carrying multiple passengers, are incredibly noisy (ear plugs are provided for passengers who 
ride in them).   After seeing the new quieter snowmobiles, some Park Service employees are saying they 
can live with them.   
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scientific predictions of ecological disaster because they are based on projections--assumptions that 
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modelled on W. D. Ross, rather than for a new ecological or nonanthropological ethic.  But the position 
seems a muddle, for he claims (p. 36) that nonhuman natural objects can have great intrinsic value.  Later, 
he seems to confuse intrinsic with instrumental value, for species that are ugly or harmful to man are 
denied the value necessary for protection (p. 61).  But if human use is the criterion for protection, then 
there are only prudential limits on mankind's use/destruction of the natural environment.  Perhaps the best 
part of the book is Part III, where McCloskey argues for international political solutions to the ecological 
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Sept. 2005):1499-1501.  After the sequencing of both the human and the chimpanzee genomes, "can we 
now provide a DNA-based answer to the fascinating question, `What makes us human?'  Not at all!  
Comparison of the human and chimpanzee genomes has not yet offered any major insights into the 
genetic elements that underlie bipedal locomotion, a big brain, linguistic abilities, elaborated abstract 
thought, or any other unique aspect of the human phenome."  Some of that may be forthcoming; some 
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review of works by Donna Haraway (University of California at Santa Cruz), including her book with the 
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preserving sensitive areas and other species.  This need is illustrated by reference to two examples of 
controversies concerning large public projects in wilderness areas.  Analyses of costs and benefits to 
presently existing human beings and the utilitarian theory which supports such theories are inadequate to 
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ascriptions of rights to nonhuman animals, plants, and other natural objects may provide the necessary 
rationale.  I argue that such ascriptions can only be effective if they are supported by a general theory of 
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adequate basis for an environmental ethic?  Assuming that rights and interests are, semantically, 
individualistic concepts, I present an argument following Derek Parfit which shows that a policy of 
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those raised by Parfit.  Since utilitarianism and modern deontology are individualistic in nature, they 
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pessimistic assessment of the possibility that rights and interests can be reconstrued as nonindividualistic.   
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small subsystems change according to a faster dynamic than do larger systems of which they are a part, is 
a useful means to conceptualize problems of scale in determining biodiversity policy. Conservation 
biology is a normative science that, like medicine, is shaped by a goal of protecting and healing 
ecosystems.  The goal of sustaining biological diversity over multiple human generations implies that 
biodiversity policy must be set at the landscape level of the ecosystem.  Since ecosystems can be 
described at many levels of organization, conservation biologists must model ecosystems on a scale 
appropriate to the crucial dynamic that supports the sustainability goal.  This dynamic, the autopoietic 
feature of ecosystems, supports and sustains species across generations.  The value of these ecosystem 
processes is measured as the avoided costs of sustaining species in zoos or highly managed habitats.  The 
protection of the health of these landscape-level processes should therefore be the central goal of 
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This approach is based on an empirical hypothesis that place orientation is a feature of all people's 
experience of their environment. We argue that place orientation requires, in addition to a home 
perspective, a sense of the space around the home place and that this dual aspect can be modeled using a 
"hierarchical" methodology. We propose a "triscalar," place-oriented system for the analysis of 
environmental values, explore the characteristics of place-orientation through several examples, and 
employ these characteristics to distinguish acceptable and unacceptable aspects of the NIMBY 
(not-in-my-backyard) idea. Norton is in the School of Public Policy, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
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Norton, Bryan G.  "Environmental Ethics and Weak Anthropocentrism."  Environmental Ethics 
6(1984):131-48.  The assumption that environmental ethics must be nonanthropocentric in order to be 
adequate is mistaken.  There are two forms of anthropocentrism, weak and strong, and weak 
anthropocentrism is adequate to support an environmental ethic.  Environmental ethics is, however, 
distinctive vis-a-vis standard British and American ethical systems because, in order to be adequate, it 
must be nonindividualistic.  Environmental ethics involves decisions on two levels, one kind of which 
differs from usual decisions affecting individual fairness while the other does not.  The latter, called 
allocational decisions, are not reducible to the former and govern the use of resources across extended 
time.  Weak anthropocentrism provides a basis for criticizing individual, consumptive needs and can 
provide the basis for adjudicating between these levels, thereby providing an adequate basis for 
environmental ethics without the questionable ontological commitments made by nonanthropocentrists in 
attributing intrinsic value to nature.  Norton is at the Division of Humanities, New College of the 
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philosophers--"applied philosophy" and "practical philosophy"--and show that the strategy of applied 
philosophy en-courages an axiological and monistic approach to theory building. I argue that the mission 
of applied philosophy, and the monistic theory defended by J. Baird Callicott, in particular, tends to 
separate philosophers and their problems from real management issues because applied philosophers and 
moral monists insist that theoretical exploration occurs independent of, and prior to, applications in 
particular situations. This separation of theory and practice suggests that philosophers are likely to be 
effective in policy discussions only to the degree that they can offer unquestioned theories that adjudicate 
real problems. Callicott offers his monistic, ontological approach as universal guidance to environmental 
activists and decision makers, arguing that ecosystems and communities are moral subjects that can 
"own" their own inherent value. Callicott's theory, however, faces a crucial, unanswered theoretical 
dilemma which illustrates the impossibility of the dual task Callicott has set for his theory "to provide a 
single, ontological unification of ethics under nonanthropocentric holism and to capture the fine nuances 
of ethical obligations as experienced in varied communities." I also show that monistic assumptions have 
led to an unfortunate interpretation of Aldo Leopold's land ethic and that a pluralist and pragmatist 
direction is likely to provide a more efficacious and theoretically defensible direction for further study of 
environmental philosophy in a more practical mode. Norton is at the School of Public Policy, Georgia 
Institute of Technology. (EE) 
 
Norton, Bryan G., Michael Hutchins, Elizabeth F. Stevens, and Terry Maple, eds., Ethics on the Ark: 
Zoos, Animal Welfare, and Wildlife Conservation.  Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
1995.  432 pages. $ 32.50 cloth.  Values underlying the conservation of nature in captivity. Zoos are not, 
or should not be, institutions for gawking at caged animals.  They have been undergoing a metamorphosis 
from a menagerie symbolizing human mastery over the beasts to vital sites of ex situ species 
conservation.  But does this self-redefinition morally justify their continued existence?  The zoo question 
pits individualistic animal welfare ethics against holistic environmental ethics, a concern for specimens 
against a concern for species.  Part I.  The Future of Zoos.  Part II.  The Targets of Protection: Genes or 



Individuals or Populations or Species or Ecosystems.  Part III.  Captive Breeding and Wild Populations.  
Part IV. Good Stewardship.  (v6,#4) 
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Norton, Bryan G., "Conservation and Preservation: A Conceptual Rehabilitation," Environmental Ethics 
8(1986):195-220.  A deep analysis of conservation and preservation as theoretical models of 
environmental policy.  Norton is critical of the traditional way (following John Passmore) that 
conservation is viewed as anthropocentric while preservation is considered non-anthropocentric.  The 
definitions of the policies need not include anthropocentric or nonanthropocentric motivations.  Given a 
long time scale, these two motivations converge; what is good for a whole range of human values is also 
good for nature itself. (Katz, Bibl # 1) 
 
Norton, Bryan G.,  Why Preserve Natural Variety?  Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987. Pp. xiii, 
281.  Norton focuses on the problem of justifying policies of species preservation as a paradigm for all 
environmental issues.  The book has four basic parts.  First, Norton shows the failure of economic 
"demand" values as a basis of preservationist policy.  Second, he examines the problems in attributing 
intrinsic value to natural entities and systems.  The third section, which is the heart of the book, is a 
presentation of Norton's theory of "weak anthropocentrism" or "transformative value."  Nature 
preservation is justified because it leads to the fostering of specific values in human life and culture worth 
preserving.  These higher order values are not reducible to any array of demand or preference values, but 
they are crucial in the development of an ecological world view.  In the final section, Norton shows how a 
concern for transformative value can be translated into specific policy proposals.  Norton's argument is a 
kind of "fall-back" position, a pragmatic recognition that arguments over the intrinsic non-anthropocentric 
value of nature only delay and obstruct policies of preservation.  As such, it is the best expression of a 
compromise between an economically based resource environmentalism and the more radical biocentric 
versions of environmental ethics.  But advocates of a deeper environmental ethic will be concerned that 
Norton's "transformative value" is just a higher order contingent instrumental value designed for the 
satisfaction of human interests.  (Katz, Bibl # 2)  Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 10(1988):275-78. 
 
Norton, Bryan G., "On What We Should Save: The Role of Culture in Determining Conservation 
Targets," pages 23-29 in  P. L. Forey, C. J. Humphries, and R. I. Vane-Wright, eds., Systematics and 
Conservation Evaluation, The Systematics Association, Special Volume No. 50 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1994).  No one questions that we have a moral obligation to conserve biodiversity for future 
generations, but there is no consensus how to make this operational.  There is no objective scientific 
definition of diversity, since all knowledge is theory-bound, and since natural systems are irreducibly 
complex.  We need a post-modern, post-positivist account.  "Diversity measures are constructs by human 
individuals who undertake their studies for many different motives."  Given certain purposes, hierarchy 
theory is useful to minimize human alteration of natural systems, focussing on ecosystem health and 
structures and processes that perpetuate natural systems.  Ecological economics is a bridging discipline to 
link ecology and culture.  Norton is in the school of public policy, Georgia Institute of Technology.  
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6(1984):131-148.  The third in a series by Norton, all appearing in this journal.  Norton contrasts "strong" 
anthropocentrism--where all value is translated into felt human preferences--with "weak 
anthropocentrism"--where all value is derived either from felt human preferences or an ideal world view 
that is the source of preferences (see p.  134).  Environmentalism is then justified on the basis of weak 
anthropocentrism: environmental protection is not based on the dubious ontological commitment to 
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particular, I will argue that such reservations do not apply to the 'cognitive' model of aesthetic 
appreciation proposed by Allen Carlson as the 'environmental model' and developed in the work of 
Yuriko Saito. I conclude this paper by claiming that aesthetic value is a necessary component of otherness 
as a ground of nature's value and that this needs to be conceded if we are to be able to acknowledge the 
reality of something other than ourselves, to treat it appropriately and with respect.  (EV) 
 
OBrien, Mary, Making Better Environmental Decisions An Alternative to Risk Assessment. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press, 2000.  Proposes to replace "risk assessment" with "alternatives assessment."  We should 



not ask: "How much of a hazardous activity is safe, of insignificant harm, or 'acceptable'?"  But: "What 
are our options for least harm, and the greatest restoration?"  This book is not based on the academic risk 
assessment literature, but on the actual experiences of crucial public environmental decisions based on 
risk assessment, without looking at the pros and cons of a full range of reasonable alternatives.  We 
should all take a "consumer reports" approach to decision-making.  Just as the well-known consumer 
magazine examines a range of available options before recommending a particular toaster or TV, all 
decision-makers (public and private) should examine a full range of options before committing to a new 
project or new technology.  The least-damaging option should be chosen.  But that is not how decisions 
are made in the industrialized world.  Instead of examining a full range of alternatives, decision-makers 
generally decide what they want to do, then they hire a risk assessor to convince everyone that the 
damage they are about to do is "acceptable."  By the time damage becomes apparent, they are hauling loot 
to the bank.  At that point, stopping them is almost impossible.  The cumulative result of this "risk-based 
decision-making" is a severely degraded and stressed global ecosystem.  O'Brien is a consultant on 
alternatives to risk assessment and to the use of toxic chemicals.  She has been a staff scientist for the 
Environmental Research Foundation and for the U.S. office of the Environmental Law Alliance.  
(v.11,#4) 
 
OBrien, T, "Factory farming and human health. It is not small food production, but large-scale factory 
farming, that presents a threat to our health," The Ecologist 31(no.5, 2001):30-34.  (v.12,#4) 
 
OBrien, WE, "The Nature of Shifting Cultivation Stories of Harmony, Degradation, and Redemption," 
Human Ecology 30(no.4, 2002): 483-502. 
 
OConnell (O'Connell), M. and Yallop, M., "Research Needs in Relation to the Conservation of 
Biodiversity in the UK," Biological Conservation 103(no.ER2, 2002): 115-23.  (v.13,#2) 
 
OConnell-Rodwell, C.E., Rodwell, T., and Hart, L.A., "Living with the modern conservation paradigm: 
can agricultural communities co-exist with elephants? A five-year case study in East Caprivi, Namibia," 
Biological conservation 93 (No. 3, 2000): 381-  .  (v.11,#4) 
 
OConner (O'Conner), Martin, ed. Is Capitalism Sustainable? Political Economy and the Politics of 
Ecology.  Review by Andrew Dobson, Environmental Values 7:(1998):488. 
 
OConner (O'Connor), Martin, "Valuing Fish in Aotearoa: The Treaty, the Market, and the Intrinsic Value 
of the Trout." Environmental Values 3(1994):245-265. New Zealand fisheries management reforms are 
being conducted in terms of `balancing' of interests and reconciliation of conflicting claims over 
ownership and use.  Fisheries legislation seeks efficient levels of fishing effort, while establishing 
`environmental bottom lines' for stock conservation; resource management law requires, alongside 
efficiency of resource use, consideration for species diversity and `the intrinsic values of ecosystems' 
(notably the `protection of the habitat of trout and salmon'); and the Treaty of Waitangi safeguards 
customary practices and life-support requirements (including fisheries) for the Maori people.  This paper 
analyses these antinomies in terms of contrasting ethical positions - utilitarian (self-interested, 
instrumental) rationality, versus an ethic of reciprocal hospitality - and shows how fisheries management 
policies can be formulated on this basis. KEYWORDS: Aotearoa, fisheries legislation, habitat protection, 
hospitality, Treaty of Waitangi. O'Connor is at the University of Auckland, New Zealand.  (EV) 
 
Oconnor (O'Connor), James. Natural Causes: Essays in Ecological Marxism. Reviewed by Steven Vogel. 
Environmental Ethics 22(2000):315-318.  
 
OConnor (O'Conner), Martin, ed.  Is Capitalism Sustainable?  Political Economy and the Politics of 
Ecology.  New York: Guilford Publications, 1994.  283 pages. Paperback $17.95. (v7, #3) 



 
OConnor (O'Connor), James, Natural Causes: Essays in Ecological Marxism, Chinese translation, 
translator: Tang Zhengdong and Dai Peihong, Publisher: Nanjing Uni. Press, 2003. 
 
Oddie, Richard James, "The Living Tissue: Environmental Phenomenology and Acoustic Ecology," Call 
to Earth, vol. 2, no. 1, 2001, pp. 8-12.  A slower pace of life and the development of one's capacity to 
listen sensitively rather than speak forcefully.  Stop and listen to the world around us and respond to the 
imperative for change that can be heard beneath the surface noise of our present existence.  (v.12,#2) 
 
Odell, J., Mather, M. E. and Muth, R. M., "A Biosocial Approach for Analyzing Environmental Conflicts: 
A Case Study of Horseshoe Crab Allocation," Bioscience 55(no. 9, September 2005): 735-748. 
Ambiguous legislation, insufficient science, jurisdictional disputes, and conflicting values of stakeholders 
have contributed to the increasing frequency of natural resource conflicts. The allocation of horseshoe 
crabs in Delaware Bay and Cape Cod Bay can serve as a model system for understanding resource 
conflicts, because relationships among biophysical and human systems in this example typify many 
environmental controversies. Herein, we use an interaction web to build a conceptual framework for 
identifying potential conflicts. Specifically, we identify four subconflicts involving horseshoe crabs, 
human shellfishers, commercial fishers, the biomedical industry, birdwatchers, and environmental interest 
groups. Stakeholders hold different attitudes concerning the horseshoe crab and thus advocate competing 
policy preferences in the political process. An important step in understanding environmental conflicts is 
to clarify differences in social meanings, attitudes, and values. The integrated approach described here, by 
depicting and graphically displaying biosocial relationships, can provide a generalized approach for 
understanding a broad range of environmental conflicts. 
 
Odenbaugh, Jay, Values, "Advocacy and Conservation Biology," Environmental Values 12(2003): 55-69.  
I examine the controversy concerning the advocacy of ethical values in conservation biology.  First, I 
argue, as others have, that conservation biology is a science laden with values both ethical an non-ethical.  
Second, after clarifying the notion of advocacy at work, I contend that conservation biologists should 
advocate the preservation of biological diversity.  Third, I explore what ethical grounds should be used for 
advocating the preservation of ecological systems by conservation biologists. I argue that conservation 
biologists should defend their preservationist positions on instrumentalist grounds alone if the context of 
discussion and debate is a scientific one.  (EV) 
 
Odin, Steve.  "The Japanese Concept of Nature in Relation to the Environmental Ethics and Conservation 
Aesthetics of Aldo Leopold."  Environmental Ethics 13(1991):345-60.  I focus on the religio-aesthetic 
concept of nature in Japanese Buddhism as a valuable complement to environmental philosophy in the 
West and develop an explicit comparison of the Japanese Buddhist concept of nature and the ecological 
world view of Aldo Leopold.  I discuss the profound current of ecological thought running through the 
Kegon, Tendai, Shingon, Zen, Pure Land, and Nichiren Buddhist traditions as well as modern Japanese 
philosophy as represented by Nishida Kitaro and Watsuji Tetsuro.  In this context, I present the Japanese 
concept of nature as an aesthetic continuum of interdependent events based on a field paradigm of reality.  
I show how the Japanese concept of nature entails an extension of ethics to include the relation between 
humans and the land.  I argue that in both the Japanese Buddhist concept of nature and the thought of 
Aldo Leopold there is a hierarchy of normative values which grounds the land ethic in a land aesthetic.  I 
also clarify the soteric concept of nature in Japanese Buddhism by which the natural environment 
becomes the ultimate locus of salvation for all sentient beings.  In this way, I argue that the Japanese 
Buddhist concept of nature represents a fundamental shift from the egocentric to an ecocentric position--
i.e., a de-anthropocentric standpoint which is nature-centered as opposed to human-centered.   Odin is in 
the philosophy department, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu, HI.  (EE) 
 
Odum, Eugene, Ecological Vignettes: Ecological Approaches to Dealing with Human Predicaments.  



Amsterdam, The Netherlands: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1998.  1.  What we learn from ecology 
about growth.  2.  What we learn from ecology about energy.  3.  What we learn from ecology about 
organization.  4.  What we learn from ecology about change.  (There are checks and balances but no 
equilibria in nature).  5.  What we learn from ecology about behavior.  6. What we learn from ecology 
about diversity.  7.  Human ecology:  What we don't learn from nature.  (Money is a very incomplete 
measure of wealth.)  8.  Bottom lines.  An introductory section followed by twenty-six essays, some co-
authored, a few by other authors, mostly previous published.  Sample: "How to prosper in a world of 
limited resources:  Lessons from coral reefs and forests on poor soils."  Odum is with the University of 
Georgia Institute of Ecology.  This and Frank Golley's A Primer for Ecological Literacy (Yale University 
Press), see previous newsletter, offer two of the most famous ecologists at the University of Georgia in a 
philosophical turn of mind.  This worth getting in your college or university library and it might not show 
up there through the usual purchasing channels.  (v.10,#1) 
 
Odum, Eugene P., Ecology and Our Endangered Life Support Systems.  Second edition.  Sunderland, 
MA: Sinauer Associates, 1993.  329 pages.  $ 18.95 pages.  The revision includes more emphasis on a 
holistic, big-picture look at ecology, global scales.  The epilogue includes sections on "Environmental 
Ethics and Aesthetics," "Dominion vs. Stewardship," and "An Ethics Survival Model."  Odum is 
distinguished professor emeritus of ecology at the University of Georgia. (v4,#2) 
 
Odum, Eugene P.  Ecology and Our Endangered Life-Support Systems.  Reviewed in Environmental 
Ethics 12(1990):375-78. 
 
Oechsli, Lauren, and Eric Katz.  "Moving beyond Anthropocentrism: Environmental Ethics, 
Development, and the Amazon."  Environmental Ethics 15(1993):49-59.  We argue for the rejection of an 
anthropocentric and instrumental system of normative ethics.  Moral arguments for the preservation of the 
environment cannot be based on the promotion of human interests or goods.  The failure of anthropocen-
tric arguments is exemplified by the dilemma of Third World development policy, e.g., the controversy 
over the preservation of the Amazon rain forest.  Considerations of both utility and justice preclude a 
solution to the problems of Third World development from the restrictive framework of anthropocentric 
interests.  A moral theory in which nature is considered to be morally considerable in itself can justify 
environmental policies of preservation, even in the Third World.  Thus, a nonanthropocentric framework 
for environmental ethics should be adopted as the basis for policy decisions.   Katz and Oechsli are at the 
Center of Technology Studies, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, NJ.  (EE) 
 
Oelhaf, Robert C.  "Environmental Ethics: Atomistic Abstraction or Holistic Affection?" Environmental 
Ethics 1(1979):329-39.  For conventional economics things have value only to the degree that they give 
pleasure to individual human beings.  In response to continuing environmental deterioration several 
alternatives have been offered for valuing resources and allocating them between generations.  Most of 
these approaches are highly abstract.  The deterioration of the Earth and the mistreatment of its 
inhabitants will not be stemmed by abstractions.  Neither will abstract ideas direct us to the best use of 
our resources.  We need to foster personal relationships between human beings and particular portions of 
the Earth.  Oelhaf is at the Kimberton Farms School, Kimberton, PA.  (EE) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, ed., Postmodern Environmental Ethics.  Albany: State University of New York Press, 
1995.  Reprinted from the journal Environmental Ethics, these fifteen essays show that a postmodern 
movement is well underway within the ecophilosophical community.  (v5,#3) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, ed.  The Wilderness Condition.  Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 15(1993) 355-58. 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, ed., The Wilderness Condition: Essays on Environment and Civilization.  San 
Francisco: Sierra Club Books, 1992.  345 pages.  Paper.  $16.00.  Essays by Gary Snyder, Paul Shepard, 



George Sessions, Curt Meine, Erazim Kohák, Michael P. Cohen, Delores LaChapelle, Michael 
Zimmerman, and Max Oelschlaeger.   (v3,#3) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, ed., After Earthday: Continuing the Conservation Effort.  Denton, TX: University of 
North Texas Press, 1992.  Cloth $ 24.50.  Paper $ 15.95. Essays by Robert Paehlke, George Sessions, 
Pete A. Y. Gunter, Curt Meine, Cheryl Brooks, Kenneth Daugherty, Neil Evernden, Kenneth L. Dickson, 
Andrew Schoolmaster, Samuel Atkinson, Jenny Cheek, E. E. Spitler, Michael Nieswiadomy, Dolores 
LaChapelle, E. C. Hargrove, Michael Zimmerman, Elinor Gadon, Susan Bratton. (v3,#3) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, The Idea of Wilderness from Prehistory to the Present.  New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1991.  500+ pages.  An intellectual history drawing evidence from philosophy, anthropology, 
theology, literature, ecology, cultural geography and archaeology.  Chapters:  1. The Idea of Wilderness, 
from Paleolithic to Neolithic Culture.  2.  Ancient Mediterranean.  3.  Modernism:  Transmutation of 
Wilderness into Nature.  4.  Wild Nature: Critical Responses to Modernism.  5.  Thoreau.  6.  Muir.  7.  
Leopold.  8.  Robinson Jeffers and Gary Snyder.  9.  Contemporary Wilderness Philosophy, from 
Resourcism to Deep Ecology.  10.  Cosmos and Wilderness, A Postmodern Wilderness Philosophy.  
Oelschlaeger is in the Department of Philosophy, University of North Texas.  A work continuing, 
enlarging, and sometimes correcting the tradition of Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind, 
one of Yale's all time best sellers. (v1,#4) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, "The Politics of Wilderness Preservation and Ecological Restoration," Natural 
Resources Journal 42(no.2, 2002): 235-46.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, ed., The Company of Others: Essays in Celebration of Paul Shepard.  Durango, CO: 
Kivaki Press (Way of the Mountain Center), 1995.  $ 30.00.  304 pages. The twenty seven contributors 
include contributions by Gary Snyder, J. Baird Calicott, John B. Cobb, Jr., George Sessions, Dolores 
LaChapelle, Jimmy Cheney, Laura Westra, and Elizabeth Lawrence.  Oelschlaeger is in philosophy at the 
University of North Texas.  (v6,#3) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, "Soul of the Wilderness: The Wild, the Tame, and the Folly of Sustainable 
Development," International Journal of Wilderness 1(no. 2, December):5-7.  (v7,#1) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max, Caring for Creation: An Ecumenical Approach to the Environmental Crisis.  New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1994.  296 pages.  $ 30.00.  Argues that only the churches, as the 
repository of moral values that lie outside the economic paradigm, can provide the social and political 
leadership and power to move our society to ecological sustainability.  All faiths have an emphasis on 
caring for creation on which we can draw, and religion is necessary if we are to solve the environmental 
crisis politically.  Oelschlaeger is professor of philosophy and religious studies at the University of North 
Texas. (v5,#1) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max.  Review of Gary Snyder: Dimensions of a Life.  Edited by John Halper.  
Environmental Ethics 14(1992):185-90. 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max. Caring for Creation: An Ecumenical Approach to the Environmental Crisis: (New 
Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1994). Reviewed by Harold Glasser in Environmental Ethics 
17(1995):221-224. (EE) 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max. "On the Conflation of Humans and Nature." Environmental Ethics 21(1999):223-224. 
Oelschlaeger, Max. "Religion and the Conservation of Biodiversity", Wild Earth 6(no.3, 1996):12.  
(v7,#4) 
 



Oelschlaeger, Max.  Review of The Once and Future Goddess: A Symbol of Our Time.  By Elinor W. 
Gadon.  Environmental Ethics 13(1991):275-80. 
 
Oelschlaeger, Max.  Review of The Practice of the Wild.  By Gary Snyder.  Environmental Ethics 
14(1992):185-90. 
 
Oesterle, Dale A.  "Public Land: How Much Is Enough?"  Ecology Law Quarterly 23, no.3 (1996): 521. 
(v7, #3) 
 
Officer, Charles B., and Page, Jake, Tales of the Earth: Paroxysms and Perturbations of the Blue Planet.  
New York: Oxford University Press, 1993. 226 pages. The Earth-shattering events that have changed the 
course of history.  The Tambora volcanic eruption of 1815 in Indonesia, which, a year later, caused snow 
to fall brown, blue, and red halfway around the world. The Lisbon earthquake of 1755, which sparked the 
famous clash between Voltaire and Rousseau over the meaning of disaster.  The Earth is still hot and 
mobile, and its surface moves around.  Flooding events.  Visitors from outer space.  On rare occasions 
there are big changes in Earth's community of living things. 
 The closing section are on the human capacity for wreaking equally great changes on a global 
scale.  "The most fundamental question facing mankind today is whether man can evolve to live in 
harmony with nature" (Chapter 9)  "Human beings, and, in particular, in the last couple of centuries of 
their existence, have brought about a new type of environmental stress.  The most outstanding 
characteristic of this stress is the rapidity with which it has grown.  Virtually nothing in the geological 
record can compare with these rapid changes: we are changing the Earth's environment far faster than 
natural forces have done in the past" (p. 205).  "The time has come to recognize that the most pressing 
need is to learn to live in harmony with the planet and its resources, not simply to plunder and overrun it" 
(pp. 212).  But too many still operate with an "ethics of ignorance" (p. 209).  (v.9,#4) 
 
Official World Wildlife Fund Guide to Endangered Species of North America, in two volumes totalling 
1200 pages.  An expensive, authoritative set ($ 195) for library reference with a photograph or drawing 
and descriptions of all 547 U. S. species listed at the time it was written.  Plants, birds, and insects are in 
Volume 1; mammals, herpetofauna, fish, mussels, snails, and crustaceans are in Volume 2.  Another book 
is a softcover list of sources for the photographs of endangered species, $ 9.00.  Contact Beacham 
Publishing, Inc. 2100 S Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20008.  Phone 202/234-0877. (v1,#2) 
 
Ogden, John C., "Maintaining Diversity in the Oceans: Issues for the New U.S. Administration," 
Environment 43(no.3, April, 2001): 28-. The notion of the ocean as an inexhaustible resource is being 
exploded by the realities of overfishing, habitat destruction, coastal population growth, and ocean 
warming.  Cooperation among nations, states, and organizations is essential to maintain marine diversity.  
(v.12,#3) 
 
OGrady (O'Grady), John P., Pilgrims to the Wild: Everett Ruess, Henry David Thoreau, John Muir, 
Clarence King, Mary Austin.  Logan: University of Utah Press, 1993.  Paper.  $ 16.95.  "A series of 
meditations focused upon literary excursions into `the wild' ...  The fundamental assumption I employ--
call it a perception--is that the wild is erotic space, and the pilgrimages I am concerned with are journeys 
through that space."  O'Grady is professor in a wilderness literature program at the University of 
California, Davis. (v4,#2) 
 
Ogrin, Dusan, ed., Nature Conservation Outside Protected Areas/ Varstvo narave zunaj zavarovanih 
obmocij:  Proceedings of the International Conference on the Occasion of the European Year of the 
Environment, 1995. Ljubljana, Slovenia: Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning, Republic of 
Slovenia, and Institute for Landscape Architecture, Biotechnical Faculty, University of Ljubljana 1996.  
247pp.  ISBN 961-90033-9-X.  All articles are in both Slovenian and English.  Contents: Pavle Gantar, 



"Introductory Speech"; Mario Pavan, on a political democracy of the environment for a better Europe (in 
French); Holmes Rolston, III, "Nature, Culture, and Environmental Ethics"; Ivan Marusic, "Towards a 
General Conservation Theory"; Peter Jacobs, "Environmental Parentheses and Design Metaphors"; 
Kazuhiko Takeuchi, "Planning for the Recovery of Nature in Rural and Urban Areas"; Harald Plachter, 
"A Central European Approach for the Protection of Biodiversity"; Hans Kiemstedt, "Landscape Planning 
and Impact Regulation as Instruments of Integrated Nature Conservation in Germany"; Olav Skage, 
"Nature Conservation Through Landscape Planning"; Carl Steinitz, "Landscape Planning and the 
Management of Biodiversity"; Shumel Burmil, "Protection of Nature Outside Protected Areas in Israel"; 
Martin Schneider-Jacoby, "Nature Conservation Efforts for Rivers in Central Europe"; Mladen Berginc, 
"The Nature Conservation System in Slovenia"; Margita Jancic, "The Role of Physical Planning 
Instruments in Guaranteeing Conservation Interests"; Jana Vidic, "Natural Values Outside Protected 
Areas"; Zivzn Veselic, Saso Golob, "Nature Conservation Represents an Integral Part of Forest Managing 
in Slovenia"; Dusan Ogrin, "Dilemmas in an Approach to Conservation Planning"; Ana Kucan, "The 
Green System of Ljubljana in the Social, Ecological and Morphological Role"; Davorin Gazvoda, "A 
Conservation of Urban Open Space in a Perspective of Persistent Urban Landscapes."  Ogrin teaches 
landscape architecture at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.  This conference was held under the 
auspices of the Council of Europe.  (v7,#4) 
 
Ohara (O'Hara), Sabine U., "Sustainability: Social and Ecological Dimensions," Review of Social 
Economy 53(no. 4, 1995):529-551).  Sustainability has generated many and often conflicting definitions.  
An overlooked dimension is the importance of the "informal" or household sector.  To move toward 
sustainability it is imperative to regain a broader understanding of economics.  Three principles are 
needed for this expansion of understanding: concreteness rather than abstraction; connectedness rather 
than isolation; and diversity rather than homogeneity.  All three are informed by feminist theory.  O'Hara 
is at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY.  (v.10,#2) 
 
OHear, Anthony, "The Myth of Nature."   Pages 69-80 in Barnett, Anthony and Scruton, Roger, eds., 
Town and Country (London: Jonathan Cape, 1998).  The vexed and complex question of our relationship 
to the natural world is not helpfully addressed by reliance on a naive sense of the natural as opposed to the 
human or the artificial.  Nature is accorded a religious aura and the artificial is suspect.  That some 
activity or thing is more natural than some other is no cause to value it more highly.  "The invocation of 
the natural does evoke a powerful quasi-religious aura: we are dealing with a myth which for once really 
does need deconstruction" (p. 71) 
 "For Aristotle, man is by nature a political animal, meaning that only in a city or polis will certain 
activities, fundamental to human flowering take place, and this, of course, requires artifice" (p. 72).  But 
Aristotle lived in a cosmos with an overall end, and that is no part of current Darwinian understanding of 
nature.  "The picture which biology paints of nature and the natural world is in stark contrast to the idea 
which captivates the popular mind--namely that what is natural is in some sense pure and normal, and that 
we should aspire to this condition" (pp. 74-75).  Present human population levels can be supported only 
with much technology and artifice. 
 "We are of course interested in the survival of our children and their children, and in the survival 
of the human race.  Equally for aesthetic, utilitarian and moral reasons, biodiversity and conservation are 
important.  But do not let us deceive ourselves or our children into thinking that there is anything `natural' 
about these latter concerns, or that promoting them though conservation demands that we adopt a mystical 
or sentimental or unscientific attitude to `nature,' marked off in some Manichean way from science and 
human intervention.  In fact, rather to the contrary, the truth is that only an intelligent, informed and 
interventionist approach to nature will promote either conservation or the other goals we have" (pp. 78-
79).  O'Hear is in philosophy, University of Bradford, UK.  (v.13, #3) 
 
Ohio Humanities Council, The, has published, "Environmental Crisis and Morality," a reading program 
written by Norman S. Care, professor of philosophy at Oberlin College.  The pamphlet is addressed to 



literate nonphilosophical persons and is especially good for making the crossover from popular concern 
for nature and environmental issues into a more philosophical approach to environmental ethics.  Care 
introduces five books: Thoreau's Walden, Leopold's Sand County Almanac, Partridge's Responsibilities to 
Future Generations,  ,'s Philosophy Gone Wild, and Regan's Earthbound.  Designed for a discussion 
evening and useful as a take-home handout to get persons started in environmental ethics.  The Council 
has also produced two other pamphlets: "American Environmental History" by Clayton Koppes and 
"Readings in Environmental Literature" by Lawrence Buell.  For single copies, contact the Ohio 
Humanities Council, P. O. Box 06354, Columbus, OH 43206-0354.  Phone 614/461-7802.  (v1,#2) 
 
Ohio Humanities Council, The, has also produced a series of twelve posters under the general title 
Upstream/Downstream in Ohio.  Each poster focuses the viewer's attention on key environmental issues 
and questions. 1.  Upstream/Downstream in Ohio.  The river major rivers in Ohio, and the name Ohio 
derived from a native American term for "beautiful river." 2.  The Changing Face of Ohio.  Natural 
history reshaped by agriculture and industry. 3. Earthly Visions.  Anticipations of the early settlers. 4. The 
Cost of Coal.  Degradation of land and air from mining. 5. A Sense of Nature's Limits.  Floods and waste 
in the waters. 6. Individual Choices on Common Ground.  The exercise of individual freedom and 
environmental responsibility. 7. After the Harvest.  Wetlands and water pollution from agriculture. 8. 
Shared Resources, Common Concerns.  Lake Erie and the Great Lakes. 9. Prospects for Renewal.  
Restoring the Cuyahoga River. 10. The Stress of Growth.  The quality of life in cities depends on 
intelligent use of land, water, air. 11. The Toll of Transportation.  The benefits and costs of car and rail.  
12. A Time for Choices.  Past decisions have reshaped the landscape.  What of the future?  In a sense we 
all live both upstream and downstream from other generations that pass before and after us on the river of 
time. The poster series is quite well done and serves to stimulate thought, either by individual viewers or 
in discussion groups.  There is a discussion guide.  An excellent example of imaginative use of posters for 
environmental education, which might well be imitated in other regions, especially in more developed 
areas.  (v1,#2) 
 
Ohmagari, Kayo, Berkes, Fikret. "Transmission of Indigenous Knowledge and Bush Skills Among the 
Western James Bay Cree Women of Subarctic Canada," Human Ecology 25(no.2 1997):197.  (v8,#3) 
 
Okajima, Shigeyuki, Americano Kannkyo Hogo Unndou (The United States Environmental Movement.  
Tokyo: Iwanami Shinsho, 1990.  212 + 21 pages.  paper.  ISBN 4-00-430142-4 C0229 P580E.  Chapters 
open with Earth Day and the spotted owl controversy, then survey the origins of environmentalism in the 
U.S.  Emerson, Thoreau, Muir.  Muir and the Sierra Club.  Hetch Hetchy.  The growth of 
environmentalism as a citizen's movement.  An increasing maturing and professionalism of environmental 
organizations.  David Brower.  Leopold and the growth of the wilderness movement.  Robert Marshall, 
William Douglas.   The Wilderness Act.  The development of ecology.  Rachel Carson.  From nature 
conservation to environmental protection.  Frazer Darling, Stephen Mather.  Increasing global problems.  
Alaska issues.  Is environmentalism an elite movement?  International issues.  Debt for nature swaps.  
Lovejoy.  Jessica Mathews.  The growth of the environmental education movement.  Shigeyuki Okajima 
is a journalist with The Yomiuri Shimbun, a Tokyo newspaper, who has recently been an Eisenhower 
Fellow in the United States.  See notes above in the General Announcements Section. (v4,#2) 
 
Oki, Taikan, and Shinjiro Kanae. “Global Hydrological Cycles and World Water Resources.” Science 
Vol. 313, no. 5790 (25 August 2006): 1068-72.  Although there is enough fresh water globally, its 
distribution and availability is problematic, and one-third of the people on Earth live in water-stressed 
environments, with either a lack of water or polluted water.  This is a lead article in a series of water 
articles about pollutants in aquatic systems, waterborne infectious diseases (the authors are optimistic that 
such diseases can be eliminated on Earth), water in the Middle East, desalinization, and shifts in arctic 
and subarctic freshwater cycles. 
 



Okochi, Riogi, "Nietzsches Naturbegriff aus östlicher Sicht" [in German, Nietzsche's concept of nature 
from a eastern point of view], Nietzsche Studien 17(1988):108-124. 
 
Okoth-Ogendo, H. W. O., and J. B. Ojwang, eds., A Climate for Development: Climate Change Policy 
Options for Africa.  Nairobi: African Centre for Technology Studies.  ISBN 9966-41-090-2.  Also 
published by the Stockholm Environment Institute, Stockholm.  Accurate predictions of the effects of 
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which theological reasoning can reflect and reinforce concepts of a naturally ordered national identity.  
Palmer is herself English, now in philosophy at Washington University, St. Louis.  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Palmer, Clare, "Placing Animals in Urban Environmental Ethics," Journal of Social Philosophy 34(no. 1, 
2003):64-78.  Thinking about animals in urban environmental ethics.  The complex nature of urban areas 
(which includes parks and natural areas) and the diversity of human-animal relationships within these 
areas (from pets to pests to bird-watching) raises very different questions for animal ethics than those 
raised within wilderness areas.  Palmer is in philosophy, Washington University, St. Louis.  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Palmer, Clare, "Madness and Animality in Michel Foucalt's Madness and Civilization," in Peter Atterton 
and Matt Calarco, eds., Animal Philosophy: Essential Writings in Theory and Culture.  Continuum Press, 
2004.  Difficulties that underlie Foucalt's treatment of animality.  Palmer is in philosophy, Washington 
University, St. Louis.  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Palmer, Clare, "Stewardship: A Case Study in Environmental Ethics."  Pages 67-86 in Ian Ball, Margaret 
Goodall, Clare Palmer, and John Reader, eds., The Earth Beneath: A Critical Guide to Green Theology 
(London: SPCK, 1992). 
 
 
Palmer, Clare, ed., Teaching Environmental Ethics.  Leiden and Boston: Brill Academic Press, 2006.   
This collection explores a wide variety of questions, both of a theoretical and a practical nature, raised by 
teaching environmental ethics. The essays consider general issues such as the place of environmental 
advocacy in the environmental ethics classroom; using outdoor environments to prompt reflection on 
environmental ethics; and handling student responses, such as anger and pessimism, that may emerge 
from teaching environmental ethics. The essays also explore more practical issues, including successfully 
teaching environmental ethics to students without a background in philosophy; promoting the 
development of interdisciplinarity in the classroom; useful ways to structure environmental ethics syllabi, 



and teaching and learning techniques in environmental ethics.  Fifteen essays and an introduction written 
by the editor. 
 
Palmer, Clare.  Animal Liberation, Environmental Ethics and Domestication. OCEES Research Paper No. 
1. Oxford: Oxford Centre for the Environment, Ethics and Society, Mansfield College, 1995. 25 pp. A 
new taxonomy of human-animal relationships.  A number of animals with which we most commonly 
interact "fit only very uneasily into either the category of "wild" or "domestic."  We need categories for 
captive wild animals, scavenging animals, and feral animals, for example.  Categories in terms of varying 
degrees of dependence on human beings are more adequate than those in terms of an unwritten contract of 
the kind proposed by Stephen Budiansky and endorsed with some qualification by Baird Callicott.  At the 
same time, the different relationships we enjoy with animals of different categories may justify more 
variation in the way we treat them than would be allowed by the universalizing ethical theories of Regan 
and Singer.  (v8,#1) 
 
Palmer, Clare. Review of Philosophical Dialogues: Arne Naess and the Progress of Ecophilosophy. 
Edited by  Nina Witoszek and Andrew Brennan. Environmmental Ethics 24(2002):103-104. (EE) 
 
Palmer, Clare.  Environmental Ethics and Process Thinking. Reviewed by Timothy Sprigge. 
Environmental Ethics 22(2000):191-194.  
 
Palmer, Clare. "'Taming the Wild Profusion of Existing Things'? A Study of Foucault, Power, and 
Human/Animal Relationships." Environmental Ethics 23(2001):339-358. I explore how some aspects of 
Foucoult's work on power can be applied to human/animal power relations. First, I argue that because 
animals behave as "beings that react" and can respond in different ways to human actions, in principle at 
least, Foucoult's work can offer insights into human/animal power relations. However, many of these 
relations fall into the category of "domination," in which animals are unable to respond. Second, I 
examine different kinds of human power practices, in particular, ways in which humans construct animal 
constitutions and animal subjectivities. Finally, I use a case study of a pet cat to show how such power 
practices may come together in a single instance. (EE) 
 
Palmer, Joy and David Cooper, eds.  Just Environments: Intergenerational, International and Inter-Species 
Issues.  New York: Routledge, 1995.  208 pages.  $16.95.  Obligations to future generations, to the 
developing world, and to the non-human species.  Social, political, and ethical aspects of ecology from 
the perspective of moral philosophy and from a scientific perspective.  Palmer is in education, Cooper in 
philosophy at the University of Durham, U.K.  The Elliot volume and this one make twenty anthologies 
issued in environmental ethics; see this Newsletter, 5, 4, Winter 94 for a list.  (v6,#1) 
 
Palmer, Joy A., ed., Fifty Key Thinkers on the Environment.  London: Routledge, 2001.  The fifty 
thinkers, and the authors who evaluate them, are: 
-Buddha, fifth century BCE, by Purushottama Bilimoria. 
-Chuang Tzu, fourth century BCE, by David E Cooper. 
-Aristotle, 384-322 BCE, by David E Cooper. 
-Virgil, 70-19 BCE, by Philip R. Hardie 
-Saint Francis of Assisi, 1181/2-1226, by Andrew Linzey and Ara Barsam. 
-Wang Yang-ming, 1472-1528, by T. Yamauchi. 
-Michel de Montaigne, 1533-92, by Ann Moss. 
-Francis Bacon, 1561-1626, by Paul S. MacDonald. 
-Benedict Spinoza, 1632-77, by Paul S. MacDonald. 
-Basho 1644-94, by David J Mossley. 
-Jean-Jacques Rousseau, 1712-78, by Paul S. MacDonald. 
-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1749-1832, by Colin Riordan. 



-Thomas Robert Malthus, 1766-1834, by John I. Clarke. 
-William Wordsworth, 1770-1850, by W. John Coletta. 
-John Clare, 1793-1864, by W. John Coletta. 
-Ralph Waldo Emerson, 1803-82, by Holmes Rolston III. 
-Charles Darwin, 1809-82, by Janet Browne. 
-Henry David Thoreau, 1817-62, by Laura Dassow Walls. 
-Karl Marx, 1818-83, by Richard Smith. 
-John Ruskin, 1819-1900, by Richard Smith. 
-Frederick Law Olmsted, 1822-1903, by R. Terry Schnadelbach. 
-John Muir, 1838-1914, by Peter Blaze Corcoran. 
-Anna Botsford Comstock, 1854-1930, by Peter Blaze Corcoran. 
-Rabindranath Tagore, 1861-1941, by Kalyan Sen Gupta. 
-Black Elk, 1862-1950, by J. Baird Callicott. 
-Frank Lloyd Wright, 1867-1959, by Robert McCarter. 
-Mahatma Gandhi, 1869-1948, by Purushottama Bilimoria. 
-Albert Schweitzer, 1875-1965, by Ara Barsam and Andrew Linzey. 
-Aldo Leopold, 1887-1948, by J. Baird Callicott. 
-Robinson Jeffers, 1887-1962, by Michael McDowell. 
-Martin Heidegger, 1889-1976, by Simon P James. 
-Rachel Carson, 1907-64, by Peter Blaze Corcoran. 
-Lynn White, Jr, 1907-87, by Michael P. Nelson. 
-E. F. Schumacher, 1911-77, by Satish Kumar. 
-Arne Naess, 1912-, by David E. Cooper. 
-John Passmore, 1914-, by David E. Cooper. 
-James Lovelock, 1919- , by Michael A Allaby. 
-Ian McHarg, 1920- , by Terry Schnadelbach. 
-Murray Bookchin, 1921- , by John Barry. 
-Edward Osborne Wilson, 1929- , by Phillip J. Gates. 
-Paul Ehrlich, 1932-  , by G. Simmons. 
-Holmes Rolston III, 1932- . by Jack Weir. Online at: 
        http://lamar.colostate,edu/~rolston/weir.pdf 
-Rudolf Bahro, 1935-97, by John Barry. 
-Gro Harlem Brundtland, 1939- , by Joy A. Palmer. 
-Val Plumwood, 1939- , by Nicholas Griffin. 
-J. Baird Callicott, 1941- , by Michael P Nelson. 
-Susan Griffin, 1943- , by Cheryll Glotfelty. 
-Chico Mendes, 1944-88, by Joy A. Palmer. 
-Peter Singer, 1946- , by Paula Casal. 
-Vandana Shiva, 1952- , by Lynette J Dumble. 
Palmer is in education and a chancellor at the University of Durham, UK.  She also directs the Centre for 
Research on Environmental Awareness at the University of Durham.  (EE v.12,#1) 
 
Palmer, Joy A., ed., Kankyo no shisoka tachi [Fifty Key Thinkers on the Environment].  Tokyo: Misuzu 
Shobo, 2004.  Japanese translation.  In two volumes in Japanese: ISBN 4-622-08161-X (vol. 1, Ancient) 
ISBN 4-622-08162-8  (vol. 2, Ancient and Modern). 
 
Palmer, Karen, Sigman, Hilary, Walls, Margaret. "The Cost of Reducing Municipal Solid Waste," Journal 
of Environmental Economics and Management 33(no.2, 1997):128.  (v8,#3) 
 
Palmer, Martin, "Dancing to Armageddon: Doomsday and Utopia in Contemporary Science and 
Religion."  CTNS Bulletin (Center for Theology and the Natural Sciences, Graduate Theological Union, 



Berkeley) vol. 12, no. 2, Winter 1992.  A new model to guide humankind's relation to the natural world.  
Palmer is a religious advisor to the World Wildlife Fund, an advisor to Prince Philip on environmental 
issues, and Director of the International Consultancy on Religion, Education and Culture, Manchester, 
UK.  The lecture summarizes his forthcoming book of a similar title, Harper Collins, 1992. (v3,#3) 
 
Palmer, Ronan.  "From the Inside Out." Environmental Values 9(2000):411-418.  Abstract: 
Environmental values are integral to the work of environmental regulators. However values are not 
simple concepts that can be `applied' by the regulators. How they are taken on board will depend, inter 
alia, on the nature of the organisation, its staff and the issues it deals with. Because the environment is 
complex, the use of values, and in particular of monetary values, will also be complex. While certain 
ways of expressing values may not be without problems, they can still provide useful guidelines for 
action. An organisation uses both internal and external processes to develop and articulate values. The 
challenge is, over time, to integrate these processes and make them more meaningful. 
Keywords: Appraisal, decision theory, organisation theory, valuation. 
Ronan Palmer is with the The Environment Agency, Rio House, Waterside Drive, Aztec West, Bristol 
BS32 4UD, UK.  (EV) 
 
Palmer, Thomas, "The Case for Human Beings," Atlantic Monthly, January 1992.  Apprehension about 
the disappearance of animal or plant species may be misplaced, a naturalist argues, and may arise out of a 
mistaken and shortsighted view of the evolutionary process.  "To suppose that earthly diversity is past its 
prime, and that a strenuous program of self-effacement is the best contribution our species has left to 
offer, is neither good biology nor good history."  Homo sapiens has begun to see itself as a vast, 
featureless mob of yahoos mindlessly trampling this planet's most ancient and delicate harmonies.  
Maybe, we're being too hard on ourselves. (v3,#1) 
 
Palmer-Fernandez, Gabriel, ed., Moral Issues: Philosophical and Religious Perspectives.  Upper Saddle 
River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1996.  525 pages.  Section 10 is "Religion, Ethics, and the Environment: What is 
the Moral Status of Nature and How Ought We To Treat It?"  Contains: Lynn White, Jr., "The Historic 
Roots of Our Ecological Crisis"; Rosemary Radford Ruether, "Ecofeminism: Symbolic and Social 
Connections of the Oppression of Women and the Domination of Nature"; Robert Gordis, "Ecology and 
the Judaic Tradition"; Kenneth Goodpaster, "On Being Morally Considerable"; Thomas E. Hill, Jr., 
"Ideals of Human Excellence and Preserving Natural Environments."  Palmer-Fernandez is at 
Youngstown State University.  (v6,#4) 
 
Palmunen, Rainer, ed., Finland: Land of Natural Beauty.  Helsinki: Oy Valitut Palat--Reader's Digest Ab, 
1988.  304 pages.  FM 331.-.  ISBN 951-9079-88-2 (English edition), also in Finnish, ISBN 951-9079-36-
X.  70 authors, a coffee-table type book, and also an excellent introduction to all aspects of nature and 
nature conservation in Finland.  Includes regional introductions. (v5,#2) (Finland) 
 
Paloheimo, Eero, Maan Tie (The Way of the Earth)  Helsinki: Werner Söderström Osakeyhtiö, 1989.  
ISBN 951-0-16075-X.  250 pages.  Paper.   Paloheimo analyzes three dimensions of the world: the 
material, the psychical, and the conceptual, the latter found only in humans.  Developing a spectrum of 
consciousness, he considers non-living beings, non-sentient living organisms, sentient life, and human 
consciousness.  There is, further, a collective consciousness of the biosphere and humankind.  In the 
second half of the book, Paloheimo asks about possibilities for a different kind of future world, as these 
depend on different kinds of collective consciousness.  There are different psychical and material 
outcomes of the different kinds of collective consciousness.  Analyzing the value of the diversity of life, 
he considers materialistic uses of the world, esthetic values in nature, and ethical duties to nature.  What 
would an ideal observer think the world should be like?  In result what should we do?  We ought to 
dismiss the idea that the future is unknown and gain power, use it responsibly, make adequate choices, 
and follow with appropriate deeds.  In addition to continental and Finnish philosophers, Paloheimo has 



read extensively in English-speaking philosophers, including environmental philosophers.  He is a 
member of the Finnish Parliament, with a doctorate in technology studies, the author of five other books. 
(v5,#2)  (Finland) 
 
Palovicová, Zuzana, "Problém Hodnôt v Environmentálnej Etike (The Value-Problem in Environmental 
Ethics)," Filozofia 51(no. 2, 1996):91-98.   (In Slovak)  An analysis of value in environmental ethics, with 
attention to the most important axiological theories, i.e. axiological individualism and axiological holism.  
A value theory adequate for the protection of the environment cannot be built on a merely subjective 
axiology.  Value results from more objective human needs and from our human struggle to survive.  
"Systemic value" (Rolston) and "transformative value" (Norton) are analyzed, as is the relation between 
instrumental and intrinsic values.  Also, Callicott, Regan, Singer.  Palovicová is at the Institute of 
Philosophy, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia.  (v.10,#1) 
 
Palovicová, Zuzana, "K Vychodiskám Etiky Zivotného Prostredia (Foundations of Environmental 
Ethics),"  Filozofia 50(no. 7, 1995):375-381.  (In Slovak)  Palovicová is at the Institute of Philosophy, 
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia.  (v.10,#1) 
 
Palsson, Gisli. Review of A.M. Shah, B.S. Baviskar and E.A. Ramaswamy, eds., Development and 
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Panalver, Eduardo M.,  "Acts of God or Toxic Torts? Applying Tort Principles to the Problem of Climate 
Change."  Natural Resources Journal 38(No. 4, Fall 1998):563-  .  (v10,#4) 
 
Panayotakis, Costas. "Environmental Ethics and Capitalism's Dialectic of Scarcity." Environmental Ethics 
27 (2005):227-244. A non-productivist Marxism departing from the analysis of capitalism's "dialectic of 
scarcity" can make a valuable contribution to the field of Environmental Ethics. On the one hand, the 
analysis of capitalism's dialectic of scarcity shows that the ethical yardstick by which capitalism should be 
measured is immanent in this social system's dynamic tendencies. On the other hand, this analysis 
exposes capitalism's inability to fulfill the potential for an ecologically sustainable society without 
unnecessary human suffering that capitalism's technological dynamism generates. This argument can be 
illustrated by a critical analysis of Bjorn Lomborg's The Skeptical Environmentalist. An exploration of 
capitalism's dialectic of scarcity can bring to light those weaknesses and internal contradictions of anti-
ecological discourses that are likely to escape the attention of non-Marxist ecologists. This analysis shows 
that to the extent capitalism's dialectic of scarcity encourages the fragmentation of social justice and 
environmental movements, a critical analysis of this dialectic can contribute to the formation of the 
alliance of emancipatory movements that the attainment of a just and ecologically sustainable society 
presupposes. (EE) 
 
Pancheco, Luis F., and Simonetti, Javier A., "Genetic Strtucture of a Mimosoid Tree Deprived of Its Seed 
Disperser, the Spider Monkey,"  Conservation Biology 14(2000):1766-1775.  Large bodied animals, 
including some primates, are usually the preferred bushmeat.  They also carry seeds, in fur or gut, and 
disperse them widely.  Such dispersion is required for some plants, here for example the seeds of Inga 
ingoides, a common tree of the lowland forests in Bolivia are dispersed almost exclusively by the spider 
monkey.  If the animal comes under threat, there are adverse consquences for these plants.  Remove one 
link, and the system starts to unravel.  See also: Moore, Peter D., "The Rising Cost of Bushmeat," Nature 
409(2001):775-777.  (v.12,#4) 
 
Panksepp, Jaak, "Beyond a Joke:  From Animal Laughter to Human Joy?" Science 308 (1 April 2005): 
62-63.  Rats "laugh," or at least chirp when they play, enjoy getting tickled, and come chirping back for 
more.  Panksepp finds the neural circuits for laughter exist in ancient regions of the brain, also that 
children laugh when they hardly speak.  Next he wants to find genes for joy.  He concedes this may not be 



a sense of humor.  Also Panksepp, Jack, and Jeff Burgdorf, "‘Laughing' Rats and the Evolutionary 
Antecedents of Human Joy?" Physiology and Behavior 79 (2003): 533-547. 
 
Pannenberg, Wolfhart ,Toward a Theology of Nature: Essays on Science and Faith.  Edited by Ted Peters.  
Philadelphia: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1993.  208 pages.  Paper. $ 20.00.  "Many scholars of 
religion sit timidly by waiting to hear what physicists and biologists say about the world of nature.  Then, 
they adjust their religious vision accordingly.  But not systematic theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg.  
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time recognizes the dependency of humans upon nonhuman life and the relative insignificance of humans 
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adjustment programs are hard on people, especially the poor, but whether the environment has also been 
harmed directly in result is less clear.   There is scant empirical evidence to suggest that the connection 
between debt and environment is significant.  According to a common theory production of goods for 
export, to earn foreign exchange with which to pay debts, diverts resources away from the domestic sector 
producing goods for consumption at home, and this may be so, but the evidence that the environment is 
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ethics cannot be rationally defended and that moral consideration extends further than humans to include 
animals and a responsibility to protect the larger community of life.  "The human life is but one life form 
among many, and what distinguishes us from the larger community of life is not our power to subdue but 
our responsibility to protect."  Includes essays in biomedical research, feminism and vivisection, child 



pornography (paradigmatically wrong by a logic from which it also follows that vivisection is wrong), 
abolishing animal agriculture, on Christians and what they eat, on the harmony and also irreconcilable 
differences between ecofeminists and deep ecologists, especially Carolyn Merchant, Marti Kheel, George 
Sessions and Bill Devall.  Those interested in environmental ethics will be especially interested in 
Regan's analysis of environmental holism (Leopold's land ethic) in the essay on animal agriculture.  
Christians will be interested in Regan's analysis of whether Christians ought to eat meat. (v1,#2) 
 
Regan, Tom, ed., Animal sacrifices: Religious perspectives on the use of animals in science. Philadelphia: 
Temple Univesity Press, 1986.  
 
Regan, Tom, ed., Earthbound: New Introductory Essays in Environmental Ethics.  New York: Random 
House, 1984.  Pp. x, 371.  This is the third anthology in a series that attempts to provide high quality 
introductory essays on various ethical problems.  It covers a wide range of issues, but not all equally well.  
Tibor R. Machan's essay on "Pollution and Political Theory" (pp. 74-106) has little to do with 
environmental ethics; it is just another argument for libertarianism.  Annette C. Baier's "For the Sake of 
Future Generations," (pp. 214-246) is hardly an introductory essay.  Rather than present an overview of 
future generations arguments, she examines Parfit's identity problem in some detail--an argument that will 
confuse the beginning student for whom the book is designed.  The last two essays, Alastair Gunn, 
"Preserving Rare Species," (pp. 289-335) and Edward Johnson, "Treating the Dirt," (pp.  336-365) are 
each clear comprehensive reviews of issues that form the heart of environmental ethics.  Also of interest 
are: K. S. Shrader-Frechette, "Ethics and Energy," (pp.  107-146), which canvasses several arguments in 
favor of both soft and hard energy policies.  Neither policy is "risk-free" despite the rhetoric of 
environmentalists who advocate soft energy.  The real issue is thus the "ethical desirability of particular 
risk displacements" (p. 122).  Mark Sagoff, "Ethics and Economics in Environmental Law" (pp. 147-178), 
provides a good introduction to, and a criticism of, economic rationality (cost-benefit analysis) and its 
relation to social policy.  It is legislative procedures, and not cost-benefit analyses, which best express the 
social values, goals, and ideals of the citizen and the community.  William Aiken, "Ethical Issues in 
Agriculture," (pp. 247-288), provides not only an introduction to the ethics of agricultural issues but also 
an excellent review of the major anthropocentric and non-anthropocentric theories of environmental 
ethics.  Aiken tries to develop a compromise position he calls "eco-humanism": this view places value 
both in natural ecological systems and in the human ability for self-conscious cognitive activity.  The 
book also includes an introductory essay on ethics by Tom Regan, an essay on the urban environment by 
Dale Jamieson, and an essay on the use of ocean resources by Robert L. Simon.  One major flaw of this 
text is that there is no comprehensive bibliography. (Katz, Bibl # 1)  Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 
7(1985):373-75. 
 
Regan, Tom, The Philosophy of Animal Rights.  A booklet for distribution from Culture and Animals 
Foundation (address above), $ 2.  There are bulk rates.  During the past year, Regan has taken his appeal 
for animal rights to South Korea, Switzerland, Italy, and Spain.  In the U.S., he has spoken on over fifteen 
campuses. (v3,#2) 
 
Regan, Tom, "Animals, Treatment of," in Lawrence C. Becker and Charlotte B. Becker, eds., 
Encyclopedia of Ethics, in 2 vols, Vol. II (New York: Garland Publishing Co., 1992), pages 42-46. 
 
Regan, Tom, and Peter Singer, eds. Animal Rights and Human Obligations. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: 
Prentice Hall, 2nd ed., 1989.) Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 1(1979):365-70. 
 
Regan, Tom, Review of Pluhar, Evelyn, Beyond Prejudice: The Moral Significance of Human and 
Nonhuman Animals. Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 10(1997):79-82.    
 
Regan, Tom, ed., Matters of Life and Death.  First published by Random House, now bought by McGraw 



Hill.  2nd ed., 1986. 3rd ed., 1993. Chapter 9 is Peter Singer, "Animals and the Value of Life."   Chapter 
10 is J. Baird Callicott, "The Search for an Environmental Ethic."  In the first edition this chapter was by 
William T. Blackstone. (v2,#4) 
 
Regan, Tom, "Animal Rights and Welfare," in Donald M. Borchert, ed., The Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
Supplement.  New York: Macmillan Reference, Simon and Schuster and Prentice Hall International, 
1996.  Brief survey and brief bibliography.  (v7,#2) 
 
Regan, Tom, ed. Matters of Life and Death: New Introductory Essays in Moral Philosophy.  Reviewed in 
Environmental Ethics 3(1981):181-85. 
 
Regan, Tom.  "On the Connection between Environmental Science and Environmental Ethics."  
Environmental Ethics 2(1980):363-67.  I critically assess Don Marietta's thesis that obligations are not 
dictates of reason but rather are imbedded in a person's "world view."  The notion of "a view of the 
world" is both vague and leads to consequences common to all forms of subjectivism in ethics, since 
world views can and sometimes do vary from person to person.  Marietta cannot avoid these 
consequences by arguing that some views of the world are "more reasonable" than others, since counting 
rationality as an appropriate basis for choosing between world views is itself to favor a particular view of 
the world.  Neither then can Marietta consistently argue for the preferability of a world view which 
grounds our obligations regarding the ecosystem in environmental science.  Given his general position, 
this can only tell us what he prefers, not what is preferable.  Regan is at the department of philosophy and 
religion, North Carolina State University, Raleigh. (EE) 
 
Regan, Tom.  The Case for Animal Rights.  Berkley: University of California Press, 1983. Reviewed in 
Environmental Ethics 7(1985):365-72. 
 
Regan, Tom.  "The Nature and Possibility of an Environmental Ethic."  Environmental Ethics 
3(1981):19-34.  A conception of an environmental ethic is set forth which involves postulating that 
nonconscious natural objects can have value in their own right, independently of human interests.  Two 
kinds of objection are considered: (1) those that deny the possibility (the intelligibility) of developing an 
ethic of the environment that accepts this postulate, and (2) those that deny the necessity of constructing 
such an ethic.  Both types of objection are found wanting.  The essay concludes with some tentative 
remarks regarding the notion of inherent value.  Regan is at the department of philosophy and religion, 
North Carolina State University, Raleigh.  (EE) 
 
Regan, Tom.  All That Dwell Therein.  Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 7(1985):81-86. 
 
Regan, Tom.  "Animal Rights, Human Wrongs."  Environmental Ethics 2(1980):99-120.  In this essay, I 
explore the moral foundations of the treatment of animals.  Alternative views are critically examined, 
including (a) the Kantian account, which holds that our duties regarding animals are actually indirect 
duties to humanity, (b) the cruelty account, which holds that the idea of cruelty explains why it is wrong 
to treat animals in certain ways; and (c) the utilitarian account, which holds that the value of 
consequences for all sentient creatures explains our duties to animals.  These views are shown to be 
inadequate, the Kantian account because some of our duties regarding animals are direct duties to 
animals; the cruelty account because it confuses matters of motive or intent with the question of the 
rightness or wrongness of the agent's actions; and the utilitarian account because it could be used to 
justify identifiable speciesistic practices.  I defend a fourth view.  Only if we postulate basic moral rights 
in the case of humans, can we satisfactorily account for why it is wrong to treat humans in certain ways, 
and it is only by postulating that these humans have inherent value that we can attribute to them basic 
moral rights.  Consistency requires that we attribute this same kind of value to many animals.  Their 
having inherent value provides a similar basis for attributing certain basic moral rights to them, including 



the right not to be harmed.  Possession of this right places the onus of justification on anyone who would 
harm these animals.  I set forth conditions for such a justification which those who would abuse animals 
have failed to meet.  Regan is at the department of philosophy and religion, North Carolina State 
University, Raleigh.  (EE) 
 
Regan, Tom. The Empty Cage: Facing the Challenge of Animal Rights. Translators: Mang Ping and Ma 
Tianjie. (Beijing: Chinese Politics and Law University Press, 2005). (in Chinese) 
 
Regan,Tom. "Obligations to Animals are Based on Rights: Individual Rights Are Not Grounded in 
Prejudice." Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 8(1995):171-180. Some feminist 
philosophers criticize the idea of human rights because, they allege, it encapsulates male bias; it is 
therefore misguided, in their view, to extend moral rights to non-human animals. I argue that the feminist 
criticism is misguided. Ideas are not biased in favour of men simply because they originate with men, nor 
are ideas themselves biased in favour of men because men have used them prejudicially. As for the 
position that women should abandon theories of rights and embrace an ethic that emphasizes care: women 
who made this choice would not so much liberate themselves from "the patriarchy" as they would 
conform to its representation of women as emotional, subjective and irrational. There is, then, no good 
reason to withhold ascribing rights to non-human animals, based on the criticisms of rights made by some 
feminists.  (JAEE) 
 
Regenstein, Lewis G., Replenish the Earth: A History of Organized Religion's Treatment of Animals and 
Nature.  New York: Crossroad/Continuum, 1990.  256 pages.  $ 14.94 paper.  "Includes the Bible's 
message of conservation and kindness to animals." (v1,#4) 
 
Regier, Henry A., "Ecosystem Integrity in the Great Lakes Basin: An Historical Sketch of Ideas and 
Actions," Journal of Aquatic Ecosystem Health 1(1992):25-37.  A study of the concepts of "ecosystem" 
and "integrity" in the binational political arena in the Great Lakes Basin, since 1970.  Regier traces a 
series of documents that have helped to clarify and make operational these terms, a process in which he 
himself has been participant.  Regier is at the Institute for Environmental Studies, University of Toronto. 
(v3,#3) 
 
Regier, Henry A., "The Notion of Natural and Cultural Integrity," in Stephen Woodley, James Kay, and 
George Francis, eds., Ecological Integrity and the Management of Ecosystems (Waterloo, Ontario: 
Heritage Resources Centre, University of Waterloo, and St. Lucie Press, 1993).  "A living system exhibits 
integrity if, when subjected to disturbance, it sustains an organizing, self-correcting capability to recover 
toward an end-state that is normal and `good' for that system.  End-states other than the pristine or 
naturally whole may be taken to be `normal and good.'"  "There is room for choice in the kinds of 
ecosystems with integrity that humans might prefer.  In human-dominated ecosystems, it is really a matter 
of: `What kind of garden do we want? What kind of garden can we get?'"  Also: "Forecasts of future 
ecosystems are not possible, but some future imagining of preferred ones is."  Regier is at the Institute for 
Environmental Studies, University of Toronto. (v4,#3) 
 
Regier, Henry. "Self Organization and the Ecosystem Approach: the New Science and the New 
Scholarship", Environments 24(no. 1, 1996):153.  (v7,#4) 
 
Regosin, Jonathan V., and Frankel, Michelle, "Conservation Biology and Western Religious Teachings," 
Conservation Biology 14 (2000):322-324.  Two Jewish conservation biologists call attention to how 
Jewish teachings promote awareness of the interconnections of humans with their environment, as well as 
a reverence for that environment.  Regosin is with the Nature Conservancy; Frankel is in biology, Boston 
University.  (v.11,#3) 
 



Rehmann-Sutter, Christoph, "Biological Organicism and the Ethics of the Human-Nature Relationship," 
Theory in Biosciences/Theorie in den Biowissenschaften 119(2000):334-354.  A "hermeneutic approach" 
to organisms where their description as organisms matters ethically.  The term "organism" seems to have 
been introduced in the early 1700's in contrast to "mechanism."  "Organism" can be used to transcend 
"mechanism" and to specify the ontological difference.  This ontological analysis has ethical implications.  
Rehmann-Sutter is with the Institute für Geschichte und Ethik der Medizin der Universität Basel, 
Switzerland. 
 
Rehmann-Sutter, Christoph.  "Involving Others: Towards an Ethical Concept of Risk."  Risk: Health, 
Safety & Environment 9 (1998): 119-36.  Criticizes the economic concept of risk that is widely used as 
the standard model in risk assessment literature, and develops an outline for an  ethical concept of risk 
based on jurisprudential discussions on causation.  Combines risk assessment procedures with the 
perspective of an ethic of care.  (v.9,#3) 
 
Rehmann-Sutter, Christoph; Vatter, Adrian; Seiler, Hansjörg.  Partizipative Risikopolitik.  
Opladen/Wiesbaden: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1998.  366 pp.  DM 58.  ISBN 3-531-13222-9. In German. 
This book contains the results from an interdisciplinary research project on technico-ecological risks, their 
implications for political and ethical thinking, and the need to develop new democratic political 
institutions. The project was based at the University of Basel in Switzerland. Several models for a 
democratic management of technico-ecological risks are screened and evaluated.  An adapted form of 
mediation seems to fit best the given environmental requirements.  A thorough analysis of the ethical 
problem of imposing risks intends to show the biggest hindrances for participative politics and to describe 
the positive effects for the political culture.  Included perspectives are ethics, political science, and 
jurisprudence.  Existing experiences are combined into a detailed new practical concept that should be 
implementable.  (v.9,#3) 
 
Rehmann-Sutter, Cristoph.  1996 Leben Beschreiben: Ueber Handlungszusamme, "Hange in der 
Biologie."  Wurzburg: Konigshausen & Neumann, 1996.  392 pages.  SFr. 70.90.  In German.  The first 
part of the book deals with molecular biology as a paradigm of modern scientific description of living 
nature, and tries to analyze hidden pre-thoeretic (moral) decisions in its specific approach. The second 
part is a discussion of Aristotle's biology in the context of moral philosophy based on the dichotomy 
between "poiesis" and "praxis" (Nichomachean Ethics). The third part draws a trans-functionalistic 
description of life as organic practice:  processes are in themselves the goal of being lived. (v7, #3) 
 
Reice, Seth R., The Silver Lining: The Benefits of Natural Disasters.  Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 2001.  Every tornado's funnel cloud, every forest fire's billowing cloud of smoke, every flood's 
raging water has tremendous benefits for the ecosystem it impacts.  The shortsightedness of conceiving 
such events as disastrous to nature, and the resulting misinformed environmental policy, and how to form 
better policy.  Reice is in biology and ecology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.  (v.12,#4) 
 
Reice, Seth R., "Nonequilibrium Determinants of Biological Community Structure," American Scientist 
82(1994):424-435.  Biological communities are always recovering from the last disturbance, their 
"normal" state.  Natural systems are so frequently disturbed that equilibrium is rarely achieved.  On the 
other hand, disturbance is scale dependent.  If the area studied is large enough, all disturbances are 
predictable and "normal."  If a disturbance is predictable, the biota can and will adapt to it; a disturbance 
that is unpredictable will have a greater impact.  Disturbance and heterogeneity, not equilibrium, generate 
biodiversity.  Disturbance should be viewed as both natural and beneficial to the world's biodiversity.  We 
need to value, nurture, and preserve our planet's biodiversity.  Understanding that heterogeneity and 
disturbance are important contributors to biodiversity will help us achieve these goals.  Reice is in 
ecology at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.  (v5,#4) 
 



Reichart, Joel E., "A New Environmental Ethic" (Critical Review of Laura Westra, A Proposal for 
Environmental Ethics), Business Ethics Quarterly 5(1995):795-804.  (v7,#2) 
 
Reichelderfer, Katherine H., "The Expanding Role of Environmental Interests in Agricultural Policy," 
Resources (Resources for the Future), Winter 1991, No. 102. (v2,#2) 
 
Reichenbach, Bruce R., "On Obligations to Future Generations," Public Affairs Quarterly 6(1992):207-
225. (v3,#2) 
 
Reichenbach, Bruce R., and Anderson, V. Elving.  On Behalf of God: A Christian Ethic for Biology.  
Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1995.  348 pages.  Paper.  With a section on 
environmental ethics. "Conservation of the tropical forests must include measures to control human 
population growth, to find family-sustaining jobs for the disenfranchised rural poor, and to curb the 
developed world's exploitation of the developing world's resources."  Any environmental ethic must tie 
into "a broader ethic that considers social, economic, political and spiritual problems and obligations."  
Reichenbach is in philosophy at Augsburg College, Minneapolis.  Anderson, now retired, taught genetics 
at the University of Minnesota. (v7, #3) 
 
Reichert, Joshua. "Shark-Eating Men Threaten Wolves of the Deep."  The Christian Science Monitor, vol. 
89, 3 Jan. 1997, p. 19. 
Reid, Duncan, "The End of Matter: Some Ecojustice Principles in the Neo-Patristic Vision," Ecotheology 
No 7 (July 1999):59-70. 
 
Reid, Herbert, and Taylor, Betsy, "John Dewey's aesthetic ecology of public intelligence and the 
grounding of civic environmentalism," Ethics and the Environment 8(no. 1, 2003):74-92. This paper 
argues for the importance of John Dewey's aesthetic philosophy to recent efforts to cultivate civic 
environmentalism while critiquing narrowly conservationist environmentalisms.  We call for a strong 
version of civic environmentalism oriented towards holistic integration of ecological concerns into all 
aspects of social, political, economic, and cultural life.  Both authors are at the University of Kentucky. 
(E&E) 
 
Reid, John W., Bowles, Ian A. "Reducing the Impacts of Roads on Tropical Forests," Environment 
39(no.8, 1997):10.  Conservationists have several options for preventing the damage that roads do to 
tropical forests, but to exercise them they will have to get more involved in the decisionmaking process.  
(v8,#3) 
 
Reid, Walter V., "Biodiversity, Ecosystem Change, and International Development: Issues for the New 
U.S. Administration," Environment 43(no.3, Apr. 2001): 20-.  Unless major steps are taken to restore and 
protect the Earth's ecosystems, scientists predict that tens of thousands of species will likely go extinct.  
Why is it in the best interest of the United States to address the biodiversity problem?  What domestic and 
international actions should the U.S. administration take?  (v.12,#3) 
 
Reid, Walter V. and Kenton R. Miller, Keeping Options Alive: The Scientific Basis for Conserving 
Biodiversity.  Washington, DC: World Resources Institute, October 1989.  1709 New York Avenue, N. 
W. Washington, DC 20006.  $ 10.00. (v1,#2) 
 
Reiger, J. F., "Review of: William Mcgucken, Lake Erie Rehabilitated: Controlling Cultural 
Eutrophication, 1960s-1990s," Environmental History 7(no.3, 2002): 521-22.  (v.13,#4) 
 
Reiger, John F.  Review of Aldo Leopold: His Life and Work.  By Curt Meine.  Environmental Ethics 
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Reigota, Marcos, "Brazilian Art and Literature: Oswald de Andrade's Contribution to Global Ecology."   
Pages 359-365 in Murphy, Patrick D., ed., Literature of Nature: An International Sourcebook.  Chicago: 
Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1998.  ISBN 1-57958-010-6.  Oswald de Andrade (1890-1954) was a 
Brazilian intellectual and poet, a critic of the modern transformation of Brazilian society, with significant 
ecological insights.  Reigota is at the Universidade de Sorocaba, Brazil.  (v.10,#2) 
 
Reigota, Marcos, "Tempo e Ecologia.  Time and Ecology," Utopía y Praxis Latinoamericana: Revista 
Internacional de Filosofia Iberoamericana y Teoría Social, Año 3, No. 5, Julio-Diciembre 1998.  As we 
analyze the notion of time in ecology, we must consider the history of life, its relation, to culture, values 
and representations that reflect the complex daily relationships between human beings throughout 
evolution of the Earth.  The human presence is important on the evolutionary time scale, no matter how 
small it is.  In ecological time there are elements that are inseparable and complementary.  They are the 
improvised (unusual) instant, the limitless historical, geological and biological time and the question 
about the possibilities to come.  Reigota is at the Universidade de Sorocaba, Brazil.  (v.10,#2) 
Reila, Heiki, Teoloogiline keskkonnaeetika ja inimkeskne traditsioon.  Mónede uudsete keskkonnaeetika 
lähete vórdlev analüüs (Environmental Ethics and the Tradition of Anthhropocentrism.  A Comparative 
Analysis of Some New Approaches in Contemporary Theological Ethics Confronting Environmental 
Problems) (in Estonian).  University of Tartu, Estonia, Master's Thesis, 1996.  Three approaches are 
featured: (1) stewardship, chapter 2, with Ronald Preston and James Gustafson as examples; (2) Christian 
ecofeminism (chapter 3), with Rosemary Radford Reuther and Sallie McFague as examples; and (3) the 
reverence for life (Chapter 4), with Andrew Linzey as an example.  The three are critical of classical 
Christianity on grounds of (1) the dominion of man, (2) androcentrism, and (3) speciesism.  There is a 
discussion of anthropocentrism versus non-anthropocentrism, and an argument that Christianity has been 
mostly anthropocentric.  There is a need to shift to a more complicated ethics, based on biological and 
ecological knowledge.  The advisor was Jaanus Noormägi.  Reila is a Lutheran pastor at Vandra, Estonia 
(Address: Heiki Reila, Vändra EE 3461, Estonia).  (v8,#2) 
Rasmussen, Larry.  Earth Community, Earth Ethics.  Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1996. 
 
Reilly, Sean. “Alabama Sturgeon Vanishing.” Mobile (AL) Press Register (December 9, 2007): 1A, 4A.  
Only one Alabama sturgeon has been caught in eight years.  Biologists now fear there are too few for a 
captive breeding program.  The fish is a listed endangered species, about 30 inches long, and one of only 
25 sturgeon species in the world.  At the turn of the last century, Alabama harvested 42,000 pounds of 
sturgeon.  Biologists think the principal trouble is that damming of rivers has interrupted its spawning 
cycle. 
 
Reilly, William K. on intrinsic value.  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency chief in a speech 
prepared for a gathering of Catholic leaders in Washington, declared that "natural systems have an 
intrinsic value--a spiritual worth--that must be respected for its own sake."  A new "spiritual vision" of 
conservation and "an ethic of environmental stewardship grounded in religious faith ... could be a 
powerful force."  Quoted in the Los Angeles Times, April 19, 1990, p. A3. (v1,#2) 
 
Reiman, R. John, Toward an Ecological Ethic, Ph.D. thesis at Vanderbilt University, December 1991, in 
the Graduate Department of Religion.  Reiman attempts a systematic introduction to a comprehensive 
environmental ethic.  Chapter titles: Chapter 1: Nature and Humanity (Cartesianism, is/ought, 
facts/values; evolution and ecology).  Chapter 2.  Value Theory and the Use and Protection of the Natural 
World (value theory, the degradation of the natural world, conservation and preservation).  Chapter 3: 
Approaches to Environmental Ethics (deontological and utilitarian approaches; cost/benefit analysis, 
holism).  Chapter IV: The Boundaries of An Ecological Ethic (responsibilities to future generations, the 
extension of moral community, the question of human capacity seriously to consider the natural 
environment as a realm of duty).  The thesis builds principally from the work of Holmes Rolston and of 



H. Richard Niebuhr.  Thesis advisors were Howard Harrod and Peter Paris. (v5,#1) 
 
Reimer, Monica, "Competitive Injury as a Basis for Standing in Endangered Species Act Cases", Tulane 
Environmental Law Journal, 9(No.1, 1995):109-  .  (v7,#1) 
 
Reiner, David M., "Climate Impasse: How the Hague Negotiations Failed," Environment 43(no.2, Mar. 
2001): 36-.  The recent climate negotiations at The Hague, which promised to build on progress made 
during earlier talks, ended in disappointment.  Ambiguities in the Kyoto Protocol and the intransigence of 
individual nations and alliances contributed to this failure.  (v.12,#3) 
Reinhart, Daniel P., et al, "Effects of Exotic Species on Yellowstone's Grizzly Bears," Western North 
American Naturalist 61(no. 3, 2001):277-288.  Exotic species may lead to the loss of substantial quality 
grizzly bear foods, including much of the bison, trout, and pine seeds that Yellowstone grizzly bears 
currently depend on.  (v.12,#3) 
 
Reisner, Ann and Walter, Gerry, "Journalists' Views of Advertiser Pressures on Agricultural News", 
Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 7(1994):157-172.  All major journalism ethical codes 
explicitly state that journalists should protect editorial copy from undue influence by outside sources.  
However, much of the previous research on agricultural information has concentrated on what 
information various media communicate (gatekeeping studies) or communication's role in increasing 
innovation adoption (diffusion studies).  Large minorities suggested that advertising pressures affect the 
overall environment in which agricultural journalists work, and more than one in ten said they allow 
advertiser pressures to influence editorial decisions.  The newspaper reporters who cover agricultural 
beats showed slightly more resistance to advertiser pressure than did farm magazine editors in a parallel 
study.  Reisner and Walter are in agricultural communications and education at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana. 
 
Reisner, Marc and Sarah Bates.  Overtapped Oasis.  Reviewed in Environmental Ethics 14(1992):93-94. 
 
Reisner, Marc, Game Wars: The Undercover Pursuit of Wildlife Poachers.  Viking, 294 pp, $ 19.95.  
Features Dave Hall, a special agent with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, recounting the exploits, 
dangers, and sheer adventure of undercover work to prevent the incredible destructive, cruel, and illegal 
slaughter of animals.  Also some philosophizing about the American hunting ethic:  "To a starving 
European peon, who was shot on sight if he entered the duke's wildlife preserve, a game law was simply 
another instrument of oppression. ...  In a nation of immigrants just liberated from landlessness and 
crowdedness and monarchy, game laws, like forestry laws and zoning laws and gun-control laws, were 
resisted with a singular passion.  The yeoman American citizen, intoxicated by his right to bear arms, 
made giddy by the omnipresent wildlife he could hunt at will, could not recalibrate his values as the game 
ran out, could not constrain his impulse (always described as a God-given right) to hunt."  Reiser and Hall 
also explore the absence of a hunting ethic in Asia, the largest market for ivory and the destination of 98 
percent of the illegal elephant ivory. (v2,#2) 
 
Reisner, Marc.  Cadillac Desert.  Rev. ed.  New York: Penguin.  $14.00. (v5,#2) 
 
Reiss, Michael J. and Straughan, Roger, Improving Nature: The Science and Ethics of Genetic 
Engineering.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.  Chapters: Practicalities of genetic 
engineering.  Moral and ethical concerns.  Theological concerns.  Genetic engineering of microorganisms.  
Of plants.  Of animals.  Of humans.  Public understanding of genetic engineering.  Useful and 
comprehensive introduction to the issues.  Reiss is a biologist at Homerton College, Cambridge, and also 
a priest in the Church of England.  Straughan is a moral philosopher, University of Reading, UK.  
(v.13,#4) 
 



Reiss, Michael J., Straughan, Roger. Improving Nature? The Science and Ethics of Genetic Engineering. 
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1996. 288 pp., index. Review by Eva M. Buccioni, Dept. 
of Philosophy, University of Guelph, Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 11(1998):54-55. 
 
Reiss, Michael J. and Roger Straughan. Improving Nature? The Science and Ethics of Genetic 
Engineering. Reveiw by Eva M. Buccioni Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 11(1999):49-
55.  (JAEE) 
 
Reiss, Michael. "Ethical Considerations at the Various Stages in the Development, Production, and 
Consumption of GM Crops." Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 14(2001):179-190. The 
aim of this paper is to clarify the ethical issues surrounding GM crops by examining the various stages or 
levels in their development, production, and consumption. Previous work about the acceptability or non-
acceptability of GM crops has tended to conflate these various levels, partly as a result of which GM 
crops are all-too-often simply said to be "good" or "bad." There are, though, various problems with such a 
binary categorization. I look in particular at the duties of scientists, companies, regulatory systems, 
farmers, retailers, and consumers. Keywords: consensus, crops, discourse ethics, genetic modification. 
Reiss is at the Institute of Education University of London, London, UK.  (JAEE) 
 
Reiss, Michael.  Review of: Berry, R. J., God's Book of Works. Environmental Values 13(2004):138-138.  
(EV) 
 
Reitan, Eric H., "Deep Ecology and the Irrelevance of Morality," Environmental Ethics 
18(1996):411-424. Both Arne Naess and Warwick Fox have argued that deep ecology, in terms of 
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Arne Naess, expected January 1994, and hoped to be presented to Arne Naess on his 82nd birthday, 
January 27, 1994.  440 pages.  ISSN 0027-9374/1993/0905-0943.  Rs. 600.  U.S. $80.00.  There are thirty 
nine articles.  Samples: J. Baird Callicott, "International Environmental Ethics"; Max Oelschlaeger, 
"Ecofeminist Discourse on Place"; Andrew Brennan, "Challenges in the Foundations of Environmental 
Policy"; Holmes Rolston, "Down to Earth: Persons in Place in Natural History"; John E. Carroll, 
"Ecology and Moral Choice: Bias, Prejudice, and Ecology"; William Vitek, "Cultural Context and 
Historicity.  From Genesis to Garbage:  The Conceptual Roots of our Solid Waste Crisis"; Erwin H. Zube, 
"Cross-Cultural Landscape Studies: Review and Assessment"; J. Hansford Vest, "The Wild and the 
Tame: Understanding Wilderness and Agriculture in Native America"; J. Donald Hughes, "The Integrity 
of Nature and Respect for Place"; and many more, with a fine distribution of authors from many nations.  
For a full description contact: Dr. Rana P. B. Singh, Executive Editor, NGJI, No. B 29/12 A Lanka, 
Varanasi, UP 221005, India.  Place direct orders with the Secretary, National Geographical Society of 
India, Banares Hindu University, Varanasi, UP 221005, India. (v4,#3) 
 
Singh, Rana P.B., ed.  The Spirit and Power of Place: Human Environment and Sacrality: Essays 
dedicated to Yi-Fu Tuan.  Varanasi, India: National Geographical Society of India, 1994. 364 pages $70, 
Rs. 500/-.  A multidisciplinary perspective toward the idea of "environmental sensitivity"--searching and 
understanding the meanings with reference to human identity in the cosmos and human reflection on the 
earth.  Samples: J. Donald Hughes (U.S.), "The Integrity of Nature and Respect for Place"; O. F. G. 
Sitwell (Canada), "Sacred Space Reconsidered"; Ramesh C. Dhuss, "Phenomenology of Place in Indian 
Culture--Case of Delhi."  Contributors are from diverse disciplines and from diverse cultures.  However, 
at some level there appears similarity in their approaches and expositions.  (v6,#1) 
 
Singh, Rana P. B., ed., Environmental Ethics: Discourses, and Cultural Traditions: A Festschrift to Arne 
Naess.  Varanasi, India: The National Geographic Society of India, Banaras Hindu University, 1993.  256 
pages, cloth.  Rs. 500/-; US $ 70.00.  This volume is now published and available.  All articles are in 
English.  Also published as The National Geographic Journal of India, vol. 39, parts 1-4.  Twenty articles 
by international authors and fourteen book reviews.  Singh is Reader in Geography, Banaras Hindu 
University, Varanasi, UP 221005, India.  See more details in Newsletter, vol. 4, no. 3. (v5,#1) 
 
Singh, Satyajit, Taming the Waters: The Political Ecology of Large Dams in India.  New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1998, 2002.  Singh is at the University of Sussex, UK. 
 
Singleton, S, "Collaborative Environmental Planning in the American West: The Good, the Bad and the 
Ugly," Environmental Politics 11(no.3, 2002): 54-75. 
 
Singleton, Sara, "Co-operation or Capture? The Paradox of Co-management and Community 
Participation in Natural Resource Management and Environmental Policy-Making," Environmental 
Politics 9(no. 2, Summer 2000):1-  .  (v.12,#2) 
 
Sinha, A and Brault, S, "Assessing Sustainability of Nontimber Forest Product Extractions: How Fire 
Affects Sustainability," Biodiversity and Conservation 14 (no. 14, December 2005): 3537-3563. 



 
Sinha, Rajiv K., Margaret Greenway, Green Technologies for Environmental Management and 
Sustainable Development.  New Delhi, Akhil Books, 2004.  Website: www.akhilbooks.com  E-mail: 
info@akhilbooks.com.  Technologies of the 20th century promoted rapid socio-economic development 
and improved the quality of life of the people.  But it was not without a price.  All the basic life-support 
systems on earth-air, water and food-started getting poisoned in the wake of material development 
threatening our sustainability and survival. This called for a change in the strategy of development and the 
technologies applied.  Sustainable human society on earth with "good quality of life for all" can be 
achieved either by persuading people to change their behaviour and attitude to life and give up the culture 
of consumerism or by promoting sustainable development programmes with appropriate environmental 
technologies.  Rajiv K. Sinha is teaching environmental science/technology at the School of 
Environmental Engineering, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia.   He was formerly teaching similarly 
in India.  Margaret Greenway is Associate Professor and an Ecological Engineer, School of 
Environmental Engineering at Griffith University, Australia. 
 
Sinha, Rajiv K., "Embarking on the Second Green Revolution for Sustainable Agriculture in India: A 
Judicious Mix of Traditional Wisdom and Modern Knowledge in Ecological Farming," Journal of 
Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 10(1997/1998):183-197.  ABSTRACT: The Green Revolution in 
India which was heralded in the 1960's was a mixed blessing. Ambitious use of agro-chemicals boosted 
food production but also destroyed the agricultural ecosystem. Of late Indian farmers and agricultural 
scientists have realized this and are anxious to find alternatives--perhaps a non-chemical agriculture--and 
have even revived their age-old traditional techniques of natural farming. Scientists are working to find 
economically cheaper and ecologically safer alternatives to agro-chemicals. BlueGreen Algae 
Biofertilizers, Earthworm Vermicomposts (Vermiculture), biological control of pests and herbal 
biopesticides are showing promise. Saline agriculture and sewage fanning are also being promoted in 
India to augment food production in the face of water scarcity. There is a move to search for alternative 
foods, which are more nutritious, cheaper and have shorter harvest cycles. Farm and food policy in India 
has to change its outlook before there can be a second green revolution.  KEY WORDS: BGA 
biofertilizer, vermicompost, biological pest control, saline agriculture, sewage farming, Spirulina algal 
food, traditional agriculture.  (JAEE) 
 
Sippola, Anna-Lisa, Pirho Alaraudanjoki, Bruce Forbes, and Ville Hallikainen, eds., Northern Wilderness 
Areas: Ecology, Sustainability, Values.  Rovaniemi, Finland: Arctic Centre, University of Lapland (P. O. 
Box 122, 96101 Rovaniemi, Finland), 1995.  438 pages.  $ 30.  One emphasis is that what seems a remote 
wilderness to outsiders was home to various aboriginal peoples and other residents.  Such regions are now 
frequently under threat by development interests; the threats are unevenly distributed but the impact can 
be heavy.  44 authors.  (v8,#2) 
 
Sirico, Robert A., "The False Gods of Earth Day," Wall Street Journal, April 22, 1994.  
Environmentalism has become a religion, infecting the churches, and it worships false gods, with many 
followers in mainstream churches, also including Albert Gore, Vice-president of the United States.   One 
result is to undermine the positive result that economic growth has played in achieving the goals of 
religious ethics and concern for persons, and the role of religion in reforming persons in these economic 
and political systems and keeping them moral.  "To make Earth Day a religious holiday forgets the 
primary purpose of traditional faith: to avoid personal sin and to attain salvation.  To do this, man must 
obey God's law, as found in the 10 Commandments.  There is no commandment against littering, but 
there is a very straightforward one about worshiping false gods."  A good discussion editorial for classes 
in religion and environment.  Paulist Father Sirico is with the Study of Religion and Liberty, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan. (v5,#2) 
 
Sirmon, Jeff M. "Facing Tomorrow: Brazil's Difficult Forestry Choices",  Journal of Forestry 94(no. 10, 



1996):9.  (v7,#4) 
 
Sisk, T. D., et al., "A Landscape Perspective for Forest Restoration," Journal of Forestry 103(no. 6, 
July/August 2005): 319-320.  
 
Sitter, Beat, "The New Categorical Imperative:  The Ethical Principle for a Technological Age. " Pages 
205-220 in William R. Shea, ed., Revolutions in Science: Their Meaning and Relevance.  Canton, MA, 
Science History Publications, Watson Publishing International, 1988.  "Act in such a way:  That you can 
want the attitudes and rules that you follow to become a general law.  That you always respect the 
inherent worth of everything affected by your actions (nonhumans no less than human beings) and 
consider it in a fair way.  That you never regard and use anything in the world as a means only." (v4,#4) 
 
Sitter-Liver, Beat: "Tiefen-Oekologie: Kontrapunkt im aktuellen Kulturgeschehen" (in German: Deep 
Ecology. A Counterpoint in Today's Mainstream Culture), Natur und Kultur 1 (No. 1, 2000): 70-88.  
Deep ecology aims at a change of our self-consciousness, beyond technical environmentalism. We gain 
our self from interrelations with other beings. Therefore, the ruling exploitation of nature should give way 
to a moderate and fair dwelling in the world. The practical priciple of dignity of all creatures asks for a 
cultural change that places market and profit ideas on a subordinate level. Knowing that we cannot exist 
without harming and consuming other beings, we still accept the challenge of promoting life, wherever 
possible. Culture stands for the constructive coping with this existential tension.  (v.11,#2) 
 
SitterLiver (Sitter-Liver), Beat and Beatrix Sitter-Liver, eds.  Culture within Nature, Culture dans la 
Nature.  Basel, Switzerland: Swiss Academy of Humanities and Social Sciences, 1995.  ISBN 3-090164-
22-6.  Contributions from about twenty authors, about half in English, half in French, the text 
complemented with visual arts.  This volume was produced with the assistance and co-operation of 
UNESCO.  Sample chapters: Carmina Virgili, Paris, "L'Etre humain et la planète Terre";  Beat Sitter-
Liver, "La nature - une cité.  Vers une constitution politique de la nature"; Nicolas M. Sosa, Salamanca, 
"Ecological Ethics as an Ethics of Physical and Moral Survival.  Towards  Morality of All-Embracing 
Communication and Solidarity"; Peter Saladin, Berne, "L'aspect temporel de la protection de la nature.  
La dimension juridico-politique"; Juan Diez Nicolas, Madrid, "Postmaterialism and the Social 
Ecosystem."  Beat Sitter-Liver is professor of philosophy, University of Fribourg and Secretary-General 
of the Swiss Academy of Humanities and Social Sciences, Berne.  Beatrix Sitter-Liver is an artist.  
(v6,#3)  Reviewed by Cathherine Larrère. Environmental Ethics 19(1997):433-435. (EE) 
 
Sittler, Joseph.  "Ecological Commitment as Theological Responsibility."  Zygon 5 (June 1970): 172-181. 
 
Siurua, Hanna, "Nature above People: Rolston and "Fortress" Conservation in the South," Ethics and the 
Environment 11(2006):71-96.  Holmes Rolston III has argued that in some situations where the needs of 
starving people come into conflict with the protection of natural values, "we" ought to prioritize the latter.  
Focusing on the threat to pristine ecosystems and endangered species posed by overpopulation in 
developing countries, Rolston advocates the exclusion of human settlement and activity from the most 
fragile and valuable wild areas--a strategy sometimes termed "fortress conservation."  This approach 
suffers from at least three serious faults. First, fortress conservation is regarded as an illegitimate 
imposition by many of the local people on whose cooperation the success of conservation initiatives 
depends, often leading to failure in terms of conservation objectives.  Second, the assumption that 
conservation and the satisfaction of basic human needs are largely incompatible ignores evidence of 
widespread environmentally sustainable patterns of resource use.  Finally, Rolston's appeal to "us," 
referring variously to concerned North Americans and to humanity as a whole, implicitly universalizes 
the preservationist value system of a Northern minority while excluding the values and voices of the 
people directly affected by the proposed conservation measures.  Siurua is a graduate student in 
philosophy, Lancaster University, UK.  (Eth&Env) 



 
Sivaraksa, Sulak, "Development and Environment in Southeast Asia." Zygon 24 (1989): 429-436.  
Western-style development and modernization is destroying the environment of Southeast Asia.  A 
convergence of core Asian traditions with a new non-mechanistic paradigm of science offers the best 
hope for a spiritual basis for development.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 
 
Sivaramakrishnan, K., "Forest Co-management as Science and Democracy in West Bengal, India," 
Environmental Values 11(2002):277-302. This essay argues that important development and natural 
resource management initiatives that seek to expand meaningful participation by rural communities 
directly affected by such ventures can be usefully examined as democratic technologies. Drawing upon 
nearly two decades of experience designing, implementing, and researching forest co-management 
programs in India, the essay examines the analogous practices through which democracy and forest 
management science become contested regulatory ideals while creating the deliberative spaces in which 
post-Habermasian public spheres can be constructed. The analysis of disciplinary tendencies, bureaucratic 
transition, and emerging solidarities among historically marginalised groups responding to the 
performance of democracy and scientific forest management is used to offer revisions to the more 
sweeping critiques of technology as fundamentally anti-democratic. (EV) 
 
Sivard, Ruth Leger, World Military and Social Expenditures, 15th, 1993 edition.  56 pages, a slim book 
with a lot of information in it.  This document is produced annually by the independent research 
organization World Priorities, Inc., Box 25140, Washington, DC 2007.  Published in translations in eight 
languages.  Some findings:  The developed countries spend as much on military power in a year as the 
poorest 2 billion people on Earth earn in total income.  The developed countries in 1990 provided $ 56 
billion in economic aid to the poorer countries and sold $ 36 billion worth of arms to them.  At a cost of 
less than half their military expenditures, the developing countries could provide a package of basic health 
care services and clinical care that would save 10 million lives a year.  World military spending in 1992 
exceeded $ 600 billion.  U. S. military spending accounted for nearly half this amount, despite the fact 
that in the U.S. one person in seven lives below the poverty line and over 37 million people lack any form 
health care coverage.  In his foreword, John Kenneth Galbraith writes, "With the end of the Cold War, 
military expenditure on the present scale is patently ridiculous."   But, Garrett Hardin reminds us (see 
previous entry), it costs money to protect your lifeboat.  And with all that money spent, there is precious 
little left for conservation. (v4,#4) 
 
Sive, David, "Standing, Sprawl, and More Stringent Emissions Limitations via the Clean Air Act," 
Journal of Environmental Law & Practice 7 (No. 3, 2000 Winter): 6-  .  (v.11,#4) 
 
Sixel, Freidrich W., in cooperation with Luther, Bladev R., Nature in Our Culture:  A Study in the 
Anthropology and Sociology of Knowing.  Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2001.  
Environmental problems are not a consequence of incorrect science but of the history of Western society.  
The dominant culture that has developed in modernity serves, primarily, the dominance of that culture.  
An egoistic instrumentalism forces the modern individual to view everything in terms of its usefulness.  
Only a culture that resurrects in itself its own "Nature-ness" will rectify our present problematic Nature.  
With particular attention to Goethe.  (v.12,#3) 
 
Siy, E.,  L. Koziol, and D. Rollins, The State of the States: Assessing the Capacity of States to Achieve 
Sustainable Development through Green Planning.  San Francisco: Resource Renewal Institute, 2001.  
(Fort Mason Center, Pier One, San Francisco, CA 94123).  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
Sizer, Nigel. Profit Without Plunder: Reaping Revenue From Guyana's Tropical Forests Without 
Destroying Them. Washington, D.C.: World Resource Institute, 1995. 46pp. $14.95 paper. This report, 
developed at the request of Guyana's President, Dr. Cheddi Jagan, explains how the country can reap 



revenue from its forests without destroying them.  Identifying seven key steps Guyana can take for 
sustainable forestry management, author Nigel Sizer provides both concrete proposals for immediate and 
long-term action and a comprehensive analysis of the country's forestry programs to date.  (v8,#1) 
Sjolander-Lindqvist (Sjölander-Lindqvist), Annelie, "Conflicting Perspectives on Water in a Swedish 
Railway Tunnel Project," Environmental Values 14(2005):221-239.  The building of a railway tunnel 
through the Hallandsas ridge in the southwewt of Sweden resulted in sinking groundwater levels and a 
toxic spill for the local community.  As a result, this highly technological project expanded from the 
addressing of technological and economic issues of rail traffic and tunnel building to include issues of 
environmental harm and how to assess and manage the geology of the ridge.  A central concern for local 
residents as well as for the developer has been how to view and interpret the resource of groundwater.  
This article focuses on groundwater as a boundary object, bordering the domains of the technologists and 
the local community.  In this situation, technological understanding and knowledge confronts an 
experience-based understanding and a symbolic interpretation of the water resource.  Sjölander-Lindqvist 
is at Göteborg University, Göteborg, Sweden.  (EV) 
 
Sjosted, Gunnar, Review of Pritchard, Roger, International Environmental Negotiation. Environmental 
Values 3(1994):183.  (EV) 
 
Skagen Ekeli, Kristian, "Environmental Risks, Uncertainty and Intergenerational Ethics," Environmental 
Values 13(2004):421-448.  The way our decisions and actions can affect future generations is surrounded 
by uncertainty.  This is evident in current discussions of environmental risks related to global climate 
change, biotechnology and the use and storage of nuclear energy. The aim of this paper is to consider 
more closely how uncertainty affects our moral responsibility to future generations, and to what extent 
moral agents can be held responsible for activities that inflict risks on future people.  It is argued that our 
moral responsibility to posterity is limited because our ability to foresee how present decisions and 
activities will affect future people is limited.  The reason for this is primarily that we are in a situation of 
ignorance regarding the pace and direction of future scientific and technological development.  This 
ignorance reduces our responsibility in a temporal dimension because in most areas it is impossible to 
predict the interests and resource needs of future generations.  In one area, however, we have fairly 
reliable knowledge about future people.  It is reasonable to assume that future human beings will have the 
same basic physiological (physical and biological) needs as we have.  On this basis, it is argued that we 
can be held responsible for activities causing avoidable damage to critical resources that are necessary to 
provide for future physiological needs.  Furthermore, it is suggested that it is prima facie immoral to 
impose risks upon future generations in cases where the following conditions are fulfilled: (1) the risk 
poses a threat to the ability of future generations to meet their physiological needs, and (2) the risk 
assessment is supported by scientifically based harm scenarios.  Ekeli is in philosophy, Norwegian 
University of Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway.  (EV) 
 
Skakoon, Elizabeth. "Nature and Human Identity." Environmental Ethics 30(2008):37-49. In opposition 
to modernist conceptions of the “self,” some environmental philosophers argue that human identity is first 
and foremost wild and natural because it is a product of an ontologically independent nature. They use 
evolutionary theory to create and maintain a division between our wild, natural human identity and our 
artifactual culture. Their position is supported by a misunderstanding of both early hominid evolution and 
artifacts. Artifacts are not the neutral instruments of human will, but exist with us in “economies” that 
constantly create unintended consequences. In terms of recent work in the field of philosophical 
anthropology, a reexamination of the evolutionary evidence suggests that our identity is not natural but 
completely artifactual. This artifactual identity provides us with new ways of conceptualizing our present 
ecological problems. (EE) 
 
Skelton, William H., ed., Wilderness Trails of Cherokee National Forest.  Knoxville: University of 
Tennessee Press, 1992.  323 pages.  Over a hundred tails in this 625,000 acre national forest, along the 



Tennessee-North Carolina State line, accessible within a day's drive by most of the Eastern United States 
and surrounding the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, one of the most visited parks in the world.  
This is a fine example of a University Press contributing to local environmental appreciation and 
conservation.  Skelton is a Knoxville, Tennessee attorney. (v4,#3) 
 
Skinner, M. W., Kuhn, R. G. and Joseph, A. E., "Agricultural Land Protection in China: A Case Study of 
Local Governance in Zhejiang Province," Land Use Policy 18(no.ER4, 2001): 329-40.  (v.13,#2) 
 
Skirbekk, Gunnar, Manuscripts on Rationality (Bergen: Ariadne Forlag, 1992). (in English)  Paper, 241 
pages.  ISBN 82-90477-22-8.  Includes: "Technological Expertise and Global Ethics in an Age of 
Scientization and Ecological Crisis"; "The Beauty and the Beast: Ethical Reflections on the Borderline 
between Humankind and Beasthood"; "Property and Interdependence: Remarks on the Notion of 
Ownership in the Borderline between Economy and Ecology" (asking "To what extent is man entitled to 
treat nature as his private property; what can and cannot be owned?"; and "Ethical Gradualism."  The last 
essay presents arguments in favor of an ethical gradualism between humans and other mammals and 
between humans and nature.  Humans do have a paradigmatically different identity owing to their social 
nature and to their discursive rationality; nevertheless "there is no sharp borderline between man and 
higher mammals and some ethical gradualism is therefore called for."  Extending this to plants, species, 
and ecosystems is more problematic.  (Norway) 
 
Skirbekk, Gunnar, Eco-Philosophical Manuscripts (Bergen: Ariadne forlag, 1992)  (in English).  98 
pages.  Paper.  ISBN 82-90477-27-9.  Six essays: "Ecological Crisis and Technological Expertise"; 
"Science and Ethics"; "A Crisis in the Humanities"; "Political Culture"; "Eco-Crisis and the Welfare 
State"; "A Pragmatic Notion of Nature."  The last is "an essay on the Norwegian way of life, in regard to 
the rapport between nature and national identity."  "Norwegians are not very exciting, except for their 
relation to nature."  Unlike most Europeans, further south, that relation is neither one of domination nor of 
aesthetic appreciation.  Norwegian children grow up with more exposure to nature than most; there is a 
long history of a close relation between people and nature.  "Thus nature, together with history and 
peasantry, became the foundation of national consciousness.  This is a rapport to nature which is not 
grasped in terms of resources for material exploitation, or as an object for aesthetic contemplation.  This 
is nature as the foundation for self-respect and self-understanding."  "The Norwegian ideology of open-air 
life is ... saturated by caution and piety toward nature by some sort of eco-philosophic reverence for life."  
"This way of understanding nature, and of living with it, transcends the ethical dimension and points 
towards the dimension of metaphysics."  There is a similar essay in his Rationality and Modernity 
(forthcoming).  (Norway) 
 
Skirbekk, Gunnar, ed., The Notion of Sustainability and its Normative Implications.  Oslo: Scandinavian 
University Press, 1994.  193 pages.  Six articles, all in English:  Michael Ruse (Philosophy, University of 
Guelph), "Sustainability"; Jorgen Randers (Economics, Norwegian School of Management, Oslo), "The 
Quest for a Sustainable SocietyA Global Perspective"; Peter B. Sloep (Biology, Dutch Open University at 
Heerlen), "The Impact of `Sustainability' on the Field of Environmental Science"; Kristin Shrader-
Frechette (Philosophy, University of South Florida), "Sustainability and Environmental Ethics"; Gunnar 
Skirbekk, "Ethical Gradualism, beyond Anthropocentrism and Biocentrism?"; Georgios Anagnostopoulos 
(Philosophy, University of California, San Diego), "Sustainability and Ways of Achieving It." The 
authors claim to defend a "reasonable radicalism," avoiding the Scylla of soft eco-holism and the 
Charybdis of shortsighted scientism.  Skirbekk is in philosophy at the University of Bergen.  (v5,#4) 
 
Skjaerseth, JB; Wettestad, J, "Understanding the Effectiveness of EU Environmental Policy: How Can 
Regime Analysis Contribute?," Environmental Politics 11(no.3, 2002): 99-120. 
 
Sklar, Holly. "Scapegoating and Slander: Blaming the Poor for Poverty", The Ecologist 26(no. 



4,1996):187.  To deflect blame from the economic policies which are creating poverty and 
unemployment, many local and national leaders are scapegoating those most impoverished by such 
policies: principally single mothers, ethnic minorities, and the poor themselves.  Such scapegoating is 
being used to divide and rule opposition to globalization: instead of working together across racial lines 
and gender divides to transform society, people are being turned against each other.  (v7,#4) 
 
Skoch, Edwin A., "Personal Injury Liability Coverage for Environmental Contamination under the 
Comprehensive General Liability Policy: Is Migrating Pollution A `Wrongful Entry or Eviction or Other 
Invasion of the Right of Private Occupancy'", Tulane Environmental Law Journal, 9(No.1, 1995):37-  .  
(v7,#1) 
 
Skog, Kenneth E. and Ince, Peter J., "Industrial Ecology and Sustainable Forestry," Journal of Forestry 
98(no.10, OCT 01 2000):20-  . Tracing the flow of materials through production and consumption is a 
useful but limited approach to determine the most effective ways to conserve forests and their benefits.  
(EE v.12,#1) 
 
Skogen, K., "Adapting Adaptive Management to a Cultural Understanding of Land Use Conflicts," 
Society and Natural Resources 16(no. 5, 2003): 435-450.  (v 14, #3) 
 
Skolimowski, Henryk, "Ecology and the Sanctity of Life."  1992.  Publication no. 7.  Available from Eco-
Philosophy Centre, 1002 Granger, Ann Arbor, MI 48104.  (v6,#4) 
 
Skolimowski, Henryk, The Participatory Mind: A New Theory of Knowledge and of the Universe. 
Reviewed by Noel Charlton. Environmental Values 5(1996):183-186.  (EV) 
 
Skolimowski, Henryk.  Eco-Philosophy: Designing New Tactics for Living.  Reviewed in Environmental 
Ethics 6(1984):167-74. 
 
Skolimowski, Henryk. "In Defence of Sustainable Development." Environmental Values 4(1995):69-70. 
Wilfred Beckerman, of Balliol College, Oxford has written a crisp essay attempting to undermine the 
meaning of the concept of `Sustainable Development'. As I read his first arguments, I couldn't agree with 
him more that the concept is excessively stretched, that there is a lot of sloppy usage, and indeed that a 
spurious intellectual industry has been created in manufacturing various by-products of Sustainable 
Development.  But ...  Skolimowski is in ecological philosophy in Poland.  (EV) 
 
Skolimowski, Henryk.  "The Dogma of Anti-Anthropocentrism and Ecophilosophy."  Environmental 
Ethics 6(1984):283-88. 
 
Skolnikoff, Eugene B.  The Elusive Transformation: Science, Technology, and the Evolution of 
International Politics.  Princeton University Press, 1993.  320 pages. $39.50.  A professor of political 
science at MIT and White House advisor under several administrations, Skolnikoff argues that the most 
powerful and persistent forces in societal change are science and technology.  Included are TV, nuclear 
weapons, global warming, and the green revolution.  This book is the first comprehensive attempt to show 
the interrelationship of international political systems and science and technology.  Based on extensive 
research and the author's accumulated experience.  "... a tour de force" --Ted Greenwood, Sloan 
Foundation. (v5,#2) 
 
Skorupinski, Barbara,  et al., “Consensus Conferences - A Case Study: Publiforum in Switzerland with 
Special Respect to the Role of Lay Persons and Ethics,” Journal of Agricultural and Environmental 
Ethics 20(2007):37-52.  This paper focuses on experiences from a case study dealing with the Swiss type 
of a consensus conference called “PubliForum” concerning “Genetic Technology and Nutrition” (1999). 



Societal and ethical aspects of genetically modified food meanwhile can be seen as prototypes of topics 
depending on the involvement of the public through a participatory process. The important role of the lay 
perspective in this field seems to be accepted in practice. Nevertheless, there is still some theoretical 
controversy about the necessity and democratic legitimacy of participatory processes in general, and 
especially about those dealing with technological or environmental problems (sustainable development) 
concerning society. From an ethical point of view, a lot of heterogeneous problems concerning contents 
and procedures of public participation can be pointed out, not only on the theoretical level but also in 
practice, e.g., concerning the communication process between laypersons and experts. The intention of 
our paper is to give hints and to clarify criteria that support the communication process leading to a dialog 
of autonomous citizens and which especially consider ethical aspects in the field. One important result is 
that there must be an orientation for all members of a consensus conference having clear rules and 
knowing their different roles that support transparency, credibility, and fairness of the whole procedure 
and a “good product”: a substantial final document or citizens’ report.  This paper presents results of the 
project Ethical Bio-TA Tools as funded by the European Commission, DG Research, under FP5, Quality 
of Life Programme. 
Keywords:  autonomy - consensus conferences - GM food - lay persons - publiForum. Skorupinski is in 
the Unit für Ethics in Biosciences, University of Basel, Switzerland. 
 
Skorupinski, Barbara, "Putting Precaution to Debate - about the Precautionary Principle and Participatory 
Technology Assessment," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 15(no. 1, 2002):87-102.  
Technology assessment (TA) as an institution was introduced nearly thirty years ago as an instrument to 
render possible the making of responsible decisions concerning new technological options. Another 
recent development however has been the introduction of participatory technology assessment (pTA), 
mainly connected to the growing insight that the evaluation of technological options with respect to their 
risks and benefits, is not--only--a scientific question. This paper will focus on the questions, to what 
degree the ideas of technology assessment and the Precautionary Principle are connected and how. 
Without naming it explicitly, the Precautionary Principle is put to debate in the "TA-arrangement on the 
cultivation of transgenic herbicide resistant crops," organized by the Science Centre, Berlin. From the 
perspective of ethical clarification, some unique features concerning the conceptualization of the 
discoursive procedure and reconstruction of the argumentation process in order to come to results have to 
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population pressures and the inequitable trading relations and development patterns between North and 
South.  (v5,#4) 
Swanson, Timothy. Global Action for Biodiversity: An International Framework for Implementing the 
Convention on Biological Diversity. Covelo, CA: Island Press, 1997. 208pp. $61.50 cloth, $26.50 paper. 
This book describes the nature of the issues now before the international community, the gaps in the GBD 
Convention which remain to be filled, and the ways in which the international community can reach 
agreement on those gaps.  (v8,#2) 
 
Swanson. Timothy M., ed.  Intellectual Property Rights and Biodiversity Conservation: An 



Interdisciplinary Analysis of the Values of Medicinal Plants.  New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1995.  285 pages.  $59.95 cloth.  A detailed analysis of the economic and scientific rationales for 
biodiversity conservation. The contributions form an interdisciplinary approach encompassing fields of 
study such as evolutionary biology, chemistry, economics and legal studies. The arguments are presented 
through the case study of medicinal plant use in the pharmaceutical industry. (v7, #3) 
 
Swara (the Swahili for impala) is the conservation magazine of the East African Wildlife Society (2nd 
floor, Museum Hill Centre.  Mailing address: P. O. Box 20110, Nairobi, Kenya. Phone 748170.  Fax 
746868).  They print about 10,000 copies.  (v6,#3) 
 
Swart, Betsy. "The Fight Against Fur."  The Animals' Agenda 16(Jul. 1996):18.  (v7,#2) 
 
Swart, Jac. A.A., "Care for the Wild: An Integrative View on Wild and Domesticated Animals," 
Environmental Values 14(2005): 241-250.  Environmental ethics has to deal with the challenge of 
reconciling contrasting ecocentric and animal-centric perspectives. Two classic attempts at this 
reconciliation, which both adopted the metaphor of concentric circles, are discussed. It is concluded that 
the relationship between the animal and its environment, whether the latter is human or natural, should be 
a pivotal element of such reconciliation. An alternative approach is presented, inspired by care ethics, 
which proposes that caring for wild animals implies caring for their relationship to the natural 
environment and thus taking action to maintain wildlife habitat. This type of care is labelled non-specific 
care because it is not directed towards the individual wild animal and its specific individual needs. In 
contrast, caring for domestic animals is called specific care because it is much more directed towards the 
individual animal's needs.  Swart is in biology, University of Groningen, The Netherlands.  (EV) 
 
Swart, Jac. A.A., "The Wild Animal as a Research Animal," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental 
Ethics 17(2004):181-197.  Most discussions on animal experimentation refer to domesticated animals and 
regulations are tailored to this class of animals.  However, wild animals are also used for research, e.g., in 
biological field research that is often directed to fundamental ecological-evolutionary questions or to 
conservation goals.  There are several differences between domesticated and wild animals that are 
relevant for evaluation of the acceptability of animal experiments.  Biological features of wild animals are 
often more critical as compared with domesticated animals because of their survival effects.  An 
important issue is what is called here "natural suffering":  the suffering from natural circumstances.  
Should this type of suffering be taken into account when suffering from experimentation is evaluated?  As 
an answer, it is suggested that "natural functioning" should be considered as an additional standard in the 
evaluation of wild animal experimentation.  Finally, two topics related to the ecological context are 
considered.  Firstly, the often inevitable involvement of non-research animals in wild animal 
experimentation, and secondly, the eco-centric approach to nature conservation.  According to the latter 
position, animals are subordinated to ecosystems.  All these aspects make the evaluation of wild animal 
experiments much more complex than experiments with domesticated animals.  Preliminary scores are 
proposed to deal with these aspects.  It is argued that this should not lead to a more complex 
governmental regulation, since an effective maintenance and control are hard to realize and one may loose 
the cooperation of researchers themselves. In addition, non-governmental professional organizations such 
as research societies and funding organizations play a pivotal role.  Keywords: animal experimentation, 
animal welfare, domesticated animals, field biological research, natural functioning, natural suffering, 
wild animals 
The author is in the Section Science and Society, Department of Biology, Groningen University, The 
Netherlands.  (JAEE) 
 
Swearengen, Jack C.  "Brownfields and Greenfields: An Ethical Perspective on Land Use." 
Environmental Ethics 21(1999):277-292. America's industries and families continue to forsake cities for 
suburban and rural environs, in the process leaving nonproductive lands (brownfields) and simultaneously 



removing greenfield land from agriculturally or biologically productive use. In spite of noteworthy 
exceptions, urban regions which once functioned as vital communities continue in economic and social 
decline. Discussion or debate about the problem (or, indeed, whether it is a problem at all) invokes 
systems of values which often are not articulated. Some attribute the urban exodus to departure from 
personal ethical norms (e.g., substance abuse, violence, welfare addiction) by urban residents, as though 
ethical decline is driving the phenomenon. Others take the exact opposite stance, that social and economic 
decline follow the departure of the economic base. There is no consensus on what government should do 
about the problem, or whether government should be involved at all. I present elements of a land-use 
ethic which can accommodate the foregoing. I argue that government is already involved in the 
brownfields problem because urban flight is facilitated by public policies which de facto subsidize the 
process. I further argue that the debate invokes key--but unexamined--assumptions regarding limits. 
Where there are few substitutes for resources and the social cost of exploitation is high, government 
intervention in the market is necessary; "value-free" economic approaches need to be supplemented by 
values concerning what ought to be, i.e., what is desirable for society.  (EE) 
 
Swearingen, Thomas Craig.  Moral Development and Environmental Ethics.  Ph.D. dissertation in the 
College of Forest Resources, University of Washington, 1989.  Available through University Microfilms, 
Ann Arbor, MI.  293 pages.  Kohlberg's theory of moral development is relevant to the development of 
environmental ethical reasoning.  Kohlberg is Western and anthropocentric.  His theory is extended and 
adapted to environmental ethics.  An instrument is developed to measure principled moral reasoning with 
an environmental orientation.  Approximately 25,000 subjects were observed in a national park; persons 
observed to engage in environmentally destructive behavior and a matched random sample of other 
visitors were studied, 568 respondents.  Analyses indicate that the subjects' responses are consistent with 
the extended theory hypothesizing stages in the development of environmental ethical reasoning.  The 
thesis advisor was Robert G. Lee.  A paper in progress, continuing this research is, "The Development of 
an Environmental Morality: A Theoretical Synthesis."  Swearingen teaches in the Department of Health, 
Physical  education, and Leisure Studies, University of Alabama, Mobile.  (v6,#3) 
 
Swedlund A.C., "Book Review: Human Population Dynamics: Cross-Disciplinary Perspectives. By Helen 
Macbeth and Paul Collinson eds. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 2002. Biosocial Society 
Symposium Series. Hb-75.00, Pb-28.00. Glossary, index, 224 pp," Human Ecology 32(no.3, June 
2004):389-391(3).  (v. 15, # 3) 
 
 
Sweet, Leonard I.  State of the Ark.  A special number of Bibelot, a periodical for pastors and alumni of 
the United Theological Seminary, Dayton, Ohio.  The issue is devoted to environmental ethics and 
religion and environment.  Many current books are reviewed and developments in these areas are 
analyzed.  $3.00 a copy from United Theological Seminary, 1810 Harvard Boulevard, Dayton, OH 45406. 
(v1,#1) 
 
Swenson, J.J., and J. Franklin, "The Effects of Future Urban Development on Habitat Fragmentation in 
the Santa Monica Mountains," Landscape Ecology 15(no.8, Dec. 2000): 713-.  (v.12,#3) 
 
Swertlitz, Marc, ed., Judaism and Ecology, 1970-1986: A Sourcebook of Readings.  Fourteen of the 
principal scholarly articles in the field, also with further bibliography.  Contact: Ellen Bernstein, Shomrei 
Adamah, 550 Wissahickon Avenue, # 804C, Philadelphia, PA 19144.  215/844-8150. (v5,#2) 
 
Swetlitz, Marc, ed., Judaism and Ecology, 1970-1986: A Sourcebook of Readings, 1990, published by 
Shomrei Adamah, Church Road and Greenwood Ave., Wyncote, PA 19095, available at that address.  An 
anthology of fourteen articles intended to provide Jewish leaders and educators with liturgical, 
educational, and resource materials that inspire an awareness of nature and promote an active practice of 



stewardship.  With a selected bibliography.  (Thanks to Steven Shaw for these two entries.) (v3,#3) 
 
Swidler, Leonard, "Toward a Universal Declaration of a Global Ethic." Pages 1-18 in Swidler, ed., For 
All Life: Toward a Universal Declaration of a Global Ethic.  Ashland: White Cloud Press, 1999. 
 
Swift Jr., Lloyd W. and Burns, Richard G.  "The Three Rs of Roads: Redesign, Reconstruction, and 
Restoration."  Journal of Forestry 97(No.8, August 1999):40-  .  Old unpaved access roads located near 
streams and rivers often contribute sediment to the watershed.  For landowners who cannot reconstruct 
and relocate such roads to protect water quality, low-cost mitigation alternatives are available.  (v10,#4) 
 
Swimme, Brian and Thomas Berry, The Universe Story: From the Primordial Flaring Forth to the Ecozoic 
Era--A Celebration of the Unfolding of the Cosmos. San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1992.  305 pp.  
Hardcover, $ 22.00.  Swimme is a mathematical cosmologist, California Institute of Integral Studies, San 
Francisco; Berry is a Catholic priest and historian of cultures. (v3,#4) 
 
Swimme, Brian.  The Hidden Heart of the Cosmos: Humanity and the New Story.  Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 
Books, 1997.  12pp. $15 cloth. Swimme takes a journey through the cosmos in search of the "new story" 
that is developing in answer to this age-old question.  He shows that science can be a wisdom tradition, its 
lessons integral to our being and well-being.  (v8,#1) 
 
Sydoriak, Charisse; Allen, Craig; Jacobs, Brian, "Would Ecological Restoration Make the Bandelier 
Wilderness More or Less of a Wilderness," Wild Earth 10(no.4, Wint 2000):83-.  (v.12,#4) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "What Is Wrong with Applied Ethics?"   One problem is the delivery of the commodity, 
but deeper problems lie in the applied idea and in what the application is presumed to be made to.  There 
is something odd about the very idea of applied ethics, rather like applied nursing.  All ethics is applied; 
there is no pure ethics.  But further, environmental ethics challenges the whole body of ethical theory, not 
just application.  The label "applied" is substantially a misnomer.  A main matter with the body of ethics 
is its anthropic bias.  Three options that emerge are inappropriate application, or extension or adjustment, 
and fashioning of something new, and these correspond more or less to the threefold division of 
environmental positions: shallow, intermediate, and deep.  A provocative and insightful paper.  This paper 
was given at a conference, "Philosophy and Applied Ethics Re-examined," at the University of Newcastle 
in August 1993. (v5,#1) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, and David Bennett, The Greening of Ethics: From Human Chauvinism to Deep-Green 
Theory.  Tucson: University of Arizona Press; and Cambridge UK: White Horse Press, 1994.  Pp. 269.  
$22.95 paper, $45.00 cloth; £11.95 paper, £29.95 cloth.  Environmental ethics from "down under" 
showing how topsy turvy the uppermost Western, first world view really is.  The most insightful work of 
many to come out of Australia so far as it seeks to define, in its own national development, Australia's 
unique contribution to the greening of ethics.  Forceful, critical, subversive, even satirical, and, ultimately, 
quite constructive, Sylvan and Bennett show that if conservation fails in Australia, then all hope of 
convincing the rest of the world of its importance is dead. 
 Sylvan and Bennett's analysis is by no means peculiarly  Australian. Environmental ethics, they 
argue, everywhere comes in shallow, intermediate, and deep forms, and the authors use their position to 
evaluate what is happening in Europe and the United States.  In their most original chapter (5), the authors 
set out their "deep-green theory," both sharing features with, and contrasted with, "deep ecology."  The 
earlier chapters are mostly "de-constructionist," but in conclusion the authors advance their own 
construction of an appropriately green ethics based on intrinsic value in nature.  The final chapters look at 
practical applications, always more radical than we like first to suppose. Sylvan is in philosophy at the 
Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra.  Bennett is environment 
officer with the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission in Canberra.  (v5,#4) 



 
Sylvan, Richard, "War and Peace IV: Tao and Deep-Green," 23 page typescript.  Taoism and deep-green 
environmental theory diverge over war.  Taoism is not a pacific doctrine but is committed to skilful 
defensive militarism, limited defensive military operations for specific purposes.  Deep-green theory 
stands opposed to professional militarism, and is committed to a principled pacifism.  Conveniently, a 
route through Taoism leads to problems of pacifism and toward a deep green theory.  Available from 
Department of Philosophy, Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, P. O. 
Box 4, (v2,#4) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, and David Bennett, The Greening of Ethics.  Cambridge, UK: Whitehorse Press, 1994.  
300 pages.  £ 11.95.  Chapter titles: Ethics and its Reluctant Greening, Set Against Escalating 
Environmental Problems.  Shallow Environmental Ethics.  Intermediate Environmental Ethics.  A 
Prominent Deep Environmental Movement: Deep Ecology.  An Outline of Deep-Green Theory, by Way 
of Contrast with Deep Ecology.  On the Development of Environmental Ethics.  On Ways and Means of 
Marketing, Propagating, Inculcating and Implementing Environmental Ethics. Suggestions on a Range of 
Initiatives and for Action.  The authors claim "that Australia has become a bellwether territory," and hold 
that "if conservation fails in Australia then all hope of convincing the rest of the world of its importance is 
dead."  The work grows out of a UNESCO study on environmental ethics in Australia; it has an 
Australian flavor and cast.  There is, throughout, a subversive tone, in the best philosophical sense, in that 
it casts a steady critical eye over the traditional, that is, modernist assumption of the European West, its 
domination over nature, its worship of entrepreneurial, capitalist economics, its arrogant colonialism, the 
British sense of empire of which Australia is a result. 
 One gets the sense that one is reading a book by disaffected renegades who know the tradition 
they are rebelling against inside out, products of it themselves, and making criticisms too forceful and 
well put for one to dismiss them as those of idiosyncratic disaffection.  There is insight here that cannot or 
ought not be ignored.  Chapters 1-4 are deconstructionist, but the authors construct their own deep green 
theory in Chapter 5 in a highly original way.  Chapters 6, 7, 8 are on "applying" ethics, a term the authors 
rightfully find problematic, with persistent criticism of the idea of development, asking what it is that one 
wants to develop.  Ideas like "marketing, propagating, inculcating, packaging, and implementing" 
environmental ethics are real teasers because every word is loaded; the authors are taking the terms of the 
standard worldview and using them subversively to show the limitations of the marketing mentality.  The 
authors are in philosophy at the Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, 
Canberra; see below.  An American co-publisher is University of Arizona Press. (v5,#1) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, Bennett, David, The Greening of Ethics. Reviewed by Robert Elliot. Environmental 
Values 5(1996):273-274.  (EV) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "On the Value Core of Deep-Green Theory."  Pages 222-229 in Oddie, Graham and 
Perrett, Roy W., eds., Justice, Ethics and New Zealand Society.  Auckland, New Zealand: Oxford 
University Press, 1992. 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "Mucking with Nature"  In Sylvan, Against the Main Stream.  Discussion Papers in 
Environmental Philosophy, no. 21.  Canberra: Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National 
University, 1994.  Criticizes Robert Elliot's "Faking Nature," Eric Katz, "The Big Lie: Human Restoration 
of Nature,"and Eugene Hargrove on "therapeutic nihilism." 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "Problems and Solutions in Radical Deeper Green Political Theory: An Australian 
Perspective."  There is a growing dissatisfaction with Australia's political institutions, and increasing 
demand to change them.  This demand has been initiated top-down; there is so far little surge from grass-
roots levels.  Nonetheless, along with apathy, there is widespread popular disenchantment.  There is now 
an opportunity, if a rather small window of opportunity, to get green and radical themes on the agenda for 



real political change in Australia.  That opportunity should not be missed. (v5,#1) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, Transcendental Metaphysics.  Cambridge, UK: The White Horse Press, 1998.  500 
pages. £ 45.00.  Sylvan links his "deep green" theory of environmental philosophy to wide-ranging work 
in metaphysics, semantics, logic and value theory, his last work just completed before he died.  
Pioneering, eclectic, and controversial.  Sylvan advocates "plurallism" (sic).  "There is not merely a 
plurality of correct theories and more or less satisfactory worldviews: there is a corresponding plurality of 
actual worlds.  Plurality penetrates deeper in full plurallism than linguistic surface or than conceptual or 
theoretical structure, to worlds ... There is no single fact of the matter, there are facts and matters." 
Contents: 
Chapter 1. Introducing and placing full and deep plurallisms 
Chapter 2. Explaining full metaphysical plurallisms: their features, their differences. 
Chapter 3. Paths and arguments leading to deep plurallism: vias negativas Chapter 4. More arguments to 
deep plurallism: vias positivas 
Chapter 5. Still more positive arguments to plurallism 
Chapter 6. Worlds and wholes: their natures and relative features 
Chapter 7. Talking and thinking plurallese as well as more ordinarily: modellings and discourse 
Chapter 8. Making a wider metaphysical sweep: traditional notions, traditional pluralism, traditional 
objections 
Chapter 9. Distancing plurallism from realism, anti-realism and relativism, and those other -isms 
Chapter 10. Plurallistic investigation of relevant philosophers and philosophical schools 
Chapter 11. Impacts upon Philosophy: harmonious applications and further problem-solving 
Chapter 12. What deep plurallism does, its intellectual impact, and where it leads 
Chapter 13. Beyond intellectual plurallism--to liberating practice 
Richard Sylvan was Senior Research Fellow in the Philosophy Program at the Australian National 
University.  (v9,#1) 
 
Sylvan, Richard and David Bennett, "Of Utopias, Tao and Deep Ecology," Discussion Papers in 
Environmental Philosophy, No. 19.  Available from Department of Philosophy and Law, Research School 
of Social Sciences, Australian National University, P. O. Box 4, Canberra, ACT, Australia 2600. (v2,#3) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "A Critique of (Wild) Western Deep Ecology:  A Response to Warwick Fox's Response 
to an Earlier Critique,"  manuscript paper.  "Western deep ecology differs in important respects from the 
deep ecology originated and pursued by Naess, ... authentic deep ecology.  ... Western deep ecology ... is 
very roughly a doctrine of the west of those new world continents where environmental philosophy 
functions; it has been advanced primarily by West Coast Americans (Devall, Drengson, Sessions and 
others) and associated West Australians (Fox, now of Tasmania, also Hallem and others).  Unlike 
authentic deep ecology, Western deep ecology is hostile to environmental ethics, which it tends to dismiss 
as mere axiology; and it is excessively enthusiastic about transpersonal experience, spiritual `paths' and 
`ways', and unitarian metaphysics. ... On a personal level, I am quite attracted by authentic deep ecology; 
but I am substantially repelled by Western deep ecology."  Available from: Department of Philosophy, 
Research School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, P. O. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600. 
(v1,#2) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "A Critique of Deep Ecology." Radical Philosophy 40 (Summer 1985): 2-12 and Radical 
Philosophy 41 (Fall 1985).  A difficult paper to understand but absolutely essential as an analysis of the 
popular Deep Ecology movement.  Sylvan (formerly Routley) has been a leading critic of anthropocentric 
environmental ethics, and thus his criticisms of an environmental philosophy closely aligned with his 
views is all the more impressive.  Sylvan attacks Deep Ecology for being too vague: it is based on 
unsupported intuitions that actually permit anthropocentric biases to creep in.  The problem is traced to 
the deep ecologist's avoidance of rational argument.  There is an inconsistency between biospherical 



egalitarianism and holism: all the parts of the ecosystem cannot have equal value if the system itself is to 
be protected.  Deep Ecology tries to emphasize the importance of life--and distorts the concept by 
including as living entities such systems as "river"--but life should not be as important as the system of 
nature.  Finally, the Deep Ecology goal of "self-realization" lends itself to a criterion of value based on 
experience, and perhaps conscious experience--self-direction.  In sum, Sylvan argues that because of its 
vagueness, Deep Ecology claims to support many positions that actually undermine a real environmental 
perspective. (Katz, Bibl # 1) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "Gaean Greenhouse, Nuclear Winter, and Anthropic Doomsday," Research Series in 
Unfashionable Philosophy, No. 4, 1990, Division of Philosophy and Law, Research School of Social 
Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra.  Some provocative reflections, especially on the 
greenhouse effect.  Possible responses rationally assessed, pessimism, skepticism, but Sylvan concludes: 
"From the angle of radical change, then, the impact of the Greenhouse problematique is far from entirely 
negative. For it may encourage or even force many more of us into thinking about and doing what should 
be done from a deep perspective anyway, such as rectifying recent heavy human impact upon 
environments, and beginning at once to put in place more environment-friendly arrangements and 
structures."  No. 4 in this series includes two other papers by Sylvan, "As to the Purpose of the Universe," 
and "Illogic and Illusion in Biologic Evolution."  Available from Department of Philosophy, Research 
School of Social Sciences, Australian National University, P. O. Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2600.  (v1,#2) 
 
Sylvan, Richard, "Paradigmatic Roots of Environmental Problems."  Virtually all diagnoses of the roots 
and sources of environmental problems are defective, and hence the problems will not be adequately 
addressed.   The roots of the problem are typically found in answers that do not question entrenched 
paradigms but seek to explain problems through defective practice, or in those that do look to entrenched 
paradigms, but are flawed by a monist concentration on a single paradigm, or a single narrow band of 
paradigms.  Sylvan seeks a wider, more satisfactory answer.  He disentangles in detail proposed and 
alleged sources of the problems; none of these answers is satisfactory.  A different, more complex answer 
through broader classes of paradigms is investigated.  One result is that philosophy portrayed through its 
standard history is dismal environmental news.  Sylvan (d. 1996) was professor of philosophy, Research 
School of Social Sciences, Australian National University.  (v5,#1) 
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Szaro, Robert C., Johnston, David W.  Biodiversity in Managed Landscapes: Theory and Practice.  New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1996. 808pp. $55. The scientific basis for understanding biodiversity, 
documenting with case examples of theory and concepts applied at differing scales.  Examines policies 
that affect biodiversity conservation.  (v8,#1) 
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Szasz, Andrew,  Ecopopulism: Toxic Waste and the Movement for Environmental Justice.  Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1994.  232 pages.  $39.95; $16.95 paper.  A case study of how grass-roots 
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route that has nothing to do with advancing the idea of what I call a naturogenic value--a value generated 
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of species (and secondly their activities) in space and time.   Interspecific competition in natural 
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water into crops.  Whereas natural ecosystems select for a diversity of species in communities, recent 
agriculture has minimized diversity in favour of vulnerable monocultures.   Such systems show 
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North America," Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 10(1997):41-54.  Lead shot deposited 
in fields and woodlands near shooting ranges and intense, upland, hunting adds an enormous tonnage of 
lead to environments, worldwide.  This contamination is not remedied by banning lead shot use only for 
waterfowl hunting.  Lead pellets disintegrate extremely slowly, during which time they may be ingested 
from the soil by wild birds, livestock, or silage-making machinery, and cause sublethal or fatal lead 
poisoning.  Lead pellet corrosion products contaminate soil, surface waters, and ground waters, often 
exceeding permissible levels. In heavily contaminated sites, earthworms ingest lead compounds which are 
bioaccumulated in higher consumers of food webs. Non-toxic substitutes made from steel or bismuth are 
available internationally, but nations are slow to require their use due to hunters and international sport 
shooting organizations opposing the use of non-toxic substitutes and overt emphasis by government 
agencies on the burden of scientific proof for every situation, rather than taking preventative action 
according to the Precautionary Principle.  The ethical approach of Denmark and The Netherlands, which 
banned all uses of lead shot, is advocated as a precedent for other nations to adopt.  (JAEE) 

 
Thomas, Vernon G., "Attitudes and Issues Preventing Bans on Toxic Lead Shot and Sinkers in North America 

and Europe," Environmental Values 6(1997):185-200. ABSTRACT: It is paradoxical that lead shot and 
fishing sinkers are still used widely, given society's understanding of lead contamination and avian lead 
toxicosis.  The statutory action taken by governments varies from total bans on both lead products to no 
regulation of either shot or sinkers.  Many government agencies and field sport organisations are reluctant 
to use the precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle and regulate use of available non-toxic 
substitutes. The attitudes of individuals towards their roles in environmental lead contamination and 
remediation reflect marked self-deception about the need for changes and the benefits to be derived from 
substitution.  Fatal lead poisoning of highly symbolic, revered species such as British mute swans and 
American bald eagles promoted development of national regulations to ban lead shot and fishing weights.  
Despite the parallels between these countries reforms, there has been little parity between the banning of 
lead shot and fishing sinkers. Department of Zoology College of Biological Science, University of 
Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, N1G 2W1, Canada.  (EV) 
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Thomashow, Mitchell.  Ecological Identity: Becoming a Reflective Environmentalist.  Cambridge, MA: The 



MIT Press, 1995.  268 pages.  $ 25.00.  How environmental studies can be taught from a different 
perspective, one deeply informed by personal reflection.  Constructing an ecological identity using the 
direct experience of nature as a framework for personal decisions, professional choices, political actions,  
and spiritual inquiry.  John Muir, Henry David Thoreau, and Rachel Carson are environmental 
archetypes, though today we have also to consider new emphases, such as ecofeminism and 
bioregionalism.  Tries to make peace  within the environmental movement by exploring the spiritual 
benefits of activism.  Thomashow is in environmental studies at Antioch New England Graduate School.  
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Implications of Foreign Aid in Africa, Ph.D. thesis, Michigan State University, 2000.  Independence 
brought, for many African peoples, a return not only to repressive government, but also to economic 
decline and hardship.  Some have blamed the international community--primarily the Western or 
developed nations.  I make an ethical analysis of the relationship between African nations and the 
developed world--with specific reference to foreign aid.  Normative questions are central to international 
relations; actors in international relations cannot but raise normative questions.  There is an obligation for 
Western developed nations to assist poor under-developed Third world (in particular African) nations.  A 
case study of aid to Somalia.  Three key issues facing African nations--(1) what type of democracy is 
suitable; (b) corruption; and (c) compromising sovereignty by allowing intervention.  This complexity 
reinforces the need for ethics in international politics. Without morality to evaluate our actions we will be 
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Thompson, Charis M., "Ranchers, Scientists, and Grass-roots Development in the United States and Kenya," 

Environmental Values 11(2002):303-326. Two initiatives in community-based biodiversity conservation 
are examined. I describe key aspects of the formation in the mid 1990s of the Malpai Borderlands Group 
of the Southwest US, and the reorganization of the Kenya Wildlife Service during 1994-6 and their 
legacies since then. I review how history, ownership, membership, and valuation were appealed to, 
created, maintained, and contested in defining what should be saved, by and for whom, and how in each. I 
also suggest the central role of science and relatively mundane technologies in coordinating these 
parameters. Success or "best practice" as applied to the conjunction of biodiversity conservation and 
development depends upon this work in contesting and establishing history, ownership, membership and 
valuation. (EV) 
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Thompson, Gary L.; Shelley, Fred M.; and Wije, Chand, eds.  Geography, Environment, and American Law.  

Niwot, CO: University Press of Colorado, 1996.  The rapidly growing interface between geography and 
the American legal system resolving problems associated with land use, water resources, mineral 
development, and related issues.  Geography as a useful framework for analyzing complex human-
environmental challenges.  Thompson is in geography at the University of Oklahoma, Shelley in 
geography and planning at Southwest Texas State University, Wije is a dean for research at Austin 
Community College, Texas. (v7, #3) 
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Niwot, CO: University Press of Colorado, 1996.  216 pages.  Cloth, $ 39.95.  The interface between 
geography and the American legal system.  The interpretive and analytical skills of professional 
geographers applied to environmental issues as these complement the analyses of legal scholars in 
resolving problems associated with land use, water resources, mineral development, and related issues.  
Thompson is in geography at the University of Oklahoma, Shelley in geography at Southwest Texas State 
University in San Marcos.  Wije is a dean for research at Austin Community College, Austin, Texas.  
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Outdoors. Covelo, CA: Island Press, 2000. 448 pages. Paper $45.  "Green" landscape work: More than 
100 projects from around the world are described and illustrated.  Lists of resources, tools for 
implementing these ideas, adapting them to local conditions.  (v.11,#4) 

 
Thompson, Janna, "A Refutation of Environmental Ethics," Environmental Ethics 12(1990):147-160.  

Environmental ethics as practiced by Taylor, Routley, and Rolston is a dead end.  It is not a true ethic 
because it fails to provide a consistent account of value.  The central problem is the level of value 
application---individuals, systems, etc.  Thompson believes that any arguments for one kind of value 
entity can be applied to all entities, including parts of entities or machines.  Thompson's alternative is a 
value based on sentience and point-of-view, but this position seems similarly arbitrary.  (Katz, Bibl # 2) 

 
Thompson, Janna. "Aesthetics and the Value of Nature." Environmental Ethics 17(1995):291-305. Like many 

environmental philosophers, I find the idea that the beauty of wildernesses makes them valuable in their 
own right and gives us a moral duty to preserve and protect them to be attractive. However, this appeal to 
aesthetic value encounters a number of serious problems. I argue that these problems can best be met and 
overcome by recognizing that the appreciation of natural environments and the appreciation of great 
works of arts are activities more similar than many people have supposed. Thompson is in philosophy, La 
Trobe University, Bundora, Victoria, Australia. (EE) 
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environmental ethic holds that some entities in nature or in natural states of affairs are intrinsically 
valuable.  I argue that proposals for an environmental ethic either fail to satisfy requirements which any 
ethical system must satisfy to be an ethic or they fail to give us reason to suppose that the values they 
promote are intrinsic values.  If my arguments are correct, then environmental ethics is not properly ethics 
at all.   Thompson is in the philosophy department, La Trobe University, Victoria Australia.  (EE) 
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cultural heritage. Can something be valuable because of its relation to the historical past? I examine and 
assess arguments for preservation based upon heritage value and defend the thesis that we have an 
obligation to appreciate what our predecessors valued and to value those things that have played an 
important role in our history. I show how this conception of our obligations can be used to defend the 
preservation of natural objects and environments including wilderness areas. (EE) 
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Thompson, Jr., Barton H., "Judicial Takings," Virginia Law Review 76(1990):1449-1544.  More than you 

ever wanted to know about "takings" legislation and history, also a good introduction to a topic of 
increasing interest in environmental conservation.  Thompson concludes that takings jurisprudence is 
quite muddled, and variously applied in legislative, administrative, and judicial branches of government.   
The concept of private property has undergone steady change in recent decades and courts are often 
disinclined to intervene when government uses its power to limit the permissible actions of private 
property holders, as, for instance, in environmental regulations.  Burton is at the Stanford Law School.  
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Tullock, Gordon, The Economics of Non-Human Societies.  Tucson, AZ: Pallas Press, 1994.  87 pages.  The 
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their self-interests; Adam Smith's "invisible hand" selects for economic efficiency.  From this, Tullock 
develops a theory that, in principle, is capable, he claims, of predicting whether a given species will 
survive in a particular niche.  Nevertheless, he adds, "I do not think that studying the non-human societies 
is of help to the student of human societies" (p. 83).  For a review see Clarence C. Morrison, "The 
Economics of Non-Human Societies," Atlantic Economic Journal 23(1995):318-322.  Tullock is an 
economist at the University of Arizona known for his application of economic theory to problems in 
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Turco, Richard P.  Earth Under Siege: From Air Polution to Global Change.  New York: Oxford University 

Press, 1996. 544pp. $21.95 paper, $50 cloth. Based on the author's popular course at UCLA, this text 
introduces the non-science major to a basic understanding of how the physical environment surrounding 
us functions, and why human activities are affecting it, while simultaneously providing sufficient 
supporting details to hold the interest of science majors.  (v8,#1) 

 
Turkovic, Vera, "A Dialogue between Nature and Culture in the Fine Arts" (in Croatian), Socijalna Elologija 

(Social Ecology) 11(no. 4, 2002):317-329.  A representative article from a journal that continues now 
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There are abstracts of articles in English.  ISSN 1330-0113. 
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William B. Adams, eds.  The Earth as Transformed by Human Action: Global and Regional Changes in 
the Biosphere Over the Past 300 Years.  New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993.  729 pages.  
$44.95 cloth.  "An highly laudable undertaking by geographers to put it all together. It will be used by all 
scholars, teachers, and students concerned with the environment and its management--or 
mismanagement--by humans everywhere on our planet." 
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Turner, Derek D., "Are We at War with Nature?" Environmental Values 14(2005): 21-36.  A number of 

people, from William James to Dave Foreman and Vandana Shiva, have suggested that humans are at war 
with nature. Moreover, the analogy with warfare figures in at least one important argument for strategic 
monkeywrenching. In general, an analogy can be used for purposes of (1) justification; (2) persuasion; or 
(3) as a tool for generating novel hypotheses and recommendations. This paper argues that the analogy 
with warfare should not be used for justificatory or rhetorical purposes, but that it may nevertheless have 
a legitimate heuristic role to play in environmental philosophy.  Turner is in philosophy, Connecticut 
College, New London, CT.  (EV) 

 
Turner, Derek D., "Monkeywrenching, Perverse Incentives and Ecodefence," Environmental Values 

15(2006): 213-232.    By focusing too narrowly on consequentialist arguments for ecosabotage, 
environmental philosophers such as Michael Martin (1990) and Thomas Young (2001) have tended to 
overlook two important facts about monkeywrenching. First, advocates of monkeywrenching see 
sabotage above all as a technique for counteracting perverse economic incentives. Second, their main 
argument for monkeywrenching - which I will call the ecodefence argument - is not consequentialist at 
all. After calling attention to these two under-appreciated aspects of monkeywrenching, I go on to offer a 
critique of the ecodefence argument. Finally, I show that there is also a tension between the use of 
cost/benefit analysis to justify particular acts of ecosabotage and the clandestine nature of those acts.  
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Turner, Derek and Laureen Hartzell "The Lack of Clarity in the Precautionary Principle," Environmental 

Values 13(2004):449-460.  The precautionary principle states, roughly, that it is better to take 
precautionary measures now than to deal with serious harms to the environment or human health later on.  
This paper builds on the work of Neil A. Manson in order to show that the precautionary principle, in all 
of its forms, is fraught with vagueness and ambiguity.  We examine the version of the precautionary 
principle that was formulated at the Wingspread Conference sponsored by the Science and Environmental 
Health Network in 1998.  That version fails to indicate who must bear the cost of precaution; what 
constitutes a threat of harm; how much precaution is too much; and what should be done when 
environmental concerns and concern for human health pull in different directions.  Whether this 
vagueness is a strength or weakness of the principle, depends on what purpose(s) the precautionary 
principle is supposed to serve.  Turner is in philosophy Connecticut College, New London, CT.  Hartzell 
is in philosophy, Stanford University, Stanford, CA.  (EV) 

 
Turner, Frederick, Rebirth of Value: Meditations on Beauty, Ecology, Religion and Education (Albany: 

SUNY Press, 1991).  188 pages.  $ 12.95 paper.  A holistic approach, with an emphasis on universalism.  
The common features of myths and works of art the world over militate against relativistic, historicist 
interpretations of culture.  The experience of beauty is a feedback from nature.  Turner is professor of arts 
and humanities at the University of Texas at Dallas. (v2,#2) 
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Turner, Jack, The Abstract Wild.  Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. 136 pages.  Turner takes on the 

mantle of cantankerous iconoclast, reminiscent of Edward Abbey.   The issue of wildness versus 
domestication is the central issue for the future of both humans and nonhumans on Earth.  The central 
trouble is the human desire for management and control.  Our relationship with the nonhuman world must 
be a spiritual one.  The nonessential manipulation and management of wild ecosystems by biologists and 
others is unacceptable.  Wildlife biologists introducing wolves to Yellowstone, with collars on the 
wolves, tracking them on the internet, are instances of this management mentality; these are not wild 
wolves at all. Most outdoor recreation is superficial and destructive, resulting from human desires use 
wilderness for their recreational pleasures. 

 The dominant economic paradigm must be marginalized for the good of both humans and nonhumans.  
Commercializing everything, including the natural environment, merely feeds into the paradigm that's 
causing the problem.  "We must examine processes at the heart of modernity that are only vaguely 
understood, however pernicious their consequences for the wild earth, processes that not only destroy the 
wild but diminish our experience of the wild" (p. xiii). "What we need now is a culture that deeply loves 
the wild earth" (p. xvii).   Turner lives in a remote ranch on the Mexican border during the winter and in 
Grand Teton National Park in the summer, where he is a mountain guide.  He once taught philosophy at 
the University of Illinois.  But he now finds of little importance "the byzantine world of environmental 
philosophy -- (one of the) elements, I believe, of `shallow' ecology" (p. xv).  He has a book on the Tetons, 
published by Henry Holt. 
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Turner's intense dislike of management in conservation biology.  (v.9,#3) 
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In contrast, this study encompasses a science-based risk analysis focusing on the potential risks to 
non-target native wildlife with a particular focus on chronic toxicity. It finds that there is evidence that 
1080 may have endocrine disrupting capabilities (with potential relevance for non-target wildlife) but that 
this still needs more detailed investigation. This can be clarified by further targeted research. Further 
research is also needed to test the degradation rates of 1080 and its breakdown products at 
ecologically-relevant temperatures (i.e., winter stream temperatures - below 11EC). Such research may 
demonstrate that some adjustment to 1080 risk management is warranted in New Zealand, or it may help 
to put to rest the current controversy over the use of this cost effective conservation management tool. 
Keywords: chronic toxicity - conservation - endocrine disruption - New Zealand - risk- Sodium 
monofluoroacetate (1080) - wildlife.   Weaver is in Environmental Studies, School of Earth Sciences, 
Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand.   
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